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CHAPTER I 

WHENCE THE CATEGORIES: 

SECTION I 

THE CATEGORIES: TWO QUESTIONS 

A
ristotle's categorial scheme had an unparalleled effect not only 
on his own philosophical system but also on the systems of 
many of the greatest philosophers in the western tradition. 

The set of doctrines in the Categories, what I will henceforth call cat
egorialism, play, for instance, a central role in Aristotle's discussion of 
change in the Physics, in the science of being qua being in the Meta
physics and in the rejection of Platonic ethics in the Nicomachean Eth
ics. And commentators and philosophers ranging from Plotinus, Por
phyry, Aquinas, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, 
Kant, Hegel, Brentano and Heidegger (to mention just a few) have 
explicitly defended, criticized, modified, rejected or in some other way 
commented on some aspect if not the whole of Aristotle's categorial 

scheme. 
Despite its influence, however, categorialism raises two fundamental 

questions that to this day remain open. The first concerns Aristotle's 
list of highest kinds. At Categories lb25-2a4, Aristotle provides a ten
fold division of the things that are said, 'tcOV AEYOIJ.EVCOV, which are 
naturally interpreted as words (De Interpretatione 16al-10). According 
to Aristotle, words signify the following basic types: ( 1) a substance, 
like a man; (2) a quantity, like a line two cubits long; (3) a quality, like 
the white; (4) a relation, like the double; (5) somewhere, like in the 
Lyceum; (6) at some time, like yesterday; (7) being in a position, like 
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lies; (8) having, like is shod; (9) acting, like cuts; or (10) being acted 
upon, like is cut (Catg.lb25-2a4). 

:Mthough impressive for its philosophical insight, Aristode's list 
raises the following very natural question: why think that it contains 

all and only the highest kinds in the world? Indeed, Aristotle gives 
some reason to suspect the correctness of his list, for even he seems 

~nsetded about it. Only in one other place, at Topics 103b22, does he 
li~t ten categories, though in that list he replaces substance, oucria, 
Wl~h what it is, ti ecrn. In Posterior Analytics I, 22, on the other hand, 

.-:nstode_ only lists eight categories: substance, quantity, quality, rela
tives, action, passion, where and when (PA 83b15). In Metaphysics V, 
7, he repeats the list from the Posterior Analytics, though he again re

pla~es substance with what it is. And less directly, one might interpret 
Anstotle at Metaphysics 1089b18-25 as claiming that there are only 
four categories: substance, quality, relatives, and being acted upon. 

The_lack of any justification for his list of highest kinds has not gone 
unnoticed by critics and in fact has been the source of some famous 
criticisms. Kant, for instance, just prior to the articulation of his own 
categorial scheme, says: 

It w~ an enterprise worthy of an acute thinker like Aristotle to try 
to -~cover these fundamental concepts; but as he had no guiding 
pnncrple he merely picked them up as they occurred to him, and at 
first gathered up ten of them, which he called categories or predica
ments. Afterwards he thought he had discovered live more of them 
which he added under the name of post-predicaments. But his tabl; 
remained imperfect for all that ••• I 

According to Kant, Aristode's list of categories was the result of an un
~ystematic, albeit brilliant, bit of philosophical brainstorming. Hence, 
lt cannot stand firm as a correct set of categories. 

Moreover, the troubles for Aristode's scheme do not end with this 
list of highest kinds Kan ' · · · ds · d ' · - ts cntiasm exten to Aristo es mtra-
categorial divisions of quantity and quality as well. Aristode divides 

~h of ~ese categories into several distinct species: quantity divides 
~nto ~onnn~ous and discrete quantities, the former of which divides 
mto ody, lme, surface, time and place, the latter of which divides into 

~ ~Pressuel Kant, CritUjuc of Pure Reason, tr. N. Kemp Smith (London: St. 
artms 1965), p.114. . 
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speech and number; and quality divides into habits and dispositions, 
natural capacities, affective qualities and affections and shape. Aris

tode, however, never gives any justification for these divisions and as 

a result they appear just as arbitrary as his list of highest kinds. J.L. 
Ackrill, for instance, says about the category of quality: 

When Aristotle says that quality is 'spoken of in a number of ways' 
he does not mean that the word quality' is ambiguous but only that 
there are different kinds of quality. He proceeds to list and discuss 
four kinds. He does not 'deduce' them or connect them on any principle 

2 

And no doubt the lack of such a deduction lies behind Ackrill's criti

cisms of Aristotle a little later in his commentaries: 

He [Aristotle J gives no special argument to show that [habits and 
dispositions] are qualities. Nor does he give any criterion for decid
ing that a given quality is or is not a [habit-or-disposition]; why, for 
example, should affective qualities be treated as a class quite distinct 
from [habits and dispositions] ?3 

The first great question concerning Aristotle's categorial scheme, then, 

is this: is there some philosophically cogent way to justify both the 

highest kinds and the intra-categorial kinds in Aristotle's categorical 
scheme. 

Unlike the first question, the second concerns the way in which cate
gorialism relates to doctrines Aristotle articulates in other works. The 

question arises as a result of a rather common story that is told about 

the categories and its apparent deep tensions with hylomorphism.4 

2 Aristotle, Categories and De Interpretatione, trans. J.L. Ackrill, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press,1963), p.104. 

3 Ibid. p.104. Ackrill translates the words ESt~ and 3ui9eot~ as 'states' and 
conditions' respectively. I have interpolated 'habits' and 'dispositions' to pro
vide continuity with my translations. 

4 I should say that the view I am presenting is only one among several 
views about Aristotle's development that have been proposed in the twen
tieth century. Starting with Jaeger, Aristotle: Fundamentals of the History of 
his Development, trans. Richard Robinson, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925), 
scholars have proposed theories of Aristotle's development in terms of his 
gradual acceptance or rejection of Plato's philosophical positions. Jaeger ar
gued that Aristotle originally accepted a Platonic framework and broke from 
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According to the story, Aristode wrote the Categories during a phase 
ofh!s thought characterized by logical concerns. The Organon, the col~ 
lection of works to which the Categories is generally thought to belong, 
contains an articulation of Aristode's logic along with the semantic 
an~ ontological foundations of a philosophy motivated by logical in~ 
~wry. The Categories presents this ontological foundation; and one of 
Its central tenets is that the metaphysically basic entities are primary 
substances,

5 
which, if we are to judge by Aristode's examples in the 

Categories, include living members of natural kinds as well as parts 
of substances, e.g. heads and hands (Catg. 3a29~32,8a13~28), bodies 
(2b1~2), bits of matter, e.g. logs (8a23), and stuffs, e.g. honey (9a33). 
All o~er entities bear some sort of asymmetric ontological relation 
to pnmary substances. For example, all accidents inhere in primary 
substances while primary substances do not inhere in anything ( Catg. 

the ~ework ~~r in his career. David Ross, "The Development of Aris~ 
toties Thought,_ In Aris~otle and Plato, ed. During (Goteborg, 1960):1~17, 
ac~ted a modified version of such a theory. Ingemar During, "Aristotle on 
Uln~te Principles From 'Nature and Reality;' in Aristotle and Plato, ed. 
~rrng (Gote.borg, 1960): 35~55, strongly disagreed with Jaeger's view, ar
gurng that Anstotle was too strong a spirit ever to be so taken with Plato's 
~heo~es. c£ also, CJ. De Vogel, "The Legend of the Platonizing Aristotle," 
!;' A~tstotle and Plato, ed. During (Goteborg, 1960): 248~256. G.E.L. Owen, 
Logic and Metaphysics in some early works of Aristotle" in Aristotle and 

:lato, ~· D_uring (Gotenborg, 1960):163~190, "The Plato~ism of Aristotle;' 
In LoK!c • Sc~~ce and Dialectic, ed. During (London, 1960): 200~220, reversed 
Jaeger 5 position, arguing that Aristotle started out rejecting Plato's views and 
gradually came to accept them. Daniel Graham, op cit., on the other hand, 

thstro~gly argues that Aristotle's development should be viewed in reference to 
e Internal dvn,...,; fh' · 

,--·~cs o 1S own VIew rather than in reference to his attitudes 
towards Plato's view. G ah th th · · d betw · r am en argues at an InconsiStency can be foun 
. ~ hylomorphism and the categorial scheme. On the basis of such an 
InconsiStency, Graham th A · d 
then develo ' ar~es at nstotle wrote the Organon early an 

ibili ped hylomorphiSm, an ontology designed to accommodate the 
r:s.

1 d- 0~ ~ge. As opposed to these developmentalist views, cf. Mary 
19~~ 3~ ~. rtstotle on Substance, (Princeron: Princeron University Press, 

5 That Aristotle's eat-..:~t sch . -'---:.c .. . venial claim. we~•-.. eme IS a UilllliUIQltlon of entities is a contro~ 
1988) Bvangeliou, Aristotle$ CAtegories and Porphyry (Leiden: Brill 

·• pp.17-33 presents an --"-t ..a:. ___ -10• f-L. L: .•. • ..... n.. · 
• • ~ II.UKUSII no UJC wawn ..... , prom~~ 

Dent lntet'ptetatiou of the subject matter of the categorial scheme. 

1 ~ Whence the Categoriesf 
II 

la20~1b8). Furthermore, within the categorial scheme primary sub~ 
stances appear to be ontological primitives and hence do not appear to 
admit of ontological analysis into further constituents.6 

Aristode's attention, according to this common interpretation, even~ 
tually turned to the physical world. And though Aristode never lost 
sight of the categorial scheme, his attempts at physical explanation 
forced him to a different view about the metaphysically basic entities. 
In his physical and metaphysical treatises, Aristode claims that physi~ 
cal entities are composites of form and matter. According to this view, 
called hylomorphism, not only are physical entities ontologically com~ 
plex but they depend for their existence on form (Meta. 1041b29). 
Thus, while categorialism treats physical entities as ontological bed~ 
rock, explaining the existence of all other entities in terms of them, 
hylomorphism finds a layer of reality below this bedrock. Form, not 
the composite of form and matter, is ontologically basic. 

This apparent disparity between categorialism and hylomorphism is 
all the more striking in view of Aristode's development of the categori~ 
al scheme without the central concepts he employs in his development 
of hylomorphism. The Greek word for matter (uA.n) does not appear 
in the Categories or anywhere else in the Organon. Furthermore, al~ 
though Aristode uses the concept of form ( Eiooc;) in the Categories, 
his use of it in his physical/ metaphysical treatises is far more varied 
and extensive and is not obviously commensurate with his use of it 
in the Categories/ Thus, categorialism and hylomorphism, far from 

6 The ontological simplicity of primary substances in the Categories is a con
troversial claim. In support of such a claim, one can point to the fact that 
Aristotle says of primary substances that they are indivisible (atOJlOV), uni· 
tary (ev apt8J.Lc!l), and hence a this (to&: tt) (3b10~13). C£ Daniel Graham 
Aristotle's Two Systems (Oxford: Oxford University Press 1987), pp.25-27, for 
a defense of this view. 

7 The extent to which form and matter and the closely related concepts of 
aCtllality and potentiality are present in the Organon is debatable. Although 
matter is not mentioned in the Organon, there is evidence at Posterior An
alytics 94a20-95a10 that Aristotle had developed his four~cause scheme 
of explanation by the time he wrote the Posterior Analytics. Such a scheme 
obviously includes both form and matter. Scholars have questioned the ex· 
tent to which Aristode's use of four causes in the Posterior Analytics is evi
dence that he had a fully developed four-cause scheme of explanation when 
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representing two obviously complementary ontologies that permit an 
easy synth · · · g1 h esxs mto a sm e co erent system, instead seem to manifest 
deep tensions both with r th · fu d al .. . espect to exr n ament presupposinons 
and the very terminology used in their construction. 

I Not s~rprisingly, the discrepancies between categorialism and hy~ 
~morphxsm have been the source of considerable scholarly specula~ 

non about the relatio hi b th . ns P etween e two systems. The resolunon 
of these discrepancies and th 'cul · fth I . . e arn anon o e re anonship between 
the two systems have promised to provide acute insights into the con~ 
tours of Aristotle's tho gh v th .l!Lr f . . 
b 

u t. ~et e wrrerence o scholarly opmxon 
a out the relation between th b · f · · f . e two systems, as a ne exarmnanon o 
:;e prormnent scholars' views will reveal, is almost as drastic as the 

e~ence between the two systems themselves. 
Mxchael Frede argues th th 1 A . tl d his . at e ater nsto e eveloped hylomor~ 

P m m response to perceived inadequacies of categorialism. 

While Aristotle has sp ken · h C . . . 
b o m t e ategortes as 1f the claim that 

su stances underlie p . . 
Meta h . h b . ropemes IS totally unproblematic, in the 

h 
1' ystcs . e egms to draw consequences from this claim as to 

w at really 1s the ob · f b 
h . ~ect o su stance. As one can see in Met Z 3 

e considers whether t h b everyth. Is . 0 say t at su stance, that which underlies 

had till
mg ekene, IS matter or form; by contrast in the Categories he 

s spo asifsub h . · bl stances were t e concrete thmgs of our ex~ 
penence ~ ta es, horses tr · 
h H ' ees, men~ JUSt as we are acquainted with 

t em. ow does it com bo 
longer satisfied with e a ut, we must ask, that Aristotle is no 

the answer of the Categories rs 
According to Frede A · tl • th 
transform . & ' thnsto es eory of substance underwent a 

anon om e Cat · th h egones to e Metaphysics. In the Catego~ 
e wrote the Organon Some . 

the Postert'or A al t. • Ia mterpret the discussion of the four causes in 
n !)'tcsasa ter' Ia' 

unsatisfactory ace f th mterpo non; some, as a rudimentary and 
physical~meta h s~:;rtro . e four~ca~e scheme that Aristotle uses in his 
& Co. LTD 1~~) 5

e_;tiSes. Cf. Dav1d Ross Aristotle (London: Methuen 
Anarytics (Oxford:' rJ::ro d2Jo~th:m Barnes, tr. and ed., Aristotle: Posterior 
p. 157. lhe distin . b mversity Press 1975), p.215, Graham, op. cit., 
0rgCJnon though it cnon ~ acttiality and potentiality is clearly in the 
necessity and . seems restncred to contexts in which Aristotle discusses 

connngency· C£ fo 
22b30~23a25) andP . A' al.,. r example, De Intepretatione (19a30~19b4, 

rtor n !)'ttcs (25a37) 
8 Michael Frede, 'Individuals . . . 
p.24. m Aristotle; Antike und Abendland 24, (1978), 
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ries, Aristotle thought it unproblematic to view the concrete things 
of our experience as substances; while in the Metaphysics, Aristotle 
carefully considers whether the fonn and matter of concrete things 
are substances. Thus, Frede sees Aristotle addressing the same prob~ 
lems in the Categories and Metaphysics but developing different and 
incompatible theories. According to Frede, the discrepancies between 
categorialism and hylomorphism point to Aristotle's dissatisfaction 
with the former ontology: Aristotle developed hylomorphism as a 
response to his own criticisms of categorialism. 

In Aristotle's Two Systems, Daniel Graham proposes an interpreta~ 
tion that, like Frede's, finds a deep tension between categorialism and 

hylomorphism. In fact, Graham argues for the radical conclusion that 
categorialism and hylomorphism contradict each other. Unlike Frede, 
however, Graham thinks that Aristotle was never critical of categorial
ism; indeed, Graham thinks that Aristotle, unaware of the contradic

tion in his own thought, attempted an ill~fated synthesis of the two 
systems: 

What emerges is an Aristotle that is bifurcated into a young phi
losopher with brilliant logical insights and the energy and organi
zation to work out their implications while astutely applying them 
to design a priori a programme of scientific research; and a mature 
philosopher with a powerful and flexible theory which better adapts 
itself to the more practicable scientific projects which he engages in 
carrying out. Aristotle's early system ( categorialism] was elaborated 
on a linguistic model that rendered it particularly suitable for gener
ating a logical system of discrete terms in which strict connections 
could be established. Dependent from the start on the craft model, 
the later system [hylomorphism] was less rigorous in its articula
tion but more flexible in application, pluralistic in its outlook but 
more powerful in scope, less perspicuous in dealing with phenom
ena but more penetrating in analysis .•. The late Aristotle wished 
to integrate his early principles with his later ones ... (but] he never 
succeeded, and he could not have, for the gulf between the two sys
tems was a logical one. But in the process of developing his theories 
he gave us two of the greatest philosophies the world has known. 9 

Graham thus agrees with Frede that Aristotle's hylomorphism is in 
tension with categorialism. Unlike Frede, however, Graham does not 

think Aristotle was ever dissatisfied with categorialism. Instead, the 

9 Daniel Graham, op.cit. p. 332. 
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mature Aristotle tried to synthesize his two systems, an attempt that 
was in vain since, unbeknownst to Aristotle, the two systems contra· 
diet each other. 

Although both Graham and Frede find a tension between Aristot· 
le's two systems, not all scholars think an irreconcilable tension exists. 
Montgomery Furth advances an interpretation according to which Ar· 
istotle's two systems, despite appearances, do not conflict; instead, the 
Categories is a work of limited scope • it does not address the problems 
hylomorphism does. Hence, it is a self-consciously simpler ontology 
than hylomorphism, yet one that properly and consistently supplies 
the basis for a richer hylomorphic ontology. 

••• the Categories is a carefully limited work • possibly an intro· 
ductory one • which seems determined to contain the discussion 
at a metaphysical level that is, though in some ways sophisticated, 
still simple, and especially to block any descent from its own cur· 
tailed universe into the much deeper as well as wider universe of the 
Metaphysics. There is also evidence of a notable concern not to get 
involved in Causes'· to set out some ontological phenomena .•• with· 
o~t delving • here • into the underlying structure of the nature of 
things from which these phenomena eventuate. And a critical factor 
~n ~taining that simplicity is the designation of the substantial 
lildividuals as ultimate objects, as the 'floor of the world' ••• 10 

Furth thus agrees with Graham as against Frede that Aristotle did 
not see any tension between categorialism and hylomorphism. Unlike 
Graham, however, Furth thinks that the discrepancies between the two 
systems are due to a difference in subject matter. Aristotle developed 
hylomorphism in response to Cleeper' and 'wider' questions than those 
that were the source of the categorial scheme. Thus, hylomorphism, 
~ough more sophisticated than categorialism, is not in tension with 
It. The difference between the two systems is one of degree, not kind: 
hylomorphism was not an abandonment or even an implicit criticism 
of categorialism; rather it was a natural extension of categorialism.11 

1~ Montgomery Furth, 'Trans-temporal Stability in Aristotelian Substanc· 
es.]ournal of Philosophy 75 (1978), pp. 627-32. 

~ 1 ~ notable exception to the dominant trend in contemporary scholarship 
~Michael Wedin, Ari.ttotks Theory of Substance (New York: OxfOrd Univer· 
Sity Preu, 2000). Much of what I say in thia book ia compatible with Wedin's 

1 ;., Whence the Categories? IS 

The second great question concerning the categorial scheme, the~, is 
twofold: (1) how is categorialism related to Aristotle's hylomorphis~; 
and (2) are there irreconcilable differences between the two ontologt· 
cal schemes~ 

SECTION II 

THE DERIVATIONAL THESIS 

This book contains a series of interrelated chapters that collectively 
support an interpretation that provides answers _to the two ~reat ques· 
tions concerning Aristotle's categories. According to ~e mterpret~
tion, Aristotle's categorial scheme is derivable from his hylomorphic 
ontology, which itself is derivable from very general theses about the 

fb . 12 nature o emg. 

general line of interpretation, though I will not try to be explicit about spe· 
cific points of agreement or disagreement. . . 

12 It should be noted that there have been other attempts to explam _the on· 
gin of Aristotle's categorial scheme. J.L. Ackrill, op.cit PP· 78-79, proVI~es ~e 
most well known, and perhaps the most well supported textually-t e evi· 
d . fr 'T' • 103b20-104a1-contemporary attempt at gen· ence cormng om .LOptcs -'',.. ethods 

. I • li f . Ackrill proposes two wrrerent m erating Anstot es st o categories. . . f . 
of generation According to the first, Aristotle amved at the list o c~tegories 
by discoverin~ the different types of questions that can be asked ~ ~u~ one 
subject. Of Callias, we can ask: 'What is het, 'Where is het, 'When IS the. ; we 

"In th A • d 'Today'. and we can see at an can answer, 'A substance, e gora, an ' h 'Wh 
.., . ·11 t rve as an answer to t e ere answer to the 'What is he:' question Wl no se . f 

. Th · ing the different types o is he?' and 'When is he?' quesnons. us, recogniZ fo 
. b k d A · totle introduced a category r irreducible questions that can e as e ' ns . A 

. A din t Ackrill's other suggesnon, r· each type of distinct quesnon. ccor g 0 diffi 
istotle arrived at his categorial scheme by recognizing dthef -'';rent anbs·w~rs 

"Wh . . " . that is aske o wrrerent o ~e s. that can be given to a at 1s It question , . m~. and 
n r k 'Wh · Calli ~'What is a square?; What 1s the Lyceu · , vve can as : at Is as., . ill be irreduc· 
we can see that the most general answers to these questions w . · . 
ible to each other. For example, Callias is a subst~blce; square ~ a 1U:t:J'; 
but a quantity is not a substance. For every irreducl e answer,ftCen, . , . 

M ik 'Aristotle's Theory o ategones, m introduced a category. Julius oravsc ' h d 
Aristotle, (Garden City: U 1967), pp.125-148, on.th~~~er: K~;:::.. 
an alternative account, one that he tra.c:es to Bonltz,. ~O er(

18
;
3

) 
59

1-645 
des Aristoteles: Sitzungsberichte der Wiener A~demJe . : a list of 
(repr. Darmstadt, 1967). According to Moravsok, the categones 15 
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Although such an interpretation is rather heterodoxical from a 
contemporary perspective, at least the first part of the thesis, namely 

that the categorial scheme admits of a derivation from hylomorphism, 

has a long lineage. There is a rich tradition of commentators includ~ 
ing Radulphus Brito, Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, and most 
recently Franz Brentano, who provide derivations of Aristotle's cat~ 
egorial scheme.13 According to the commentators in this tradition, Ar~ 
istotle's highest kinds are capable of a systematic and arguably entirely 

a priori derivation. The following quotation from Brentano captures 

nicely the philosophical import of such derivations. 

On the contrary, it seems to me that there is no doubt that Aristotle 
could have arrived at a certain a priori proof, a deductive argument 
for the completeness of the distinction of categories ... 14 

Although Brentano does not note in this passage the connection be~ 
tween the categorial scheme and hylomorphism, an inspection of the 
various derivations in this tradition reveals that they generally contain 
hylomorphic terminology. Consider, for instance, the following part of 

the types of entities to which any sensible particular must be related. One 
final attempt at articulating some principles of derivation occur in Michael 
Baumer's 'Chasing Aristotle's Categorial Scheme Down the Tree of Gram~ 
mar: Journal of Philosophical Research XVIII (1993), pp. 341-449. Inspired 
by an interpretation that can be found in Trendelenburg, Geschichte der Kat
egorienlehre (Berlin: Verlag von G. Bethge 1846), PP· 23-24, Baumer provides 
a far less ontological and a far more grammatical method of derivation than 
Moravscik by attempting to show that Aristotle's list of categories reflect the 
fundamental types of grammatical expressions. Needless to say, the interpre
tation I defend in the book stands in marked contrast to all these interpreta
tions. 

13 For excellent discussions of Medieval derivations of the categories, cf. 
W~iam Mcmahon 'Radulphus Brito on the Sufficiency of the Catergo~es' 
~ahter~ de l'Institut du Moyen-Age Grec et Latin 39 (1987), PP·~1-96; 'Ar
l~t~tehan Categorial Theory Viewed as a Theory of Componential Seman
tics, Studies in the History of the Language Sciences vol. XXXVIII, ed. H~s 
A~sleff, Louis G. Kelly and HansJosefNiederhe (Amster~: John ~enJa· 
rnms 1987) pp. 53-64. 'Some Medieval Ideas about Relations Proceedmgs of 
the Conference on the Ontology and epistemology of Relations (forthcoming). 

14 F~ Brentano On the Several Senses of Being in Aristotle, tr. and ed. 
George, R., (Berkeley: University of California Press 1975), P· 96. 
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Aquinas's derivation of the categorial scheme in his commentaries on 
Aristotle's Metaphysics. 

A predicate is referred to a subject in a second way when the predi
cate is taken as being in the subject, and this predicate is in the sub
ject either essentially and absolutely and as something flowing from 
its matter, and then it is quantity; or as something flowing from its 
form, and then it is quality; or it is not present in the subject abso
lutely but with reference to something else, and then it is relation. 15 

Aquinas claims that the category of qualiry flows from form and that 

the category of quantity flows from matter. Furthermore, although 

Aquinas does not use the word 'motion' in his derivation in the Meta
physics commentaries, it is dear from the following passage that he is 

talking about motion as Aristotle in Physics III, 2, characterizes it 

In another way, that from which a predicate is taken, though out
side the subject, is nevertheless from a certain point of view in the 
subject of which it is predicated. And if it is from the viewpoint of 
the principle, then it is predicated as an action; for the principle of 
action is in the subject. But if it is from the viewpoint of a terminus, 
then it will be predicated as a passion; for a passion is terminated in 
the subject which is being acted upon ... 16 

It is dear, then, that Aquinas not only thinks that the highest kinds 
in Aristotle's categorial scheme can be derived from hylomorphism 
but also that the derivation he gives posits connections between vari~ 
ous aspects of Aristotle's hylomorphic ontology and certain highest 
kinds. 

If this Medieval thesis is correct, then, we can provide the following 

answers to the two great questions about Aristotle's categorial scheme. 

First, if Aristotle's categorial scheme is systematically and a priori de~ 
rivable, then the justification for the list of highest kinds lies in the 

derivation of them. Second, we could conclude not only that catego~ 
rialism and hylomorphism are not in tension with each other but that 

categorialism is derivable, at least in part, from hylomorphism. 

Now, in this book, I do not examine the tradition to which Brentano 

and Aquinas belong. My focus is entirely on Aristotle-the interpre-

15 Aquinas, Commentary on Aristotle's Metaphysics, tr. Rowan, J.P., (Notre 
Dame: Dumb Ox Press 1961), pp. 321-322. 

16 Ibid. 
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tati I · · o~s giVe are meant to be Independently defensible. Moreover, I 
admit up front that I do not plan to provide an exhaustive defense 
of the thes~s that the categorial scheme is completely derivable from 
hylomorphism. Indeed, unlike Brentano, I am skeptical that an a priori 
proof of the correctness of the categorial scheme is possible. Moreover, 
as shall become clear, I focus entirely on form matter substance quan· 
. d ' ' ' ~ty an quality. Hence, much of the categorial scheme is left unexam· 

~ned. Nonetheless, each chapter in this book is directed at a topic that 
In some way or another crucially implicates either Aristotle's categorial 
sch hihl hi .erne, s Y omorp sm or the relation between the two. And the 
unifri.ng theme of each of the chapters is the idea that a deep and in· 
teresnng derivational connection exists between Aristotle's categories 
and his hylomorphism. Thus, although I do not try to exhaustively 
defen~ the philosophical thesis that underlies the interpretation in 
~uesnon, I do hope to do enough to make the interpretation in ques· 
~on plausible and indeed to make it plausible that someone could have 
ou~t that the interpretation in question was a reasonable philo· 

sophical thesis. 

SECTION III 

META-INTERPRETIVE STANCE 

?ne might understandably ask why this sort of interpretation is of 
Interest. My answer to this question is three-fold. First, although con· 
tern~~ scholarship has moved far away from the synthetic inter· 
prenve Impulses of the Medieval commentators I have found those 
co~ ' 
be . ~ntators to be remarkably insightful. Although they can perhaps 

JUStifiably . · _.: __ .J c . · 

tl , cnn ... ~ ror their attempts to synthesize parts of Ans· 
to es system I main . th th d th 
find ' tam at eir attempts to do so force em to 

conceptual conn . th h take ectlons at are invisible to those w o are content 
: a much more historical approach to Aristotle's work. Indeed, 

e v~ fact that such commentators tried so hard to derive Aristotle's 
~tego~ scheme from his hylomorphism points to their conceptual 

vennhveness. So, in some sense, this book is aimed at those schol-
ars w o share something f ch 1 
tha · . o the Medieval spirit: if you are a s o ar 

t IS Interested · fl shin A · tl ' In e g out conceptual connections in nsto es 
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thought that are not at first sight obvious, this book might be of inter
est to you. 

Second, the chapters in this book are meant to belong to the tra
dition of interpretation that provides interesting answers to the two 
great questions concerning Aristotle's categorial scheme. Now, I have 
already indicated a certain amount of skepticism that such an a priori 
derivation is possible. Moreover, I do not even address seven of the 
categories. Nonetheless, I maintain that the general line of interpreta· 
tion is of interest. The fact that an a priori derivation of a list of cat· 
egories cannot in the end be successfully carried out can hardly suffice 
in removing the interest in attempts to do so. Much of the interest in 
logicism, for instance, is its failure; and surely a work investigating the 
extent to which something like Frege's original plan for logicism could 
be made to work is worth studying, even if in the end one must admit 
that the mathematical doctrine cannot succeed. The chapters in this 
book are thus to be understood as attempts to articulate and defend 
interpretive doctrines that are part of a larger interpretation, one that 
aims to provide philosophically and interpretively compelling theses 
concerning some of the most basic metaphysical questions. 

Finally, the interpretation I am offering acts as a kind of interpre
tive paradigm-it not only places constraints on some of the other 
fundamental concepts in Aristotle's system but does so in a way that 
has a satisfying interpretive and philosophical payof£ Supposing, for 
the moment, that Aristotle's categorial scheme admits of a systematic 
derivation from hylomorphism which itself follows from theses about 
the plenitude of being, one can ask: what would Aristotle's metaphysi· 
cal views end up looking like:' For instance, what view of form and its 
relation to the category of quality would be needed in order to carry 
out such a derivation? Likewise, what view of matter and its relation to 
the category of quantity would be needed? As I hope to show, there are 
interpretations of the main aspects of hylomorphism and the catego· 
rial scheme, namely interpretations about the natures of form, matter, 
quantity, quality and substance that not only facilitate the larger thesis 
about the relation between the two systems but can also be defended 
independently of any such larger considerations. Hence, the interpre· 
tations of the various aspects of Aristotle's system, if correct, not only 
stand on their own, but also cohere so as to provide a coordinated 
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answer to the two great questions concerning Aristode's categorial 
scheme. 

~timately, I intend my interpretation to be what might be called a 
rattonal reconstruction of Aristode's philosophy. What I mean by this 
can be understood by way of an analogy. Aristode's texts are incom· 
~lete and imperfect in well-known ways. They can thus be likened to 
1~P~rfect and incomplete archaeological evidence of an ancient civi· 
lizanon Such · . .:1: __ • 
. • a Civ~tton, we can imagine, must have been rather 
Impressive - th 'd f · . . . . . e eVI ence o vanous forms of soph1sttcanon 1s underu-
able. But let us s pp th th .d . ' u ose at e eVI ence underdetermmes the extent 
to which th · . .:1: __ • h d . 

. e Civ~tton a vanous desirable institutions. Did it have 
a JUSt legal system~ Did it have the full range of science and the arts? 
Al~ough various arguments can be made in favor of one hypothesis 
or e other, let us suppose that the facts as we know them cannot 
settle the matter. 

In the face of such a 'tua · 'gh 1f 'th SI non, one rm t content onese w1 a 
;::re i:ntement of. the ~s about which we can be certain. On the 

. er d, one might begin to speculate about the civilization. One 
m:gh~ speculate, for instance, that the civilization had such and such 
~Zn system; and that if it did have such a legal system, then the 

ce we now possess should be interpreted in a certain light. Of 
coursed, such speculation, if it were to be satisfying, would have to be 
groun ed in th c.. -- . 
. e .lactS as we know them; but such facts would also be 
Interpreted · ligh f 
inevitabl . 

10 
t 0 the speculation. Indeed, such a project would 

Y Involve a give and take between a faithfulness to the facts 
as we know them d · ligh f the s . ~ an attempt to understand such facts m t o 
fro ~~ns being made. In this way, one might try to reconstrUct 

;: e. available evidence the nature of the ancient civilization. 
. th~ne Is to go beyond mere biography, Aristode must be approached 
10 18 

way. Although we have a great deal of evidence concerning his 
system, the eviden · · ell d · feet. In this ce IS, In w ·known ways, incomplete an .Im~-

book, therefore, I attempt a reconstrUction of Aristotles 
system that ia ,.,..:L.J b eraJ1 th 
reco . 6~ Y a certain Set of principles. Most gen Y,. e 
ays~on 18 gwded by the view that Aristode's twO metaphystcal 
a sin '~e. ca~m and hylomorphism, can be integrated into 
h~ . ghly uni6ed system. More specifically, it is guided by the 

e&1S that the categorial scheme admits of a systematic deriva-
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tion &om the various structures latent in Aristotle's hylomorphism 
and that the latter system is the result of certain general principles 
concerning the nature of being. 

And why are these good reconstructive principles? Well, to repeat 
what I've already said, they provide a kind of interesting paradigm that 
has significant interpretive and philosophical payoffs; and given the 
greatness of Aristotle, it is reasonable to suppose that Aristode de
serves to be treated in such a manner. In the case of the civilization, it 
is not obvious what advantages there would be to reconstructing the 
civilization so that it ended up looking like a highly unified one op
erating in accordance with fully coherent and just principles. But, my 
aim in this book is to show that in the case of Aristotle the reconstruc
tive principles guiding my interpretation lead to a significant increase 
in our understanding of the structures in his metaphysical system. 

SECTION IV 

THE CHAPTERS 

Briefly, the contents of the remaining chapters in the book are as fol
lows. In chapter 2, I discuss a problem that at first seems to concern 
only Aristode' s categorial scheme but that in the end has significant 
implications for the relation between it and hylomorphism. What I call 
the body problem in Aristode arises as a result of Aristotle's apparent 
commitment to the following three inconsistent claims: (1) Body is a 
genus in the category of substance; (2) Body is a genus in the category 
of quantity; and (3) No genus can be in both the category of substance 
and the category of quantity. I shall argue that the correct resolution 
of this problem requires a certain understanding of Aristotle's views 
about both the nature of mobile substances and the nature of math
ematics. As shall become apparent, these views implicate Aristotle's 
hylomorphic ontology. Hence, this problem, which at first seems re· 
stricted to the categorial scheme, has a resolution that extends beyond 
the categorial scheme. By the end of the chapter, not only will I have 
articulated and defended substantive accounts of Aristotle's philoso
phy of mathematics and his theory of mobile substance but I will also 
have gone some way toward showing that there are deep conceptual 
connections between hylomorphism and the categorial scheme. 
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Each subsequent chapter, then, focuses on the nature of one of the 
key concepts involved in the larger thesis, namely form, matter, qual~ 
ity, quantity and substance. In chapter 3, I examine the nature of fonn. 
I do so by arguing for the following theses: (1) 'form' in Aristotle has 
over twenty distinct meanings; (2) there are two central meanings 
of'form' that correspond to two distinct types of entity; (3) the two 
types of form, what I shall call Jorm~m and Jorm~c, are respectively (a) 
a capacity like entity that is the source of the dynamical activities of a 
material substance and (b) a species. I also argue that Aristotle accepts 
a functional detennination thesis, which provides a conceptual bridge 
between the two types of form. Finally, as shall become apparent, the 
first type of form, form~m, is precisely the sort of entity that I invoke 
in chapter 2 so as to resolve the body problem. By the end of chapter 
3, I will have not only gone a considerable way to clarifying what Ar~ 
istotle means by 'form' but I will also have laid the groundwork for a 
derivation of the category of quality from the nature of form. 

In chapter 4, I address the nature of matter by addressing the dif~ 
ficult question of prime matter in Aristotle. I do so by discussing and 
criticizing the interpretation according to which prime matter is ex~ 
tension. Such an interpretation is an old one - it goes back at least 
to Simplicius - and has been defended in recent times by Robert 
Sokolowski and Richard Sorabji. Although I think that such an in# 
terpretation is incorrect, I argue that prime matter nonerhe.less bean 
a very intimate relation to extension. By providing a mathematicaUy 
rich characterization of the nature of extension, I show how one is 
naturally led to the concept of prime matter. I also thereby show hoW 
prime matter so characterized. avoids the objections that are typically 
raised against it. Finally, I show how such an interpretation of prime 
matter not only can be integrated into Aristotle's philosophy of math# 
ematics but also coheres with the solution of the body problem I give 
in chapter 2. Hence, by the end of chapter 4, I will have given robust 
characterizations of form and matter that augment conceptual links 
I will have already drawn between hylomorphism and the categorial 
scheme as a result of my resolution of the body problem. 

In chapter 5, I argue that the category of quality can be systemati~ 
cally derived from form. According to what I call the canonical inter~ 
prttation, the category of quality divides into four main species. I argue 
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to the contrary that quality in fact first divides into two main species 
under which fall the four species Aristotle lists. Furthermore, I argue 
that such a regimented differentiation unfolds systematically from the 
very nature of form as I have characterized it in chapter 2. As a result, 
not only can one give an explanation as to why quality is a highest kind 
-it is in essence a basic type ofhylomorphic entity- but one can also 
show that its species admit of a principled derivation. 

In chapter 6, I argue that the species in the category of quantity 
admit of a derivation from the nature of matter. I do this by noting 
and then explaining a discrepancy between the species in quantity that 
Aristotle lists in Categories V and the species he lists in Metaphysics V, 
7. I argue that the discrepancy can be the source of a derivation of the 
list in the Categories as long as one accepts the thesis that the category 
of quantity is derivable from matter as I have characterized it in chap~ 
ter 4. Hence, as in the case of quality, there is both an explanation as 
to why quantity is a highest kind and a principled way of deriving the 
species that fall under it. 

In chapter 7, I address three issues: (1) the category of substance; 
(2) the system of Aristotelian sciences; and (3) the plenitude of being. 
I argue that attributing to Aristotle a certain version of the plenitude 
of being allows for a systematic derivation of the Aristotelian sciences, 
which in tum provides a derivation of the main species in the category 
of substance. In addition, I shall argue that Aristotle's hylomorphism, 
as I have characterized it in chapters 3 and 4, is derivable from the 
plenitude of being. In fact, as shall emerge, the main species in the 
category of substance can be traced to features of form and matter as 
I have characterized them in chapters 3 and 4. Hence, by the end of 
chapter 7, I will have shown that general considerations about the na~ 
ture of being generate the structures inherent in hylomorphism, which 
in tum generate the main structures in Aristotle's categorial scheme. 



CHAPTBR2: 

THE BODY PROBLEM IN ARISTOTLE 

I
n this chapter, I discuss a problem that at first seems confined 
to Aristotle's categorial scheme. As shall become apparent, how~ 
ever, what I take to be the correct resolution to the problem has 

several implications for the relationship between hylomorphism and 
the categories. Moreover, coming to grips with the problem requires 
substantive views about Aristotle's philosophies of mathematics, mo~ 
cion, substance, form and matter. So this particular issue provides a 
convenient place to begin the treatment of the topics that will be the 

focus of the rest of the book. 
The problem arises as a result of Aristotle's treatment of body in the 

Categories. Aristotle, it would seem, commits himself to the following 

three inconsistent theses. 

1. Body ( OIDJ.la) is a genus in the category of substance. 

2. Body is a genus in the category of quantity. 

3. No genus can be in both the category of substance and the cat· 
egory of quantity. 

A less precise, but perhaps also less artificial statement of the problem 
presented by these three theses, what I will call the body problem, is 
simply this: where in the categorial scheme does the genus, body, lid 
For, Aristotle at times talks as if body is in the category of quantity, 
and at times as if it is in the category of substance. But according to 
the orthodox reading of the Categories, a genus cannot be in both the 

category of substance and the category of quantity. 
In this chapter, I shall be primarily focused on resolving the incon~ 

sistency in theses {1H3). Before turning directly to a resolution of the 
body problem, however, I first want to indicate briefly why Aristotle 
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seems co 'tted th 
really do mnu ~ ~ (1)-(3) in the hope of showing that tbey 
that the~ ~t ~of Aristotle's thought and benet 

b 'cal Y problem 15 a senous and deep one for Aristotle's meta-p }'Sl System. 
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marcated dimensions, the three dimensions demarcated being body
as-quantity? 

That Aristotle accepted (1), however, does not rest entirely on the 
interpretive insights of Medieval commentators and the one passage 
from the Topics. Two further passages in particular provide strong 
support. At De Anima 434bl2, as part of an attempt to argue that 
every animal must have the faculty of touch, Aristotle says that an 
animal is an ensouled body. The surrounding context makes it dear 
that Aristotle is providing a definition-the claim occurs within a 
scientific syllogism, which is something that, according to Aristotle, 
must proceed from a definition. To define animal as an ensouled body, 
however, is to provide a differentia, ensouled, and a genus, body. And 
because an animal is a substance, body must be a genus in the category 
of substance. 

The evidence from the De Anima passage finds corroboration in 
Aristotle's division of substance in Metaphysics XII,l. Aristotle divides 
substances into immovable and sensible substances the latter of which 
is divided into eternal substances and destructible substances 'like 
plants and animals' (Meta. 1069a31). Aristotle does not in this pas
sage say that sensible substances are bodies. But it is hard to see what 
else they could be. Indeed, his mention of animals as a kind of de
structible substance immediately calls to mind his definition of animal 
in the De Anima according to which an animal is an ensouled body, a 
definition which could in light of the Metaphysics passage be expanded 
to ensouled sensible destructible substance. Furthermore, at 1069b38, 
shortly after his division of substances, Aristotle says that sensible 
substances are the subject of physics. And at De Caelo 268al-3, he says 
that physics concerns itself for the most part with bodies, magnitudes 
and their properties and movements. Because the only item on this list 
that is a candidate for substancehood is body, it is straightforward to 
take Aristotle as asserting that sensible substances are bodies.3 

2 Thomas Aquinas, On Being and Essence in Tunothy McDermott (trans.), 
Aquinas: Selected Philosophical Writings, (New Yorlc press 1993), 95. 

3 The 'fOr the most part' quali6cation is moat plausibly read as a reference to 
the fact that physics also studies the unmoved mover. But, because the un

. tnoved nuwer is not sensible, this does not detract from the cridence for the 
that body is a substance. 
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That body is a genu · h f · · h A · tl , sIn t e category o substance also dovetails wrt 
nsto es repeated in . h . di . 

F . . srstence t at rn vrdual bodies are substances. 
or Instance, In Physics II 1, Aristotle says: 

Animals and their p · b arts exrst y nature as do plants and the simples 
among the bodies fc · h 
th . h h ' or rnstance ean , fire, air and water ... And all 

ose wrt sue a P · · I h 
fc nncrp e ave a nature; and they are all substanc-

es, or each of them i b' d 
(Ph 192b s a su ~ect, an nature is always in a subject ys. 9-34).4 

Aristotle here clai h . I 
ms t at srmp e bodies are among those things with a 

nature, and he goes on t h h. . 
(Ph 193b 0 say t at t mgs With a nature are substances 
c di'Y~· 32

-33). It would follow, then, that at least some bodies, ac-
or ng to Aristotle ar b . . . . 

D C I I ' e su stances. In a similar vern, Anstotle says at 
e ae 0 II 1, 298a26-31: 

Now things that w call al 
and 'b e natur are either substances or functions 

attn Utes of sub t A b i fi s ances. s su stances I class the simple bod-
es- re, eanh, and the other terms of the series-and all things that 

are composed of th fc 
pan . al em; or example, the heaven as a whole and its 

s, anrm s again, and plants and their parts (DC 298a26-31). 
According to A · I 
from th . I nstot e, not only simple bodies but also those that are 

e Simp e bodies 1 d II And h . ' e.g. P ants an animals, are substances as we . 
e rerterates such a claim in Metaphysics VII 2. 

Substance is though b I 
say th t b h . t to e ong most obviously to bodies; and so we 
so area ot alanbrmals and plants and their pans are substances, and 

natur odies h fi 
thing f h sue as re and water and eanh and every-

o t e son ... (Met. l028b9-12) 
Aristotle does ex h . . 
the li b press t e need to question whether all the Items m 
H~mn~ (M h bodi es eta. l028bl3); but he nowhere argues t at 

es are not subst d b 
stance (M ances; an his claim that form is primary su -
Hen . eta. 1041b7) does not imply that bodies are not substances. 

ce, grven the ex I. . 
cited · . _r P ICit acceptance of such a thesis in the passages 

' It Is sare to s h . 
subst uppose t at Aristotle thinks individual bodies are ances. 

From the thesis th t . di 'd . . 
a short a In VI ual bodies are substances, however, It IS 

step to the concl · h b f 
substan If b . Usion t at ody is a genus in the category o 

ce. odies · di 'd b d · _ are In VI ual substances, to infer that o Y IS a 
4AII -

the translations of Aristotle are mine. 
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genus in the category of substance, one need only suppose that 'body' 
is part of the answer to the question 'what is it{ asked of some indi
vidual body. And though I do not know of a passage in which Aristotle 
makes this claim, it is extremely plausible to suppose that 'body' is part 
of the answer to such a question. After all, body is what an individual 
body such as a fire element or a plant is. 

Unlike his acceptance of the first thesis, Aristotle's acceptance of 
the second thesis is directly and incontrovertibly supported by textual 
evidence. In two different places Aristotle says that body is a kind of 
quantity. In Categories VI, Aristotle says that body is in the genus of 
continuous quantities: 'Among continuous quantity are line, surface 
and body: (Catg. 6a23-4) And in Metaphysics V 13, within a discus
sion of the various senses of quantity, Aristotle says that body is a 
kind of magnitude and that magnitude falls under the genus quantity. 
Hence, body, according to the text of the Metaphysics is a genus that 
falls under quantity.5 

The third thesis, like the first, doesn't have the support of a quota
tion in Aristotle; but Aristotle's acceptance of (3) follows straightfor
wardly from features inherent in his classification of entities in the 
Categories. Any genus in an accidental category is said of and present 
in a subject; while any genus in the category of substance is said of but 
not present in a subject ( Catg. la20-lb5). Hence, any genus that is in 
both the category of substance and the category of quantity must be 
both present in and not present in a subject. In order to avoid such a 
contradiction, therefore, one must suppose that there is no genus that 
is in both the category of substance and the category of quantity. 

Aristotle, then, is committed to theses (1)-(3). In this chapter, how
ever, I show that, far from revealing a deep contradiction in Aristotle's 
thought, the body problem admits of a resolution that throws con
siderable light on several aspects of his metaphysical system. The 
resolution begins with a thesis concerning Aristotle's philosophy of 
mathematics and its relation to the conception of science Aristotle ar
ticulates in the Posterior Analytics. In order to resolve completely the 
body problem, though, such a thesis must be combined with theses 
about the relationship between substance, form, motion and quantity. 

5 I will discuss Aristotle's definition of quantity in greater detail in section 
II. 
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What eventuall . . . y emerges Is an Interpret . h 
Anstotle's conception fb di b anon t at not only illuminates 

b 
0 o es oth b "al ut also shows this co . ' su stantr and non-substantial, 
ncepnon to be . 

Aristotle's most fundamental a.n :oos around which some of 
metaphysical views turn. 

SECTION 11 
MATHEMATIC . S, SCIENCE AND BODY 

Anstotle characterizes math . . 
ferent places. Nonetheles .emanchs m slightly different ways in dif-
th "d th s, m eac char . . e I ea at mathemati . actenzatron, he emphasizes 
h h . crans somehow i 

t e P ysrcal aspect of mat "al b gnore or abstract away from 
tl en su stan I M 

e says that a mathematicr"an tudi h~es. n etaphysics XI, Aristo-
. "bl s es Is b. aft 
Is sen~r. e, such as heaviness and ligh o ~ect er leaving out what 
quantities and qua continuous . ~ness, and instead studies, qua 
two or three dimensions. ' quanttttes that are continuous in one, 

Now just as the mathematician d 
by abstraction (for he theorizes :n ret~ his investigation of these 
:h" and ~eeping only continuous qu:t~av~g bout. all that is sensible) 
~enstons, he investigates the attr"b ty, ett er In one, two or three 

an qua continuous and not wi 1 utes of these qua quantities 
(Meta.l06la28-36) th respect to somethin I g e se ... 

In Metaphysics XIII 3 A . tl 
"bl ' nsto e says th 

SI ~ material substances but in their sat ma~ematicians study sen-
their physical aspect tudy rgnore or abstract · away 

For if the objects of math . . ematics are am th 
qua sensible, then mathematical . ong e sensibles but n 

h fc 
sciences ar f th ot 

not t ere ore concerned · h e 0 e senst"bl 
( 

Wit somethi es and 
Meta. l078al-5) ng separate from these "bl · ns1 es 

Later, he says: 

On the other hand, the geometer investi ates 
man nor qua indivisible, but qua as l"d (Mg a man neither qua a 

. 0 1 eta. 1078a25-6) 
Anstode makes similar remark . Ph . . · . s m 'JSICS II 2 wh h 
tmgmsh between the mathematician and th h' . ~re e tries to dis

e P ysicist: 
The mathematician is concerned with th h · 

1
. ese as well but . r:_ 

as eac IS a Imit of a physical bod . d h : not Inso,ar y, nor oes e Investigate attri-
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butes qua existing in such substances. Consequently he separates 
them, for in thought they are separable from motion ... (Phys. 
193b31-4) 
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Two different characterizations of mathematics plausibly emerge 
from these passages. In the first Metaphysics passage, Aristotle says that 
mathematics is the study of quantities qua F, where F is some quan
titative notion. It is, for instance, the study of quantities qua quantity, 
or qua continuous, or qua solid, etc. According to such a characteriza
tion, quantity is the subject matter of mathematics. The latter passages 
above, though, suggest that mathematicians study sensible substances 
in abstraction from motion and sensibility. In the third passage from 
the Metaphysics, Aristotle says that geometers study men; and in the 
second Metaphysics passage and the Physics passage, Aristotle argues 
that mathematicians abstract from sensibility and mobility. The latter 
three passages thus suggest that mathematics, according to Aristotle, 
is the study of sensible substances, i.e. the study of bodies. It is not, 
however, any sort of study of bodies but rather the study of bodies not 
qua sensible, or given the convertibility of sensibility and mobility, not 

qua mobile. 
The first characterization of mathematics, unlike the second, is en

tirely affirmative and so, in virtue of the positive content it contains, is 
to be preferred. To say in accordance with the second characterization 
that mathematicians study bodies but not qua mobile is to say in what 
respect mathematicians do not study bodies, namely not qua mobile. 
But to say that mathematicians study quantities qua F is to say both 
what mathematicians study, namely quantities, and how they do it, 
namely qua F. Nonetheless, for the moment I want to focus on the 
second characterization. For reasons that will become apparent, the 
resolution of the body problem I propose is facilitated by a discussion 
of the second characterization. Furthermore, there is a sense in which 
the difference between the two characterizations is a manifestation of 
the body problem; and so, by the end of this paper, an explanation of 

the first characterization will come into view. 
So what does it mean to say that mathematicians study bodies but 

not qua mobile~ One could answer this question by putting a psy
chologistic spin on Aristotle's philosophy of mathematics. According 
to some interpreters, Aristotle thinks that mathematicians mentally 
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rna emancal objects and/ or £ 
and then go on to investi th eatures from mobile substances 
sensible substances but gate ese ~bjects and/or features. To study 

· not qua mobile din tanon, requires one to b , accor g to such an interpre· 
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ture does an instance of one of the species of triangle, for instance an 
equilateral triangle, have two right angles? And the correct answer, ac
cording to Aristotle, is that an equilateral triangle has two right angles 
in virtue of its being a triangle (PA. 73b31-38). Why? Because there 
is nothing peculiar to equilateral triangles as opposed to isosceles or 
scalene triangles that makes it the case that they have two right angles. 
Were one to examine the proof that all triangles have two right angles, 
one would notice that nothing in the proof requires the figure in ques
tion to be equilateral, isosceles or scalene, but it does require the figure 
in question to have three sides, i.e. to be a triangle. In other words, the 
highest genus whose complete definition is used in a demonstration 
that any triangle, whether it be equilateral isoscdes or scalene, has two 
right angles is the genus triangle (PA. 74a4-74b4). So it is possible to 
say that all equilateral triangles have two right angles, not qua equilat· 

eral triangle, but rather qua triangle. 
Aristode ties his use of the qua' locution to his view that a science 

consists of categorical syllogisms. Consider the following two syllo
gisms, the first of which is a demonstration of the fact that triangles 
have two right angles, the second of which is a demonstration of the 

fact that equilateral triangles have two right angles. 

#l 
All triangles are three-sided closed plane figures. 
All three-sided closed plane figures have two right angles. 
Therefore, all triangles have two right angles. 

#2 
All equilateral triangles are three-sided closed plane figures. 
All three-sided closed plane figures have two right angles . 
Therefore, all equilateral triangles have two right angles. 

In both syllogisms, having two right angles is demonstrated of the 
subject of the syllogism via a middle term that is the definition of a 
triangle. Hence, in both syllogisms the demonstration is qua triangle. 
But, in syllogism #1, the subject is triangles and so is a demonstration 
concerning triangles qua triangles, while in syllogism #2, the subject is 
equilateral triangles and so is a demonstration concerning equilateral 

triangles qua triangles. 
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According to Aristotle, only the first syllogism can be part of an ideal 

scientific demonstration. The second syllogism, because it shows that 
equilateral triangles have an attribute qua triangle and not qua equi
lateral, is not, in Aristotle's terminology, universal (PA. 74a4-74b4). 
Nonetheless, the second syllogism illustrates the fact that a syllogism 

can be a demonstration (or perhaps it is better to call it a quasi-dem
onstration') of an attribute that something has not qua that thing but 
only qua part of that thing. In syllogism #2, because the middle term 
is not the complete definition of an equilateral triangle but only the 
definition of a triangle, it is a demonstration not qua equilateral but 
qua triangle. 

Although there may be some problems of detail, Aristotle's general 
use of the qua' locution in the Posterior Anarytics, especially when il
lustrated with mathematical examples, makes a reasonable amount of 
intuitive sense. An attribute, P, is demonstrated of subject S qua M 
just in case (1) S, M and Pare the subject, middle and predicate terms 
respectively of a valid categorical syllogism; ( 2) the premises of the syl
logism are true; and (3) M is the reason for S's having P. Furthermore, 

if M is the full definition of S, then the demonstration is a demonstra
tion qua S, since M is what S is. If, on the other hand, a demonstration 
uses a middle term, M, that excludes part of the definition of the sub
ject term-call such a part 'Q -then the demonstration can be said 
to be not qua Q For instance, because the middle tenn of the demon
stration in syllogism #2 excludes part of the definition of equilateral 
triangles, it can be said to be a demonstration not qua equilateral, or 
alternatively not qua equal length sides. 

Now, in the Posterior Analytics, Aristotle's mathematical examples 
all concern some particular genus a mathematician may study and not 
mathematics itsel£ Nonethdess, the terminology Aristotle USes when 
he characterizes mathematics itself is the same as his tenninology in 
the Posterior Anarytics. According to such a ~on. math. 
ematicians study bodies but not qua mobile. So, if AristotJis USe of the 
qua locution is consistent in both cases, he must haw: thot.a.ght there 
are syllogisms of the following form. · 

#3 
All bodies are M 
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AllM are P. 
Therefore, all bodies are P. 
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lth the latter three defini . . 
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J.I.EYE9oc; m three dimensions. 
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these definitions become: o to JJ.£ye9oc;just a few lines prior, then 

li.ne =df (that which is) limited 
ston. measurable quantt'ty · di m one men· 
surf.u;e =df (that which is) limit 
menstons. ed measurable quann'ty · di bod _ mtwo • 

Y -df (that which is) limi 
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This odditv h t Is a measurable quantitv e su:e or other, rather 
.,, owever,canbeunderst ·r 

not completely rectified 'th ood, though perh . 
crucial ' WI a certain undera aps lil the end 
1h . conc~ts Aristotle uses in these defini . tanding of one of the 

ere IS an Interpretation of Ari telian tiona, namely J.1i 
cently defended by Robert Sokol:ski J.l,tye8oc; that haa .,:eeoc;. 
traces back at least as far . . . and Richard g..._L.. n re
is a kind f as S•mphaus acco..-1:-- ...... iiOJl but that 

0 matter.9 According t S rab' --.~to which J,Lt An~ 
is not so much a property, o o !Ji and Sokolowalci J.Lt ye,"":' 
continuum simil h , not an amount, but rather • yeOoc; 

ar to w at Descartes call , . an underl. ~._ 
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9 Rob~ Sokolowski, 'Matter, Elements and Subst . . 

den
of th~ Hutory of Philosophy 8 (1970),263-288. Richanardce m ~]..,_, 

nal Address: Analyses of M~-- An . Sorabj~, -nte :tt....._. 

A · t· ....... , aent and~-· D.... ••• J. --~· 
rutote ran Society 86 (1986} 1-22 ~ .. ·~~~of the 
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suggestive terminology, j.lEyE9oc; is continuous, extended space-filling 

stuff. 
If j.lEye9oc; is interpreted in this way; Aristotle's definitions of body; 

line and surface take on an intelligible hue. If j.l£ye9oc; is a kind of 

indeterminate three dimensional stuff, then a body, according to Aris· 

totle, is such stuff in three dimensions in so far as it has been limited. 
And what would the limit of such a body be? A surface, which itself 

is limited j.lEyEOoc; in two dimensions. And the limit of a surface is a 
line which itself is limited by a point. And here the progression ends, 

since a point, because it is unextended, is not limited j.l£ye9oc; in any 

dimensions.10 

Because Aristotle's definition of body can be illuminated by focus-

sing on the nature of lleyeOoc;, in the remainder of this chapter, I will 

leave 'j.lEyE9oc;' in the definition of body rather than what could in 

principle replace it, namely 'measurable quantity'. Hence, the definition 

of a body that emerges from book V of the Metaphysics is: 

body = df (that which is) limited ~yeeoc; in three dimensions. 

And hence we have our middle term in syllogism #3, which now looks 

like the following. 

#4 
All body is (that which is} limited JlE"YE9oc; in three dimensions. 
All limited JlEye9oc; in three dimensions has P. 
Therefore, all body has P. 

But, if this is to be a demonstration of an attribute that bodies in the 

category of substance have but not qua mobile, the middle term here 
cannot be the full definition of a body in the category of substance. 

Indeed, this is clear enough from the fact that the definition occurs in 
Aristotle's treatment of the category of quantity. So what, then, is the 

definition of body in the category of substance? 
The answer to this question is quite simple and has been foreshadowed 

by the discussion of Aristode's use of the qua' locution. If a demonstration 

10 This understanding of Aristode's views about geometrical objects is sim
ilar to Ian Mueller 1\ristode on Geomettical Objects: Archiv Fur Geschichte 
Der Philosophie 52 (1970} 156-171. 
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SECTION III 
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that body is in the category of quantity can be understood as the claim 
that body-q is in the category of quantity. So, strictly speaking, no con

tradiction arises. 
A difficulty, however, remains. According to the interpretation I 

have proposed, body in the category of quantity is (that which is) lim
ited JlEYE8oc; in three dimensions; and the definition ofbody-s results 
from adding 'mobile' to this definition. But adding 'mobile' to '(that 
which is) limited JlEYE8oc; in three dimensions' looks like the adding 
of a differentia to a definition. But adding a differentia to a genus, like 
adding 'rational' to 'animal: results in the definition of a species that 
falls under the genus. So it would seem that mobile limited JlEYE8oc; 
in three dimensions should be a species under limited JlEYE8oc; in 
three dimensions. But, because limited !!Eyt::Soc; in three dimensions 
falls under the genus quantity, mobile limited !!Eyt::Soc; in three di
mensions, if it really were just a species that results from adding the 
differentia 'mobile: would likewise fall under the genus quantity. But, 
mobile limited JlEYE8oc; in three dimensions is supposed to be the 
definition of body in the category of substance and so should not fall 

under the genus quantity. 
This difficulty can be given the following pictorial representation. 

It would seem that the following genus/ species structure is naturally 

suggested by the definitions I have proposed. 

Quantity 
J,tEyeeo~ -measurable quantity 

body-q-limited p.Eyeeo~ in three dimensions 
body-s-mobile limited p.EyeSo~ in three dimensions 

In this diagram, body-s falls under the genus quantity. But what is 

wanted is the following: 

Substance 
body-s-mobile limited p.Eyeeo~ 

Quantity 
p.Eye6o~-continuous quantity 

body-q-limited ~ye9o~ in three dimensions 
In the latter hierarchy, body-s falls, as it should, under the genus sub
stance, while body-q falls, as it should, under the genus quantity. If the 
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Interpretation ro d 40 th P pose so far is correct th · 1 . 
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SBC1'ION IV 
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Suppose, then, that substances are mobile in virtue of having form. 
Because a body·s is mobile, it must have a form, or, to speak adjecti· 
vally, be enformed. Form, however, plays a crucial role in Aristotle's 
theory of substance. In fact, in Metaphysics VII, 17, after a long search 
for substance, Aristotle argues that form is the principle of substance. 
Crucially, Aristotle claims that form is that which causes matter to be 
something: Thus, we are seeking the cause of matter (and this is the 
form) by means of which it is something; and this is substance' (Meta. 
1041b7·8). Now, the interpretive difficulties surrounding book VII 
of the Metaphysics are immense; and I do not intend to enter into the 
details of scholarly disagreement about it. Instead, I shall simply assert 
what could in the end be defended by a thorough examination of book 
VII, namely that Aristotle accepted the following thesis: form is the 
principle of substance of composites of form and matter. 

These two claims-(1) body·s must be enformed; and (2) form is 
the principle of substance of composites of form and matter-end up 
having an interesting effect. But to see this requires some precisifica· 

cion of Aristotle's theory of abstraction. 
Aristotle claims that it is possible to demonstrate some feature of X's 

but not qua F. For instance, geometers demonstrate features of bodies 
but not qua mobile. To capture this idea formally, let X be some con· 
cept that contains as a part the predicate F. Let X_not_qua_F be the 
concept that results from abstracting F from X. Now, X's_not_qua_F 
can have properties; but because F has been abstracted from them, 
they cannot have the property F. Nor can they have any property that 
entails that they are F. For if they could, then F would not have really 
been abstracted from them but would be implicitly contained in some 
property they have. Hence, a necessary condition for X's_not_ qua_ F 
having some property G is the following: it is not the case that Xs hav· 
ing G entails that X' s are F. This can be stated formally as the following 

abstraction schema (AS). 
(AS) If G (X_ not_ qua_ F), then~ ( G(X) f- F(X) )

13 

13 I am in general agreement with Jonathan Lear, ~ristode's Philosophy of 
MathematiCS: Philosophical Review, XCI, No.2 (1982) 161·192, about the 
correct way to understand the qua locution. Lear does not discuss how to 
interpret Aristode's claim that one can demonstrate a feature of something 
not qua F; but he does provide the following schema with which I agree for 

I 
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Now, I have argued that b d . 42. 
away. In other words bod 0 .y-q IS body-s with 'mobile' abstracted 

following is an instan~e of C~~)s body-s not qua mobile. Hence, the 

(1) If Substance (bod ) th (body-s)] y-q ' en ..... [Substance (body-s) 1- Mobile 

lnformall this · 
b 

. y, IS to be read as· ifb d . 
emg a substance do • . 0 y-q Is a substance, then body-s's 

t (1) th es not entail bod , b . 
0 , ree further pri . l y-ss emg mobile. In addition 

terpreting him. Aristodncrp es are attributable to Aristode as I am in-

d 
e accepts th £ . 

an so accepts the followin h at orm IS the principle of mobility 
gsc ema, 

(2) Has form (X) 1- mobile (X)14 

which has as an inst 
ance the following principle. 

(2a) Has fo (b rm ody-s) 1- mobile (body-s) 

Furthermore, Aristode 
is the p · · 1 accepts that amo rmcrp e of substance. H h ng composite substances form 

ence, e accept th c II 
(3) Co . s e ro owing schema, 

mpos1te substance (X) 1- h asform(X) 
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(3a) Composite substance (bod ) 
F'nall y-s 1- has form (body-s) 
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OWing prin ' 1 
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(5) Substance (body-s) f- mobile (body-s). 

And (5) and (1) entail that body-q is not a substance. 
And so the difficulty vanishes. Because form is both a principle of 

substance and of mobility, the removal of mobility from body as it 
appears in the category of substance does not push one up the genus/ 
species hierarchy; rather, it tears one away from the category of sub
stance, leaving one in the category of quantity. In the other direction, 
adding'mobile' to body-q does not, like the mere addition of a differ
entia would, simply create another species in the category of quantity. 
Rather, it is tantamount to the addition of a metaphysical principle 
sufficient to create another genus-species hierarchy not subordinate 
to the category of quantity; it is tantamount to the creation of the 

category of substance. 15 

The principles in (1) - (5) thus show that the underlying picture 
about the relationship between substance, form and body can be made 
precise. But it is really the underlying picture that is of interest. The 
picture is of a metaphysical principle, namdy form, which is connected 
to two fundamental aspects of the world: substance and motion. The 
presence of form confers both substantiality and the capacity for mo
tion on a physical body. And its abstraction from body leaves some
thing of a metaphysical shadow, a genus in the category of quantity, 

which can only have only accidental being. 

SECTION V 

THE BODY PROBLEM SOLVED 

The solution to the body problem is now at hand. The problem arose 
because body appeared to be a genus in both the category of substance 
and the category of quantity. But this appearance results from a subde 
equivocation. Body-s is in the category of substance; body-q is not. 
Body-q is in the category of quantity; body-sis not. And how is it that, 

15 This view requires interpreting Aristode as not thinking that being a 
subject of predication is sufficient for being a substance. Hence, when Aris
tode says at Metaphysics 1020al7, 'Of things that are quantities by their own 
nature some are such as substances, e.g. the line is a quantity ... and others 
are modifications and states of this kind of substance.' he must be taken as 
speaking of substance analogically to the primary sense of substance. 
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sions. Although such a definition makes perspicuous the relationship 
between body in the category of substance and body in the category of 
quantity, it does not accord well with Aristode's preferred method of 
defining kinds in terms of a genus and a differentia. For it is not clear 
what in the definition serves as the genus and what serves as the differ~ 
entia. Furthermore, it is at odds with the definition most naturally ex~ 
tracted from the passage in Metaphysics XII, 1, a passage that provides 
crucial evidence for body's location in the category of substance in the 
first place. In that passage, Aristotle divides substances into immobile 
and sensible substances. Hence, if mobility and sensibility are convert~ 
ible, and if sensible substances are bodies, the definition of body as it 
appears in the category of substance should be: mobile substance. 

Suppose then that the definition of body~s is in fact mobile sub~ 
stance. It is nonetheless possible to construct a syllogism which, when 
supplemented by a subsidiary principle, entails that body-sis enformed 
limited jl.Eye9oc; in three dimensions. The syllogism is as follows. 

I. Body-s is mobile substance. 
II. Mobile substance is a composite of form and a first underlying 

matter. 
III. Therefore, body-s is a composite of form and a first underlying 

matter. 

The first premise is, of course, the proposed definition of body,s. The 
second premise finds strong support from passages in the Physics. At 
Physics 193a28~31, Aristotle says, 'In one way, then, nature is said to 
be the first underlying matter in things which have in themselves a 
principle of motion or of change, but in another it is said to be the 
jl.Op~n or form according to a formula' (Phys. 193a28,31). Shortly af~ 
ter this passage Aristode speaks of that which is from both form and 
matter, i.e. a composite of form and matter, and he says that it exists 
by nature (Phys. 193b6). But at the beginning of Physics II 2, Aris~ 
tode says that those things existing by nature are substances (Phys. 
192b32~33). Hence, Aristode is committed to the claim that mobile 
substances have form and a first underlying matter. 

Now, a question arises as to the nature of the first underlying mat, 
ter Aristode mentions. And I have already alluded to two contempo~ 
rary scholars, Sokolowski and Sorabji, who have discussed at length 
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principles required for the possibility of change is constructed; and 
second, one of those principles, i.e. form, is abstracted away. 

CONCLUSION 

In one sense the body problem is not a genuine problem at all for Ar
istotle; but in another it is perhaps the deepest problem in Aristotle's 
metaphysical system. It fails to be a problem because it admits of a 
completely seamless resolution that draws from familiar aspects of 
Aristotle's views about science, substance, quantity, form and motion. 
In fact, the resolution is so seamless and flows so gracefully from the
ses central to Aristotle's thinking that it provides an explanation of his 

reticence concerning the issue-there is no reason to comment on the 
perfect convergence of the pieces of a puzzle that one has constructed 
oneself The problem is extremely deep, however, precisely because its 

resolution does depend on as well as draw together theses that are so 

central to Aristotle's thinking. 
In addition to being centrally located in Aristotelian metaphysics, 

the body problem also illuminates the possibility of deriving the cat· 
egories from hylomorphism. Though a contemporary heterodoxy, and 
though underdeveloped in the Medieval derivations, the view that the 
categories are at least in part derived from hylomorphism is at least 
somewhat vindicated by the ease with which a very deep connection 
between the two systems has emerged. For the interpretive theses 
needed to bridge the gap between hylomorphism and the categories 
are, especially when viewed in relation to the boldness of the Medieval 
thesis, reasonable and certainly within the confines of plausible schol-

arship. 

lhe theses are as follows. 

I. Body in the category of substance is mobile substance. 

II. Body in the category of quantity is limited ~yeeo~ in three 

dimensions. 

Ill. Any mobile substance is a composite of form and a first under

lying matter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FORM 

A
defense of the thesis that the categorial scheme is derivable 
from hylomorphism clearly requires some account of the na· 
tures of form and matter. Hence, in this chapter I address the 

nature of form; and in the next, the nature of matter. 
What Aristotle says about form presents an initial, and in some 

ways deep, interpretive difficulty.1 Simply put, Aristotle seems to con· 
tradict himsel£ Perhaps the most striking such contradiction concerns 
form's substantiality. In the Categories, Aristotle says that form is sec· 
ondary substance ( Catg.2b7 -30); while in the Metaphysics, he says that 
it is primary substance (Meta. 104lh8). Another such contradiction 
concerns form's universality. Aristotle says at Metaphysics 1036a29 
that form is universal; and at Metaphysics 1049a35-6 he says that it 
is particular.2 Not surprisingly, Aristotle's apparently divergent views 
about form's nature have not gone unnoticed by scholars. Consider, 

for instance, Geach's lament: 'there is hardly a statement about form 

1 Aristode uses three words - elSo~ ~opc1rfl, and ax,fu.l.a - that are com· 
monly translated as 'form: Often enough. he uses - elSoc; and ~op#\ inter· 
changeably, though he tends to use el&c; when he means species. Further· 
more, he tends to use when he speaks of the figures, i.e. forms, of predication. 
In this chapter I shall be focusing on his use of the word; but because of the 
proximity in meaning betWeen-el&c; and ~opc1rfl, much of what I say is ap· 

plicable to Aristote's use of ~opctn\. 
2 Interpreting Aristode as calling form in these respective passages universal 
and particular requires treating the Kai in each passage as epexegetical. A 
close examination of each passage would support such a reading. 
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fundamental notions of form in Aristotle. I then attempt to taxono
mize them in a systematic manner. In the end, I shall propose that all 
the meanings in some way or another fall under the genus - principle 

of order. 
Now, the taxonomy by itself should be of interest; for it shows that 

Aristotle's use of the word 'form' is not as haphazard as it might at 
first seem. But, in providing the taxonomy, I make use of several sub
stantive theses about Aristotle's metaphysical system. The theses help 
provide the contours for the taxonomy; and the taxonomy in tum help 
justify the theses. So the process of coming to grips with Aristotle's use 
of the word 'form' should, in addition to creating some order out of 
an apparent chaos, provide a means for addressing some of the more 
fundamental aspects of Aristotle's metaphysical system. Furthermore, 
the taxonomy, because it is a genus/ species strUcture provides a speci
fication of the nature of form. So, by the end of this chapter, we shall 
be one step closer to a defense of the claim that Aristotle's categorial 
scheme is derivable from his hylomorphic ontology - we shall know 
the nature of one of the entities from which the categorial scheme is 

derivable. 

SECTION I 
I I 

THE MEANINGS OF FORM 

Because of the centrality of form in Aristotle's philosophy, and because 
it is a technical notion, one might think that determining what a form 
is would be a relativdy straightforward task. For surdy, one might 
think, Aristotle would not repeatedly use a technical notion without 
defining it. So, determining what a form is should only require an in
spection of Aristotle's definition. In keeping with this optimistic line 
of thought, one might tum to Aristotle's definition of form in his lexi-

con of terms. In Metaphysics V, 2, Aristotle says: . 

Also, the form, i.e. the paradigm. is the formula of the essence, ~d 
the genera of this; (for example, in the case of the octave, the rat1o 
2:1, and in general, number) and the parts in the formula (Meta. 
1013a27-9). 

This passage does provide some insight into the nature of form; but 
at the same time it also falsifies the bdief that Aristotle's views about 
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the nature of form can be discovered by a mere inspection of his con~ 
sidered definition. In this passage Aristotle disconcertingly identifies 

form with three different and not obviously commensurate types of 
entity. In the first instance, Aristotle says that form, which by way of 
an epexigetical leaf-i.e. an 'i.e.'-he takes to be equivalent to a para~ 
digm, is the Myo~ (formula) of an essence. Except for the fact that 
Aristotle identifies form with the M>yoc; of an essence rather than 
with essence itself, Aristotle's claim here is straightforward enough; 

and it forges a crucial link between form and essence. Aristotle also 
says, however, that the genera of essence are forms. But if he thinks, as 

it is plausible to suppose he does, that the formula of an essence signi~ 
fies a species, Aristotle in this passage is asserting that a form can be 
both a species and the genus of a species. Finally, in the last part of the 
passage, Aristotle identifies form with any of the parts of a formula. 
lhe Parts of a formula, however, include a genus and a differentia the 
combination of which determines a species; and so Aristotle appears 
to commit himself to the view that a form can be a species, a genus or a differentia. 

A bit later in the chapter, Aristotle complicates matters by reformu~ 
lating his definition of form in a way that brings into view two other 
notiona. An.. 6nt identify;.g- with that of 1¥hich something 
consists, Aristotle identifies form with SOinething's essence (Meta. 
1013b20-5). In saying du. he i.o m..dy '"P<ating one of the concep-
tions of form in the previous definition with the difference that he 
now identifies form with the esaence rather than the My~ of the es~ 
sence. But he then goes on to say that the essence is the whole, i.e. the 
composition, i.e. the form: 'but the other in each (:aae is a cause in the 
sense of essence, and this is the whole, i.e. the contposition, i.e. the 
fum{ (Mota. 1013b23). He.. ArWode ~""' aew notions 
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1069b35-6-'Nen, neither the matter nor the form is generated, 
and I mean the ultimate matter and form: 

1070al-2-That by which it is changed is the first mover, that 
which changes is matter, and that to which it is changed is the form: 

FORM AS THAT FROM WHICH GENERATION PROCEEDS 

1055bll-3-'If, then, generations in matter take place &om con
traries, and if they proceed either (a) &om the form or the posses
sion of form, or (b) &om some privation of the form •.. ' 

FORM AS SPECIES 

1he m.-c.. of thi. are so nwnerou. that it;. not wotth quoting passages in which it occurs. 

FOR.M AS A.6yo~s 

1044bl2-3-The caUSe as form is the M>yo;, but this is not made clear unless it includes the cause 

1069b31-4-'lhe causes and plinciples, then, are three; two of 
them are the contraries, of which one is the My<><; Kai the form 
and the other is the J>rivation, and the third is the matter: 

FOR.M AS THAT WHICH IS SIGNiplBI> BY THB AOyO~ 
1084b9-13-'As matter, then, the acute angle and the dements and 
the unit are prior, but with respect to furrn ~eat. to •ubatanc:e accord
ing to A.Oyo;, the right angle and the whole as~ of matter 
and form are prior; for the COmposite is l1earer to the~ JCQi. to 
what is signified by the fOrmula, but it ia FOaterior in sen~ 

" \'. ~ ~,,?;,.~~. ,,·,~*"·~ 5 I am leaving A.Oyo~ un-tranalated due to the di6iculaea in ...... "'1ifetbe 
word throughout Greek philosophy. That being said, I do think dale &y,fhat 
Aristode almost always uses it to mean linguistic account. 

S4 3 fJtl Form 

FORM AS ESSENCE 

ch thing x:al. the first 'b •c rm' I mean the essence of ea 1032bl-2- Y ro 

substance: h. · the sub-
. mal (for t IS IS 

h ul of an ant b tance 1035b14-6-'And since t e so din to A.Oyoc; is the su s 
ensouled body) accor g , 

stance of an f ch a body · • · ' , ence o su 
x:at form Kat ess (b 'form' I 

rna be a part of the fo~ y 1035b31-3-'A part, then, ~ fformandmatter. 
) f the compostte o mean essence or 0 

0 WHICH ESSENCE BELONGS FORM AS THAT T th 

"b something to ano er 'B these contn ute . . into sen-1043a37-1043b2- ut, "b te nothing to the mqut;y ality.' 
h d ot contn u th fo 

1
cat actu · inquiry, but t ey o n sence belongs to e rm 

sible substances; for the es 

FORM AS DIFFERENTIA 

. f the differentia were taken, ' h the differentia o , 
1038a25-6- If t en £ al. substance ••· 
the last one would be the orm K 

As SUBSTANCE FORM 

rthe form . either the first matt~ • ·; o 
1015a7-11-'Nature,.then, IS. the end of generanon. 

d this latter IS 

Kat substance, an . . .th the ultimate 
Ways. 1t 1s e1 er h"ch "d. twO • h t W I 

1017b26-'Substance is :at~ of something .else ,o~:; of each 
subject which is not pbrel ch being the JiOpq,it Kat 
. thiS. and is separa e, su IS a 

thing:6 . .d . many ways. In one 
h·ch" 1S sat m "' . ·rrue ofw I . , 1022al4- that m "! of each thmg; 

th £ Kat substance 
way, it is e orm . from both would seem 

th form or what 1S 
1029a29-'Accordingly, th.: matter: 
to be a substance rather 

- ----:---:-; that it is not con . tranSlated so 6 I have left Ji0'*i un· 
fused with etoo~ 

55 
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FORM AS WHOLE 

l013b21-3-'but the other in each case is a cause in the sense of 
essence, and this is the whole Kat the composition Kat the form: 

1023b19-20-i\Iso, it means those into which a whole is divided 
or of which it is composed, whether this is a form or that which has a form: 

FORM AS THAT WITHOUT WHICH A THING IS NOT A WHOLE 

1016b11-l3-i\gain, in one sense we say that anything is one··· 
but in another sense we do not say so unless the object is a whole of 
some kind, that is, unless it has one form: 

FORM AS THE CAUSE OF A WHOLE's BEING ONE 

1016b11-l3-i\gain, in one sense we say that anything is one ..• 
but in another sense we do not say so unless the object is a whole of 
some kind, that is, unless it has one form: 

l052a23-i\s in the previous case, if the thing is a whole and has 
some 1.10pq,TJ or form, it is said to be one to a higher degree; and 
most of all, if it is by nature of this sort and has something in itself 
which is the cause of its being continuous, and not by force as in 
things which are glued together or nailed together or tied together: 

FORM AS THAT WHICH MAKES SOMETHING CONTINUOUS 

l052a20-5-i\s in the previous case, if the thing is a whole and 
has some 1.10pq,TJ or form, it is said to be one to a higher degree; and 
most of all, if it is by nature of this sort and has something in itself 
which is the cause of its being continuous, and not by force as in 
things which are glued together or nailed together or tied together: 

1075b28-30-l\gain, how can magnitude or what is continuous 
come from things which have no magnitude!' For number cannot 
make what is continuous, either as a mover or as a form: 

s6 3 iJ11 Form . 

which matter is a thtng 
Form as the cause by . . h £ m) by 

th Se (and thts ts t e or kin ecau • 1041b7 -8-'Thus we are see g. . and this is substance. 
f h . h matter is somethmg, 

means o w tc · orne 

"ally because tt can c · potentt . · 5 6-'F rther, matter extsts. all then it extsts m a 1050al - u . and when it extsts actu y, to possess a form, 
form. 

A THING's EXISTENCE S THE FIRST CAUSE OF 

FORM A ( d this is the 
ki the cause an 

'Thus we are see ng d h. cause is the 
1041b8/1041b29h-h the matter is a thing; an t ts f each thing; 
form) through w ~~ And this is the subs~ance o 
substance of the thmg .•. f he thing's existence. 
for this is the first cause o t 

As ACTUALITY FORM 

ak of the third h ombine both, spe £ (for 
1043a18-21-'Bthut thothsee:n: c~mposed of matte_r ant"sdth:::fthe 

fr ese, f h differentiae substance om c ul by means o t e . IS. rather that h the rorm a f h nstttuents it seems t at th fo mula o t e co 
al. but e r form Kat actu tty, 

of the matter)' th etimes we are 
h fact atsom 

hould not ignore t e site substance, or 
1043a29-35-Whes ame signifies the com~oh e' signifies the 

f het er a n h ther ous h 
unaware ~ w 1. op¥1, for example, ~ e and stones laid in sue 
the actuality ICO !l erm· g made ofbncks th t ,·s a covering. . h ·s a cov ' form a • 
compostte, t at t ' h actuality Kat , and whether d h manner or, t e . 1 gth or two-ness, an sue a , . ifi s two-ness m en ' 
whether 'line stgn e 1 . a body or a soul. 
, imal' signifies a sou m , ali , 

an an the form Kat actu ty. 'fo the essence belongs to 
1043bl-2- r , the form is actual-

b e Kat . hat the su stanc 1050b2 -'It is evtdent t 

ity: . the form, if separable, and ' what exists actually IS 1071a8-9- For ' 
h · from both. w at IS 
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M AS THAT WITHOUT WHICH 5 
A THING DOES NOT HAVE A 

NATURE 

1015a3-5 '1h . 
alth - us m things wh "ch . 

ough there is already a con; . exist. or are generated by nature, 

n
ture they are generated or exist tltuent In them &om which by na-

ature unl th , we say th t th d ess ey have a form 
0 

a ey o not yet have a 
r a IJ.Op<jnl. 

FORM AS THELIMI f 
1022a ' . T lOF MAGNITUDE) 

4-6-Limit 
which has magnitu~ans .•• the form of a magnitude or of that 

FORM AS T HAT INVIRT 
l022a14-5-"'TL • UE OF WHICH 

~nat Ill · 
sense it means the fo VI~e of which' has man . 

rm Kat the subst f y meanmgs. In one 

l022a17-9-"That in . ance o each thing' 

means the form and . VIrtue of which: then . 
first underlying sub. Ill a secondary sense th , In the primary sense 

~ect of each: e matter of each or the 

FORMA S THAT IN VIRTUE 
OFWHICHTHI 

1054b7-9-'lhin . NGS ARE SIMILAR 
and admi · ~ are sa~d to be similar . 

ttmg a difference of degr th , If having the same fo 
ee, ey do not diffi . rm 

er In degree: 

l013a24-7 -J\ caus 

FORM AS PAn~ 
~DIGM 

the fo ul f e means ••• the fo rm a o the essence: rm Kai paradi . grn, thiS being 

1034a2-'C onsequendy it is d 
up a form as a paradigm , ear that there is no ~..1 ••• no;Ql of s · etting 

FORM AS SHAPE/FIGURE 

l023all-3-'for exam I h 
and the body has the dip e t ,e bronze has the form of th sease. e statue. 

3 fill Form 59 

SECTION II 

FORM: ITS FUNDAMENTAL MEANINGS 

Of the meanings ofform' in the above list, I shall focus on the follow

ing. 

l.Art. 
2. That which, though not generated, is the end of a change. 

3. Species. 
4. A.Oyoc;. 
5. That which is signified by the A.oyoc;. 
6. The cause of a whole's being one. 
7. That which makes something continuous. 
8. The cause by which matter is a thing. 
9. The first cause of a thing's existence. 
10. That without which a thing does not have a nature. 

ll.Shape. 
12. Essence 

Already the items on this list, though diverse, contain some obvious 
family resemblances by which some sense can be made of their be
ing named by a single word. To a contemporary reader familiar with 
the distinction between use and mention, (4) and (5), i.e. A.Oyo~ and 
that which is signified by A.Oyo~ appear radically different. But Aris
totle was not always scrupulous in maintaining the distinction, and so 
(4) and (5) need not appear at odds with each other. A /..Oyo~ when 
used, signifies something, i.e. form, whose name, i.e. 'fo~ is used by 
Aristotle to mention the A.Oyo~. Furthermore, a A.Oyo~ if it is a true 
Aristotelian definition in terms of a genus and a differentia, signifies a 
species. So an obvious connection exists between (3), (4) and (5). And 
one might contend, though I shall argue that this issue is in fact a dif
ficult one, that an essence is a species. If so, a direct connection exists 

between (3), (4), (5) and (14). 
Making sense of the meanings in this list by noticing family resem-

blances, however, can only go so far. For some very deep dissimilarities 
exist as well. (7), that which makes something continuous, does not 
easily fit into a nest of terms that center around the concept of a spe
cies. Nor do (1), art, and {2) that which is the end of a change. And 
though. (6), the cause of a whole's being one, {8), the cause by which 
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th · h g, ( ), the first caus f h. 
. at Wit out which a th. d e o a t mg's existence, and (10) 
Into h mg oes not h ' . sue a nest, they do not fit . . ave a nature, might be pressed 
Into Ari cl • Into It easil S · · · . sto es use of the w d 'fc , Y. 0 Hl)ectmg more order 
Into his m h . or orm requir d . . . etap ys1cal system. es a eeper mvesnganon 

SECTION III 

TWO TYPES OF FO 
The taxonomy I shall RM 
one f · propose has tw · 

n1 
° Its absolutely funda a1 ° mam starting points. First in 

o y r a1 .d ment sen 'fc , ' 
ber o; . evi ence needed for such a d ~es, . orm means species. The 

times Aristotle uses 'fc ' aim Is the overwhelming num-
several of th . orm to mean s . e meanmgs in th b 

1
. pecies. But the fact that 

cept of a s . e a ove Ist all I di 
to est bli ~:es provides whatever fu h re. ate reedy to the con-
form af s e claim. Second, a cruci·alrtdi~r ~vidence might be needed 

o a comp · f Stiner· · . os1te o form and Ion eXIsts between the 
a composite of form and matter and the form ofth f 

Evide fc matter. e matter o 
. nee or this latter dai 

tion between tw m can be derived & . 
says: o types of subject. In M o.m Aristotle's distinc-

etaphystcs VII 13 A . cl ' , nsto e 

~or we h~ve discussed two of 
xng a subJect is two-fc I . . . ~em: essence and . 
attributes, or (b) as o d. It .Is either (a) a this, as a subJ~ct. ~nd be-
. matter Is to actuali ( an animal Is to its 

And In Metaphysics IX ty Meta. l038b4-7). 
'7, he says: 

!he universal and the . 
Ject is a this and th ~nderlyxng subject diHi . 
to his affections e umversal is not; for ex er Insofar as the sub-
being pale are affieascti~e the body and the so~anp de, ba ~an is a subject 

h 
ons Ad ' exng · eac subject is a b . . . n whenever su h eli musical and 

(Kat) a this, eachs:u~~anc~, but if a predicat: isp~e :es are used, 
1049a27-36). ~ect IS matter and a mat "al steb a form, i.e. en su stance (M 

futh ~ 
ese passaaes A . cl · c ' nsto e ake 

Jeers-a subject can be a m . s a dear distinction b 
matter. I will supp th composite of form and etween sub-

b
. ose, en th matter, or · 

su ~ect are two f'vh.>., f r ' at corresponding to th It can be 
h -,r~ o ronn h ese two IVh 
orm of matter, and'£ ' , w at I shall henceforth '-,res of 

onn-c, form of th . call form-m,' 
e compoSite. fu fact . th ,In e sec-
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ond passage, Aristotle provides a clue as to the resolution of the diffi
culty that results from his calling a form both a universal and a partic
ular. If the \:at' in the last sentence is epexegetical, then Aristotle holds 
that when the subject is matter, the form predicated of it is a particular. 
(This reading is supported by the fact that in the first sentence in the 
above passage, Aristotle uses the soul, which he elsewhere explicitly 
identifies as a form (DA 412a21, Meta.1035b16), as an example of a 

this). Furthermore, by setting up a contrast between the two types of 
subject and by explicitly saying that the form predicated of one type 
of subject is a this, Aristotle makes it very natural to suppose that the 
form predicated of the other type of subject is universal. Hence, I shall 

suppose that form-e is a universal and form-m is a particular.? 

7 The question as to the ontological status of form is no doubt one of the 
most hotly debated issues in Aristotelian scholarship. Among those who 
think that there are particular forms are Wilfrid Sellars, "Substance and 
Form in Aristotle:' journal of Philosophy 54 ( 1957) 688-699; E. Harter, "Aris
totle on Primary ousia:' Archiv fur Geschichte der Philosophie 57 (1975) 1-20; 
Edwin Hartman Substance, Body, and Soul: Aristotelian Investigations. (Princ
eton: Princeton University Press 1977); T. H. Irwin Aristotle's First Principles. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press 1988); Charlotte Witt Substance and Essence in 
Aristotle: an Interpretation of Metaphysics VII-IX. (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Uni
~ersity Press 1989). Among those who do not are: M. J. Woods, "Problems 
m Metaphysics Z, Chapter 13:' lnJ. Moravcsik (ed.), Aristotle: A Collection of 
Critical Essays. (New York: Anchor 1967) 215-238. I am not entering directly 
into this debate, though I obviously think that there are particular forms. 
One reason that I am not directly engaging in the debate is that the various 
factions seem oblivious to the possibility that there is a systematic ambiguity 
in Aristotle's use of the word 'form' of the sort I am suggesting. As a result, 
many of the arguments given are, in my opinion, inadequate. Consider, for 
instance, a common argument that fOrm cannot be universal. Aristotle says 
(1) Substance is form; (2) Form is universal; (3) No universal is substance. 
Or consider what S. Marc Cohen says against the particularity of form: "In 
my opinion, the indefinability of particulars makes it impossible for substan
tial forms to be particulars. If there were a substantial form that is unique 
to some sensible particular, say Callias, then the definition corresponding 
to that form, or essence, would apply uniquely to Callias-it would define 
him, which is precisely what Aristotle says cannot be done." S. Marc Cohen 
"Aristotle's Metaphysics': The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 
2003 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.), URL = <http:/ /plato.stanford.edu/ 
archives/win2003/entries/aristode-metaphysics/>. Both arguments, in my 
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SECTION IliA 

FORM~M 

With the distinction between for 
tum to their respect' m-m and form-e in place, we can 

tve natures I shall b . . h r: 
form-mr What is th f. egm Wit rorm-m. What is a 

e nature o that entity th . di d f as opposed to the . f r: at Is pre cate o matter 
composite o rorm and ~ Th. . . 

turns out can be an d b r: matter· IS question, as tt 
' swere y roc · h 

the pairs of contra . h h usmg on t e natures of the soul and 
nes t at c aracte . th 1 

soul and the pai f . nze e e ements-for both the 
A rs o contranes are predicated of matter. 

mong contemporary scholars th . 
it is the standard ch . . ' ere Is a common, indeed perhaps 

, aractenzation of an A . 1' 
to the characterization A . 1' nstote Ian soul. According 

di 
, an nstote Ian soul . f d 

pen · ng on subtle nuan f . Is a set o powers or, e-
. ces o mearung, f f ul . . 

ties. Which capacities~ Th h a set o ac ties or capaci· 
. ose c aracter. . n· . 

souls contain at least th . fc IStic o IVmg things. Hence, all 
di 

e capacity or nutriti d 1' . . 
two rections; animal ul . . on an Irmted growth m 

. . so s contam m ddi . d' .. 
ceptual activities· and h l a tion Isposltlons for per-
thought . ' uman sou s contain dispositions for rational 

Jon~than Barnes provides a dear state 
an Anstotelian soul. ment of a capacity account of 

Thus Aristotle's souls are not . b · f pieces f I' · h Its o spiritual stuff placed inside tho I' I:mg t ings; they are not 
sets.of powers, capacities or fa I . e Ivmg ~ody; rather, they are 
sessmg a skill. s cu ties. Possessmg a soul is like pas-

Likewise, Richard So b" fc 
count. ra ~I pro esses alleaiance t th o· 0 e capacity ac-

Aristotle sometimes thinks f h 
the capacity for nutrition t~ t e s~ul as a set of capacities, such as 
capacity for thought. Th:se :acap~.Ity of sense perception and the 
tion, but are related to each oJ:aci.tie~ a~e not a mere conglomera-

er tn mttmate ways, so as to fo 
. . rma 

opmion, are no good, since th I 
ous. In one sense of'fo , foey o~er o~k the possibility that'form' is b' 

. nn, rm IS UniVersal• . th . . am Igu-
COUrse, one might want to bli h , m ano er, It ts parti~·'-~· Of esta s a syst · 1a · '"UJar. 
senses. I do just that in section lllb. emattc corre tton between the two 

8 Jonathan Barnes i\ristod , . Gr 
totle, (Oxford: Oxfurd Uni·ve, ~ Preek Philosophers: Socrates, Plato, and Ar· 

ersity ess 2001), p.275. ts-

3 fit; Form 

unity. The lowest capacity (nutrition) can exist without the higher 
ones, but not vice versa ... I shall follow Aristotle below, by thinking 
of the soul as a set of capacities. 9 

The capacity account is reasonably well supported by Aristotle' 
texts. Aristotle often talks of the soul as if it were a set of capacities. 
He begins the discussion of his views about the soul in the De Anima 
with a discussion of powers and even appears to identify the soul with 
certain kinds of powers. He says, for instance, that plants are living 
because they have an originative power through which they increase 
or decrease in all spatial directions (DA 413a25-30). He then goes 
on to say: This is the originative power the possession of which leads 
us to speak of things as living at all' (DA 413bl-2). And a bit later 
he says: 'At present we must confine ourselves to saying that the soul 
is the source of these phenomena and is characterized by them, viz. 
by the powers of self-nutrition, sensation, thinking, and movement' 
(DA 413b10-3). Aristotle's analogy between soul and sight just prior 
to these passages also recommends an identification of the soul with 
capacities. At 412b17-413al3, Aristotle says that the relation of soul 
to body is analogous to the relation of sight to eye. Because sight is 
the capacity to take on the forms of objects without their matter, by 
analogy the soul is the capacity or unified set of capacities to engage in 
living activities. Finally, at De Anima 412a22-8, Aristotle after defin
ing the soul as the first actuality of a natural organic body potentially 
possessing life, goes on to say at 417a21-b2 that a first actuality is a 
second potentiality. Aristotle then illustrates the distinction between 
first and second potentialities by appealing to kinds of knowledge, an 
example that would, again by analogy, recommend thinking of a soul 

in terms of capacities. 
For the present purposes, two points about a capacity account must 

be made. First, the notion of a capacity will have to remain unanalyzed. 
This conforms to Aristotle's own practice, for he is not concerned to 
analyze the notion. In fact, it is in this instance reasonable simply to 
follow Aristotle's lead and consider a capacity an apxiJ that is a prin
ciple or source-it is the source of the dynamical interactions with 
the world an object has. This, at any rate, is precisely what Aristotle 
says about the soul: 'At present we must confine ourselves to saying 

9 Richard Sorabji, 'Body and Soul in Aristotle; Philosophy 49 (1974) 64-5. 
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. ts t e source ( ci . ) 

tlon, thinking and move!~~ of th~se phenomena [sensation, nutri-
the powers of self-nutr't' ] an~ Is characterized by them, viz. by 
413bl0-2) I Ion, sensation, thinking, and '(D'A · movement :n 

Second A· d al , nsto e dead th 'nk 

2 
so the form of some marty I s that a soul is not only a form but 
0 A . d er, namely th b d ' nsto e says: e 0 Y. At De Anima 414a15-

For, as we h al ave read 'd • matter d h y sat ' substance' . 'd . 

fc 
, an t at which is fr b h IS sat m three ways-form, 

orm actual' om ot Of th b d . tty. Since then that h .. h . ese matter is potentiality, 

f
o y IS not the actuality of th w Ic IS from both is ensouled, the 

o some bod I . e soul, but th I . b d y • • • t Is not a b d b e sou IS the actuality 
0 Y· 0 Y ut som h · f et mg o (relative to) a 

The soul, accordin to A . 
matter I d g nstode sta ds £ 
ers for. n eed, ~ust after this pa:sag nA ~s orm to the body, which is 

not specrfyi h e, rtstod · · · to A · d , ng t e sort of b d th e crtttciZes earlier think-
nsto e, each th. ' o y at a s ul n£ 

the pote 'al· mgs actuality b . 
0 

e orms. According 
nn tty wh. h b y Its natur . matter' (D• A tc elongs to th h. e can extst [only] with 

n 414a26 7) at t mg 0 · h · de defines th - · And in keepin . h r Wit Its appropriate 
. e soul a th fi g Wit the · . 

tlally possessin lifi s e rst actuality of se strictures, Ansto-
Two oth ~ I e. a natural organic body poten-

er Important fa 
confirm its statu cers of Aristocle' 
where he di . s ~s a form-m. In the s treatment of the soul 

snngwsh b passage fr A K 
that matter in es etween two typ f om ~VLetaphysics VII, 

th 
, contrast t h es o sub' A . 

at is an actuali o t e composite d . !Ject, nstode says 
ty. ' stan s m I . F re anon to a form 

or we have d' . lscussed tw f 
mg a subject is two-£ ? ~ them: essence d . 
attributes, or (b) old: It Is either (a) h' an a subJect. And be-as matt . a t Is, as an . 

Aristode, howeve,. . er Is to actuality (Meta. 103~~) is to its 
. H ., says m th D . 
tty. ence, the soul t' e e Anima that th s correcd e soul · 
passage from Metat"h . y seen as a form-m F rth Is an actual-
tw r ys1cs IX · • u e o types of subject h m which he distingui h rmore, in the 
form-m, in contrast t' r e says that a form that enfos es between the 

P 
o rorm-c · . rms matt . 

assages recommends tr . ' ts a Particular. But each f th er, t.e. a 
Met. 1037 6-10 Furth eanng the soul as a partt' ulao e followina th • ermor 111 c r: DA 412a ---o 

at no universal is a sub e, at ~vJ.etaphysics 1039al Ari 7-8, 
Stance; and at 1037a6 he sa' stode says 

ys that the sou} 
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is the first substance. The inference to the soul's particularity, then, is 
straightforward enough. The soul is thus a form-m par excellence. And 
as such, it is the source of the dynamical activities, in this case the liv

ing activities, of a material substance. 
Likewise, the pairs of elemental contraries are both forms of the 

~atter of a composite and the source of dynamical interactions. Ar
IStotle introduces the elemental contraries into his system in De Gen· 
eratione et Corruptione II 2 and 3. In chapter 2, Aristotle searches for 
the fundamental tangible properties. He considers different pairs of 
properties-hot/ cold, dry-moist, heavy /light, hard/ soft, viscous/ 
brittle, rough/smooth, coarse/fine (GC 329b20-1)-and concludes 
that the two fundamental pairs hot/ cold and wet/ dry can explain the 
presence of all the others ( GC 330a25). For instance, something is fine 
because it is suitably wet-fine matter, like moist objects, conforms to 
the shape of a containing body (GC 330b30). Then in chapter 3, Ar
istotle reasons that the fundamental contraries occur in four different 
pairings-cold/ dry, hot/wet, hot/ dry and cold/wet-that account for 
the forms of the four fundamental elements, earth, air fire and water 

respectively (GC 33la3-5). 
Now, the connection between temperature, dessicative dispositions 

and the elemental contraries is obvious enough. Fire, for instance, as 
a result of having the hot as part of its form, is hot and so has the 
capacity to heat objects that are cooler than it. But in addition to be
ing connected in obvious ways to temperature and dessicative disposi
tions, the elemental contraries are connected to the full range of tan
gible dispositions. Aristotle describes very briefly these connections 
in De Generatione et Corruptione II, 2 but presents them in painstak
ing detail in Meteorology IV. He traces all the following dispositions 
to the four fundamental contraries: unqualified becoming (378b27 
ff.), natural change and destruction (379al0 ff.), concoction and its 
species boiling, parboiling and broiling (379all ff.), ripening, raw
ness {379all ff.), hardness, softness (38lb23 ff.), liquefaction, con
densation (382b29 ff.), solidification, melting, thickening, softening 
(383b17 ff.), the capacity to bend, combustibility, and inflammability 
(385b6 ff). Furthermore, Aristotle thinks that the elements, due to 
their forms, have natural places in the world toward which they tend. 
Earth naturally tends downwards; fire, upwards; and air and water, 
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to intermediate positions (Phys. 205al0-2, 205a25-9, DC 276~1.f£). 
Hence, the elemental contraries are, according to Aristotle, an ongmal 
source of the dynamical activities of tangible bodies. al 

In addition to being the source of ynamic activities, e e d · al · · · th lement 
contraries, like the soul, enform matter. At least, such a view, thou~ 
it has been challenged in the twentieth century, is to be sure the his

torically dominant one. 10 For the moment, however, I won't defend 
the view but merely assert it, since I discuss this very issue in the next 
chapte<. d 

The natures of the soul and the elemental contraries thus proVI e 
the basis for a characterization of fonn-m: a fonn-m enforms matter; 
it is a particular; and it is a capacity-like entity in that it is the source 

of the dynamical activities of the composite of it and the matter it en
forms. This characterization will be very fecund; for I shall eventually 
argue that many of the meanings of'form' that do not easily relate to 
the notion of a species do relate naturally to the notion of a form-m. 
For the moment, however, consider just one of these senses, namely 
the sense according to which a form is that without which something 
does not have a nature. In the Physics, Aristotle says that nature is a 
principle of motion (193b7). Now, one might argue that a species is a 
principle of motion. But, such an identification is surely strained. On 
the other hand, as I have characterized a fonn-m, it just is a principle 
of motion - it is, in other words, the source of the dynamical capacities 
of a material substance. Hence, on the assumption that a nature is a 
form-m, it is trivially the case that without a form-m something would 
not have a nature. 

One last comment about form-m is in order before I tum to form-c. 
In chapter II, I argued that the resolution of the body problem re-

10 To deny that the elemental contraries enfonn matter is to deny the ex
istence of prime matter. Among those who have denied that Aristotle thinks 
there is prime matter are H.R. King, i\ristotle Without Prime Matter;' jour
nal of the History of Ideas 17 (1956): 370-89; W. Charlton, Aristotle's Phys
ics Books I-II (Oxford, 1970); Barrington Jones, "Aristotles Introduction of 
Matter,n Philosophical Review 83 (1974): 474-500; M. Schofield, "Met4ph. 
Z 3: Some Suggestions,n Phronesis 17 (1972) 97-101; D. Stahl, "Stripped 
Away: Some Contemporary Obscurities Surrounding Met4physics Z 3 
(1029a10-26);' Phronesis 26 (1979): 177-80; and M.L.Gill,Aristotle On Sub
stance, (Princeron, 1989). 
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inorganic bodies like bronze and silver. Everything is what it is in 
virtue of some power of action or passion (Met. 390a10-9). 

The extent of Aristotle's allegiance to the functional deter~nation 
thesis is quite striking. Even a kind like fire, according to Anstotle, a 

kind which one might think would resist determination in terms of 
function, is subject to it. . 

Because of his acceptance of the functional determination thesis, 
one can attribute to Aristotle the following bi-conditional schema 
concerning kind membership. 

I. For all x, x is a member of species F if and only if x is capable of 
performing those activities characteristic ofF's. 

This schema already brings the connection between form-m and form
e into view. According to I, something is in a species just in case it has 
the capacities for engaging in activities characteristic of that species. 
But, because a form-m is the capacity-like entity that is the source of 
the dynamical interactions of a composite of form and matter, some
thing can only be a member of a species if it has an appropriate form
m. A fire element, for instance, is in the species, fire, if and only if it has 
the form-m, in this instance the pair of contraries hot and dry, that is 
the source of those activities characteristic of fire. This fact about the 

relation between form-m and kind membership is captured by the fol
lowing bi-conditional schema, 

II. For all x, x is capable of Performing those activities characteristic 
of Fs iff x has matter enformed by a form-m, i.e. a source of dynami
cal activities, that is ordered toward F-ness. 

Theses I and II, then, combine to entail the following bi-conditional schema. 

III. For all x, x is a member of a species F if and only if x has matter 
enformed by a form-m, i.e. a source of dynamical activities, that is 
ordered toward F-ness. 

Now, thesis III does not specify the domain of the variable x. But 
Aristotle dearly thinks that composite substances are those entities 
that are members of species, at least if those species are natural kinds. 
This is such a basic presupposition of Aristotle's physical-metaphysi
cal treatises that it hardly needs corroboration. But whatever evidence 
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6. The cause of a whole's being one. 
7.1hat which makes something continuous. 
8. The cause by which matter is a thing. 
9. lhe first cause of (something's) being. 
11. Shape. 
12. Essence 

I noted above that ( 6), the cause of a whole's being one, (7), th:t 
which makes something continuous, (8), the cause by which matter IS 

a thing, and (9), the first cause of a thing's existence, do not obviously 
or easily fit into a duster of terms associated with species. By now 

it should be clear, however, that this does not present an intractable 
problem, for they may (and I shall now argue they do) fit easily into 
a duster of terms associated with form-m. This will then leave (1), 
art. (2), that which, though not generated, is the end of change, (11), 
shape, and (12) essence. 

(B) and (9) come from Aristotle's discussion of substance in Meta
physics VII, 17. At 1041b7-8, Aristotle says: 'Thus we are seeking the 
cause (and this is the form) by means of which matter is something; 
and this is substance' (Meta.1041b7 -8). And near the end of the chap
ter, he says: J\nd this is the substance of each thing; for this is the first 
cause of being' (Meta.1041b26-7). Now, Metaphysics VII has been the 
source of so much scholarly controversy that any conclusions made 
about it must be accompanied with some reservation. Nonetheless, 
there are reasons for supposing that the form Aristotle mentions here 
is form-m. In the first instance, Aristotle denies at 1039a1 that any
thing that belongs universally can be a substance. Form-e, however, is 
universal. Furthermore, just prior to the quotation at 1041b7 -8, Aris
totle says that the question he is pursuing in the chapter is: why is the 
matter some one thing~ And he then says that the answer is: 'because 
it has that which is the essence of a house; and because a man is this, 
or, a body has this' (1041b5-6). Hence, in one stroke Aristotle brings 
into view both matter and the fact that what explains matter's being 
something is some particular, i.e. a this. He then immediatdy identi
fies the this in question with form. Form-m, however, is precisdy a 
particular form that, in enforming matter, makes matter something. 

There is one final piece of evidence supporting the identification of 
the cause by which matter is a thing and the first cause of a thing's 
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Because something can count as the matter of a composite substance 

only if it is enformed by a form~m, insofar as some matter just is the 

matter of a composite, form~m is the cause of that matter's being some~ 

thing. For instance, a soul is the cause of some body's being the matter 

of a living organism - for without the soul, the body is no longer the 
matter of a living substance. Hence, form~m can be described as the 

cause (explanation) of some matter's being what it is, namely the mat
ter of a composite. And in addition to its being the cause of matter's 

being a thing, form-m, as was made clear previously, is necessary and 
sufficient for some composite substance's being a substance. Hence, it 

is also legitimately described as the first cause of a substance's being.12 

This result provides a way to reconcile Aristode's apparendy differ
ent attitudes toward kind membership in his biological works and his 
metaphysical works. According to the functional determination thesis, 

kind membership is determined by capacities. In his biological works, 
however, Aristode distinguishes species in virtue of the parts that they 

have. He says explicidy that this is an appropriate mode of division 
(PA 644b7~10); and he goes on to make divisions according to ani~ 

12 This line of interpretation provides an interesting possibility concerning 
Aristotle's claim at De Anima 412b 20-5, 412b27-413a2 that a dead body 
is only homonymously a body. Aristotle's claim there has been the source of 
considerable scholarly speculation and criticism. In an influential article, J.L. 
Ackrill, ~ristotle's Definitions of 'I'UXft, Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 
73 (1972-3), pp.119-33; reprinted inJ.Bames, M. Schofield, and R. Sorabji, 
eds., ~rticles o~ Aris~otle, vol. iv (London, 1978), pp. 65~75, argues that this 
doctnne of Anstotles threatens the intelligibility of his hylomorphic frame
work. Bernard Williams, 'Hylomorphism Oxford Studies in Ancient Philoso
phy 4 (1~86).' ~P· 186~99, argues that the doctrine is intelligible though has 
counter:mtutnv~ results. Christopher Shields, Order in Multiplicity: Hom
onymy m the Phtlosophy of Aristotle (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1999), ch. 5, 
presents a sustained examination of the doctrine within a larger treatment 
of homonymy in Aristotle. Within the present framework Aristotle's claims 
might. be interpreted as follows. If the second occurrence ~f'body' in 'a dead 
bo~~ IS only ~omonymously a body' is understood as meaning the matter of 
a hvmg organ1sm, ,then it is true that a dead body is not a body. Hence, the 
first occurrence of body: i.e. the occurrence that follows 'dead' could not have 
the same meaning as the second occurrence. Again, if'body: literally means 
~tter of a living organism, then 'body' in <iead body' must not be 'body' in its 
literal sense. A dead body, in other words, is only homonymously a body. 
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Three meanings remain-art, the end of generation and sha~e. 
The first two of these meanings can be accommodated by appe~ng 
to one of Aristotle's distinctions in Metaphysics V, 1. Aristotle thinks 
that there are three types o pnncip es: prmcip es o f · · 1 · · 1 f knowing, be-
coming and being: 'It is common to all principles, then, to be ~e first 
from which a thing either exists or is generated or is known (Meta. 
1013al7). Hence, because form is a principle, it can be expected to 
have three aspects. The senses of form' so far discussed have been f~rm 
under the aspect of a principle of being. As a principle of_knowmg, 
however, form is art. And as a principle of becoming, form IS the end 
of a change. d 

Form as a principle of becoming and its relation to form-m an 
form-e deserves some comment. First, it is not dear that as the end 

C 'd for of a change a form must be either form-m or form-c. onsi er, 
instance, a generation. Not only is the having of a soul the end of a 
generation but so too is belonging to a species. Hence, I will suppose 
that both form-m and form-e can be an end of a change. Further
more, Aristotle thinks that in every change there is some matter that 
acquires a form. Hence, there must be forms for each of the types of 
change, namely substantial, quantitative, qualitative and local. So far, 
however, form has been related only to substance-form-e is a spe
cies in the category of substance and form-m is a source of dynamical 
interactions that order a composite toward a species in the category of 
substance. 

Despite their obvious relation to substance, however, the categorial 
features of both form-e and form-m lend themselves to a conceptual 
extension to accidental categories. A form-e is, categorially speaking, 
a shareable feature of a composite, while a form-m is a particular fea
ture of some matter of a composite. These categorial features, however, 
can apply to features in the other categories. A universal quality, for 
instance roundness, is a shareable feature of round spheres, while a 
particular quality, for instance this roundness, can be thought of as a 
particular feature of the matter of the sphere.13 So, in a relaxed sense, 

13 There is of course a substantial literature on non-substantial particulars 
in Aristotle's categories. Some of the more important contributions include: 
Gareth B. Matthews and S. Marc Cohen, "The One and the Many" Review of 
Metaphysics 21 (1968) 630-655; R. E. Allen "Individual Properties in Aris
totle's Categories" Phronesis 14 (1969) 31-39;]. Duerlinger, "Predication and 
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of the senses already articulated but rather ascending in generality to 
a genus that subsumes the two senses already articulated as well as 
shape. 

I propose that the genus under which shape, form~m and form-e all 
fall is principle of order ( 'tO~t~). Aristotle, it must be admitted, does 
not stress the connection between order and the two types of form. 
But his definition of disposition (ota8'flEO't~) in Metaphysics V does 
provide some evidence for such a taxonomy. A disposition, he says, is 
an order of that which has parts with respect to place, potency or spe
cies (Meta. 1022bl-4). Two of the sense of order are easily discerned 
from the text: an order with respect to place is a position; and an order 
(or a principle of order) with respect to a potency is plausibly inter
preted as a form~m.The third type of order, namely order with respect 
to species, however, presents some difficulty. 

It might seem obvious that an order with respect to a species would 
be a species. And it is easy enough to see how a species is a principle 
of order - it is a principle of taxonomical order. However, some im
portant commentators do not understand Aristotle in this way. Most 
notably, Aquinas understands an order with respect to species as a 
differentia in the category of quantity.14 Now, one type of differentia in 
the category of quantity is shape - for geometrical figures differ from 
one another in virtue of their shapes. So, one might interpret Aristotle 
as holding that one type of disposition is shape. 

Regardless of whether or not Aristotle has shape in mind in this 
passage, however, it would seem that a shape is a kind of order-it is 
the order of the parts of a material substance with respect to them
selves. Is On this understanding, shape presents a nice contrast with 
position,. which is a spatial ordering of the parts of a material sub
stance With respect to something extrinsic to them. Let us suppose, 
then, that conceptually, at least, there are the following types of order: 
taxonomical, dynamical and spatial. The following differentiation of 
the genus order is thus in order. 

14 Thomas Aquinas, Commentaries on Aristotle$ Metaphysics, trans. John P. 
Rowan (Dumb Ox Books: Notre Dame) 1995, P· 373. 

15 I shall give a fuller treatment of this passage in chapter 5. 
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understand his teleology is controversial; but that the world exhibits 
some sort of teleological ordering is central to his thought. Perhaps 
the most significant result of this chapter is that for Aristotle form 
is the primary metaphysical entity responsible for such an ordering. 
In its fUndamental sense, form is a principle of order. With respect 
to being, form~c and form~m are the most important types of such a 
principle, though there is conceptual room for shape as well. Form
m and form~c are both crucial to Aristotle's hylomorphic ontology. 
Form~m enforms matter and orders the composite of that form and 
matter to the species, i.e the form~c, to which the composite belongs. 
And it does this because the possession of certain capacities, according 
to Aristotle, is both necessary and sufficient for species membership. 
Furthermore, such a view does not overlook the role that the parts of a 
material composite, i.e. its matter, plays in determining kind member~ 
ship. For, the parts themselves are functionally determined - that is, 
they are the parts they are only in so far as they have certain capacities 
~ and it is form~m that bestows upon such parts their capacities. This 
is why form~m is correctly characterized as the cause by which matter 
is a thing. By enforming some matter, it creates a unified continuous 
whole that has both, as a whole, certain distinctive capacities and parts 
each of which have capacities that make them the sort of thing they 
are. And the resulting composite thereby has the structures needed to 
place it in the species, i.e. the form~c, to which it belongs. 
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PRIME MATTER 
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account of prime matter can be articulated that strongly coheres with, 
even if it is not necessitated by, Aristotle's texts. I begin my discussion 
with an examination of one of the best recent attempts to make sense 
of the concept of prime matter - that of Robert Sokolowski. I shall 
call Sokolowski's view the extension interpretation. 2 According to the 
extension interpretation, prime matter is what Aristotle sometimes 

calls ouxcrnuw what he sometimes calls J.!eyeeos; and what we would 
call extension: My reasons for discussing the extension interpretation 
are two-fold. First, according to the interpretation I defend, although 

prime matter is not extension, it bears an intimate relation to exten
sion. Hence, by first focusing on extension, I shall lay the groundwork 

for the view that I shall eventually defend. Second, the extension inter
pretation raises certain philosophically interesting issues. In particu
lar, it raises the interconnected issues of the nature of extension and 

the way extension can be integrated into Aristotle's theory of material 
substances. I shall argue that Sokolowski does not adequately address 
these issues and shall then go on to address them myself In so doing, 

I aim to provide a philosophically robust and perspicuous account of 
extension, one that not only is interesting in its own right but also 
provides the basis for a perspicuous account of the nature of prime 
matter. 

SECTION I-SOKOLOWSKI'S 

CHARACTERIZATION OF EXTENSION 

Sokolowski bases his interpretation of prime matter on two passag
es. !n Metaphysics VII 3, Aristotle performs a thought experiment in 

w~ch he ment~y strips away all qualitative and quantitative determi
nanons of an obJect. What remains, he claims, is matter that is capable 
of receiving attributes accidentally hut possesses none of the attributes 
in itself Aristotle says: 

2 Robert S~kolowski, • Maner, Elements and Substance in Aristotle;' Jour
~al of the Hutory of Philosophy 8(1970): 263-288; Richard Sorabji, "The Pres-
Idential Address· Analys fMa An ° n 
A . 1. . • es 0 tter, aent and Modern, Proceedings of the rutote ~Rn Soc~ety 86(1986): 1-22. 
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exact nature of extension than what appears in the above quotation, he 
does provide the following characterization. 'For Aristotle, the under
lying matter is simply formless, unqualified, space,filling stuff.'4 This 
description of extension as formless, unqualified, space, filling stuff is 
quite suggestive. And in some ways, it is very much on the right track. 
Nonetheless, it leaves much about the nature of extension unexplained. 
What exactly is to be made of the idea of formless, unqualified, space
filling stuff~ Such a stuff is unlike other more ordinary stuffs. Bronze, 
for instance, is a stuff with determinate formal characteristics. So how 
and why is it legitimate to call extension a 'kind of stuff'~ 

In addition to being incomplete, Sokolowski's characterization faces 
a difficulty. By describing extension as space,filling stuff, Sokolowski 
implicitly forces upon Aristotle a distinction between matter ( exten
sion) and space. Extension, it would seem, is the stuff that fills space; 
and so, if Sokolowski's description of extension is taken at face value, 
there must be some space distinct from the extension that fills it. But, 
Aristotle, in Physics IV 6, 10, argues at length against the view that in 
addition to matter there is space, or as Aristotle calls it, the void ('tO 
Kev6v), that matter occupies. Thus, if prime matter is extension, it 
cannot be space,filling stuff. 

This difficulty with Sokolowski's characterization is no mere quibble 
but points to a rather serious question about the coherence of Aristo' 
de's views about space. Perhaps the strongest evidence that Aristotle 
would appeal to matter in order to explain the spatiality of material 
objects occurs in Physics IV. In his concluding remarks about the void 
in Physics IV, 9, he says: 

From what has been said, then, it is dear that a void does not exist 
separ~tely, neither simply nor in what is rare, nor potentially, unless 
one wtshes to call the void a cause of locomotion. For then the mat, 
ter of what is heavy or light, qua such, would be the void; for the 
dense and the rare with respect to these contraries is productive of 
locomotion ... (Phys. 217b2Q,25) 

In this passage, Aristotle says that the void does not exist; but if one 
were to call something 'the void: one could only mean the matter of 
what i~ h_eavy and light. Aristotle, in a manner of speaking. has turned 
the votd lnto the matter of sensible objects. 

4 ibid. 
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this account of extension, therefore, we need an explanation of how 
the void can be turned into matter. It is to this issue that I now turn. 

SECTION II 

EXTENSION 

In his thinking about spatiality, Aristotle obviously did not have re
course to contemporary mathematical sophistication, though as I shall 
argue in a moment his conception of extension can be developed in a 
mathematically rigorous fashion. Informally, however, we can contrast 
this conception with the more familiar conception of absolute space. 
Consider, therefore, some arbitrary regions of absolute space, A and B. 
Because these regions have fixed relations between them, if A is two 
feet from B at some time t, then it is two feet from B at all other times. 
This fact about absolute space leads naturally to an account of the 
changing spatial relations between material objects. Material objects 
inherit their spatial relations by occupying these fixed regions. Hence, 
any two objects occupying A and B at any time t will be two feet from 
each other at t, though at some other time they can come to occupy 
different regions thereby inheriting the spatial relations that hold be
tween those two regions. 

Like absolute space, extension is a space-like structure in that it con
tains regions. 

5 
But, it differs from space in two important respects. 

5 Before providing a characterization of extension, I should note an objec
tion to the idea that Aristotle had a theory of any space-like structure at all. 
There is no question that Aristotle had a theory of place that is designed 
to accom_modate the metaphysical commitments of our ordinary talk about 
where thmgs are. Such a theory is designed to explain, for instance, the truth 
of ~he st~te~en~ that Socrates is in the Agora. It is not clear, however, that 
Aristotles thmking about spatiality involved anything more than his theory 
of p~ac~. And so, one might argue, an appeal to extension so as to explain the 
spati~Ity ~f ~terial objects is an over-interpretation of Aristotle. In response 
to this obJection I shall make two points. First, there is the textual evidence 
adduced .by Sokolowski that Aristotle did have the conception of extension 
and that It ~as a matter-like something at some level ofhylomorphic analysis. 
And there Is also the textual evidence from Physics VI, 9 that I have adduced. 
Secon~, the int~retation of extension I am offering obviously fits into the 
la~ger Interpretation I am defending in this book according to which Aristo
des hylomorphic ontology as providing the ground for many of the structures 
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to the notion of a point and so is naturally assimilated into an ontology 
of points. Aristode, however, though he accepts that there are points 
(Meta.l016b20-31 ), denies their substantiality (Meta. 1077b12). 
Despite the difficulties with points, however, and despite the risk of 
anachronism, there are good reasons for engaging in this project of 
clarification. 

First of all, it is difficult to see what extension might be. Several phi
losophers have appealed to the notion, but without some robust char
acterization of the sort I shall give, such an appeal can appear to lack 
much content. Second, the account of extension I shall give provides 
a perspicuous way of understanding not only Aristode's concepcion of 
the spatiality of material objects but also how he might have under
stood various phenomena associated with spacial motion. Finally, and 
most importandy, my account of Aristotelian extension will prepare 
the way for some speculations I make in the final section about the 
nature of prime matter as distinct from but importandy related to ex
tension. 

The structure of Aristotelian extension can be captured first by 
characterizing a richer structure (arguably latent in common sense) 
and then by abstracting certain features from that structure. Let us 
begin, therefore, by appealing to a four-dimensional structure M of 
points.

6
1he four dimensions are the three spatial dimensions and the 

temporal dimension. To give the structure a temporal dimension it is 
natural and in accord with Aristode's own view of rime to suppose that 
for any two points, p and q, within M there is a well-defined interval of 
time. As a result, for any point p there will be a set of points simultane
ous with p. With these stipulations, the structure M can be thought 
of as stratified into a succession of instantaneous three-dimensional 
spaces called hyper-planes of simultaneity each of which bears determi
nate temporal relations to all the other such spaces in the manifold. 

Once the sttucture is partitioned into three-dimensional hyper
planes of simultaneity further features can be added. One such feature 
is a distance function d(p,q) defined on any two points within the same 
hype~-plane. ~is distance ~nction provides the hyper-plane with a 
metnc. And With such a metnc, the space will exhibit what contempo-

6 My charact~ation of absolute space draws heavily from Michael Fried
man,Foundattons ofSpace-Time Theories (Princeton,1983). 
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other time will be the same distance apart as the two points to which 
they are connected. 8 

. 

The structure so far characterized is one way of viewing what mrght 
be called 'absolute space: And as I said, it is plausible to suppose that 
such a view of space is latent in common~sense conceptions. Aristote
lian IJ-EYE8o<;, however, is not absolute space. As the informal discus~ 
sion of extension brought out, when we move to Aristotelian IJ-EY£80~ 
we can keep the idea of a structure stratified into hyper~planes of si~ 
multaneity; but we must abandon the fixity principle. Suppose, then, 
that there is a structure M that contains simultaneity hyper~planes. 
And suppose that a rigging connects the points in the various simul
taneity planes. But suppose that the fixity principle is false. In other 
words, suppose that it is possible that 

(x1,y11x21 y) (x1Sy1 & x2Sy2 & x
1
Rx

2 
& y

1
Ry

2 
& d(x

1
,y

1
) = d & d 

(x2,y) ;t: d). 

At this point, the mathematical detour we have taken can now begin 
to pay off. For, we have reached a structure that can play the role of 
extension. With this characterization in hand, we can see how a mat~ 
ter like stuff can nonetheless be the ground of the spatiality of material 
substances. To see this, let us consider two types of motions that such 
a manifold might underlie. 

First, consider spatial motion. Let us posit a primitive relation of 
enforming that holds between a form and a particular region of points. 
And let us suppose that there is in addition to the form and region of 
points a third entity, namely the composite of form and matter. Un~ 
der such a supposition, there could be a composite A of form F 

1 
and 

8 Now, as characterized so far, space seems to be a four~dimensionalist sort 
of entity, which, one might argue, is problematic from an interpretive point 
of view. I have already noted that the appeal to points is at odds with Aris
totle's ontology. But, once one appeals to points, it would certainly be more 
in line with Aristotle's views to have them endure over time. For, there are 
several passages (e.g. Catg. 5a26~7 and Phys. 218a2-3 and 5~6) that can be 
taken to suggest that Aristotle is a presentist. One can, however, remove the 
four-dimensionalism of the structure by allowing points to exist in different 
hyper-planes of simultaneity. To do this, one needs to construe the rigging 
as the identity relation. In this way, one can suppose that points endure over 
time. Under such conditions, adherence to the fixity principle entails that the 
metrical relations of any two points are permanently fixed. 
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They are capable of taking on different volumes and changing their 
distances between each other. In this way, the regions of this space-like 
entity can be the matter for form-matter composites as well as confer 
spatiality on material composites. As a result, one need not posit a void 
that physical objects occupy. Rather, the void has been turned into 
matter. 

SECTION III 

WHAT IS PRIME MATTER: 

I have argued that Aristotle had the concept of extension, that one can 
characterize extension mathematically and that the resulting theory 
fits easily into a hylomorphic ontology. I have not yet addressed, how
ever, the question as to the nature of prime matter. In particular, I have 
not addressed whether prime matter is, as Sokolowski claims, exten
sion. Now, it is difficult to provide much textual support for such an 
identification. As is well known, many scholars think that Aristotle's 
texts do not support even attributing to Aristotle the view that there 
is any more remote matter than the elements. I disagree with such 
scholars but am nonetheless willing to admit that Aristotle's texts can
not provide much support for any theory about the nature of prime 
matter. 

There is, however, a philosophical reason to resist the identification 
of prime matter and extension. Philosophically, the idea of prime mat
ter is the idea of something that in itself is formless but that has the 
potential to take on any form. Extension as I have characterized it, 
though, does have in itself formal characteristics. It is, for instance, 
necessarily composed of regions that bear metrical relations to one 
another. In response to such an objection, one might try to deny that 
the metrical relations in question are forms in the right sense of'form' 
thereby retaining the idea that prime matter does not have any forms 
in itsel£ But, Aristotle's favorite example of a form is shape - and 
surely if shape is a kind of form, then metrical relations between re
gions would qualify as a type of form. So, even if Aristotle accepted 
the view that extension is matter at some level of hylomorphic analysis, 
the identification of extension and prime matter looks philosophically 
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it lacks all structure. After all, without any structure, what could pos
sibly be its defining formal feature~ 

It is not so obvious, however, that prime matter could not be in it
self F in the second sense. One might argue, for instance, that it is the 
proper subject of those relations that are constitutive of extension. Af
ter all, prime matter does serve as the matter for such formal features. 
Despite this possibility, however, there are reasons to deny that prime 
matter is in itself F even in this second sense. These reasons stem from 
the way in which prime matter could be a subject of properties. 

Ancient commentators often distinguished between a primary and 
a secondary bearer of properties. Consider, for instance, a bronze 
statue, Arguably, it is the statue, which for the sake of this example 
can be considered a composite of the bronze and the shape, that is 
the subject in which the shape inheres. Nonetheless, there is a sense 
in which it also makes sense to say that the bronze has that shape 
as _well. The_ Medievals marked this duality by calling the statue the 
pnmary subJect of the shape and the bronze the secondary subject of 
the shape. And in general, one might consider the matter of a form
matter composite the secondary subject for those properties for which 
the composite is the primary subject. Matter, however, at least some 
matter, is itself a composite of form and matter. Bronze, for instance, 
according to Aristotle is a composite of a form that is a mixture of 
the elemental forms and some more basic matter. Hence, the bronze 
would be a primary subject for such forms, while its matter would be 
the secondary subject. Given the way the Medievals make this distinc
tion, it s~ould be clear that anything that is a primary subject of a 
~roperty Is a composite of form and matter. Prime matter, however, 
IS not a composite of form and matter and hence cannot be a primary 
bearer of properties It m tal · b 

. • . us ways remain at est a secondary bearer 
of properties. So, for Instance, extension is the primary bearer of those 
~O:Uctural features constitutive of it, while prime matter, even though 
It IS the. matter for such feature, is only the secondary bearer of those 
properties. It can only ever borrow its character from those entities 
that are ~e primary bearers of various properties. 

Retu~mng, _th~n, to our original question, we can see why prime 
~tt~r ~s ~ot In Itself F in the second sense of that notion. Any genus 

at Is In Itself F in the second sense must be a primary subject of F. 
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For, if it were only the secondary subject of F, surely it would be the 
primary subject and not it that would have the right to the label of 
being the proper subject of F. Hence, the fact that prime matter could 
only ever be a secondary subject of properties counts against its being 
in itself F in the second sense. 

We can see, then, that it really is the fact that prime matter is na
tureless that rules out its being in itself F in either sense. Because it is 
natureless, it cannot have a defining formal feature and so cannot be 
in itself F in the first sense; and because it is natureless, it cannot be 
a primary subject and so cannot be in itself F in t~e seco~d sense. Of 
course, despite the fact that prime matter is not in ItselfF, It can none
theless stand in potentiality to all form. For, an entirely structureless 
set of objects can nonetheless be augmented with further structure so 
as to create genera that are capable of being studied.9 Indeed, as I have 
argued in this paper, prime matter can be augmented wi~ sn:uctural 
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devoid of ontological characteristics, it would seem to be a metaphysi
cal phantom, something that we cannot really know. 

In response to the objection, one must first distinguish between two 
ways of referring to matter. One can refer to the matter of some com
posite, for instance the bronze of such and such a statue; or one can 
refer to matter as such, for instance bronze. Now, I contend that the 
following two claims about bonze are true: 

1. The bronze of such and such a statue is particular. 
2. Bronze is neither particular nor universal. 

If one were to think that bronze had some sort of independent ex
istence apart from the objects it constituted, one might be required 
to reject 2. But there is nothing problematic in refusing to grant an 
ontological status to something that is being referred to as an abstrac
tion from those conditions that make its existence possible. So, we 
have analogously, 

1. The prime matter of a statue is particular. 
2. Prime matter is neither particular nor universal. 
Hence, there is a sense in which prime matter is particular and a 

sense in which it is not. And just as in the case with bronze, it is in no 
way problematic to refuse to grant ontological status to prime mat
ter in so far as it is being referred to apart from those conditions that 
make its existence possible. 

A problem, however, remains. For, we are admitting that prime 
matter in sense 1 has some sort of ontological status; and doesn't this 
violate its very nature? No. Because its particularity is dependent on 
its being enformed. This follows from the fact that prime matter (as 
such) is neither universal nor particular, while the prime matter that 
constitutes a statue is particular. Hence, particularity is not intrinsic to 
prime matter, and so there is no violation of its naturelessness. 

Finally, unlike bronze, prime matter in both senses is devoid of pri
mary actual (as opposed to potential) characteristics. For instance, 
both bronze as such and the bronze of such and such a statue are pri
marily hard. But, there is no primary actual characteristic of either 
prime matter as such or the prime matter of such and such a statue. So 
again, the naturelessness of prime matter is preserved. 
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rive at prime matter that serves as the ultimate matter of a material 
composite. 

When one turns to Aristotle's theory about the relation between 
mathematical objects and material substances, one can reinforce the 
view that prime matter and extension are crucial in both Aristotle's 
theory of mathematics and his hylomorphism. Aristotle thinks that 
mathematical entities do not independently exist. It is not that math
ematical entities do not exist at all; but they only exist as dependent 
entities whose mathematical treatment requires the abstraction from 
some of the conditions that are necessary for their existence. (Meta. 
106la28-36, Meta. 1078al-5, Meta. 1078a25-6, Phys. 193b31-4). A 
surface, for instance, is dependent on a physical substance whose phys
icality requires its ability to move. A mathematician, however, treats 
the features of a surface in so far as the surface is a quantity, not in so 
far as it inheres in a mobile substance.10 In this way, although math
ematicians do not treat mathematical entities as if they exist in the 
physical world, such entities do exist in material substances. 

With such a characterization of mathematics, one would expect 
there to be something in material composites that corresponds to the 
various objects that mathematicians study, though one would expect 
the existence of such entities to be dependent on mobile substances. 
In the case of extension, one could take such a stuff to be the intel
ligible matter Aristotle mentions at Metaphysics 1036a3. Extension is 
intellectual matter because, in its pure form, i.e. in the form in which 
mathematicians study it, it is abstracted away from any conditions of 
mobility and sensibility that characterize its actual existence. Mathe
maticians study the features of extension qua quantity, not qua matter 
of a mobile, sensible substance. Indeed, in chapter 6 I shall argue that 
quantity as such just is extension. So, the study of quantity turns out 
to be for Aristotle primarily the study of extension. In this way, exten
sion is not only a highest kind that mathematicians study but also the 
most basic matter that admits of some essential structure. Extension, 
of course, does not actually exist in the form in which mathematicians 
study it. Rather, it exists in material composites as the matter for sub-

~0 It should be clear the way in which this interpretation intersects with the 
Interpretation of Aristotle's philosophy of mathematics that I articulated in 
chapter2. 
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stantial forms. As the matter of a material composite, extension has in 
a secondary sense characteristics that the material object has. _It woulh~ 
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d d d movable matter, ut mte -sible matter are bronze an woo an any 'bl . h 
. I h. b t ua senst e as tn mat -ligible matter exists in senstb e t mgs ut no q ' 

ematical objects for example (Meta. 1036a3). 

h 1 think that one should not stop As should be clear by now, owever, .al 
h h . al case or the maten case. at extension in either t e mat ematic . 

. th . all and below extension rna-Standing above extension ma ematlc Y di 
ik · prime matter, accor ng to tetially is prime matter. L e extens1on, . 

1 . . . material composites. ts ex-
the interpretation I am offenng, extsts m . . . . ht have are en-
istence however and any formal characterlsttcs it rrug. . nl h 

' ' h n£ it And so, lt lS o y w en tirely dependent on the forms t at e orm • fr 'al 
all h £ mal content om a maten one completely abstracts away t e or all th usal powers 

h b cts away e ca composite, that is only w en one a stra 'al posite that 
h h ·ze a maten com ' and the spatial structures t at c aracten 

· · · c rm prime matter. one arnves at, m its pure ro , 

CONCLUSION 
. matter that I have given, it is 

With the accounts of form and prime h' cture of a material 
h h 1 orp 1c stru now possible to see what t e Y om h. £ dation of a material 

composite looks like. At the hylomorp i~ oun tter is what can be 
b E £ rming pnme rna su stance is prime matter. n ° . o'tutive of exten-

1 th of relaoons cons considered a form-m, name Y e set . and such relations. 
. f pnme matter sion. Extension is the composite 0 al traries and mixtures 

E . . h the element con . 
nforrrung extens1on, t en, ar~ and d enforms prime matt~r' 

thereo£ 
11 

For instance, the patr hot ryN w: the matter of a liv-
. . fire element. o ' d and the resulting composite iS a rth · fire or water. Instea ' 

. . f se notea ,atr, d d ing material substance 1s, o cour ' tuffs like blood, mus e an 
there is at the first level homeomerous s 'al composite de-

b. rrucrure of a maten b 
11 This account of the hylomorp tc s h' h Kit Fine convincingly esta • 
pends on a leveling account of mixture;,w ;~·tosophical Quarterly 76 (1995) 
lishes in "The Problem of Mixture~ Pac~.c 1 

266-369. 
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tissue. Such stuffs are composites of extension and certain capacities 
distinctive of living beings. So, for instance, blood is a composite of 
extension and the capacity to transmit food in its penultimate form to 
the extremities of the body. Such homeomerous stuffs are the matter 
of the anhomeomerous parts of the body. And, once again, it is certain 
living capacities that enform such stuffs. So, for instance, an eye is a 
composite of certain homeomeorus stuff and the capacity to take on 
the form of objects without their matter. A body, then, is a collection 
of anhomemeorus parts; and the form of a body is the soul, which 
again is a unified set of capacities. 

The following diagram illustrates such relations. 

Prime Matter + Spatial Relations 
I 
Extension + living capacities (and/ or elemental contraries) 
I 

homeomerous stuffs + living capacities 
I 

Collection of anhomeomerous parts (body) + soul 
I 

substance-member of a natural kind 

A few comments about this diagram are in order. At each level, some 
matter is enformed by a form~m. The results from chapter 3, however, 
suggest that the resulting composite of matter and form~m should 
have a form~c, which is a species. And indeed, with one wrinkle, this is 
the case. I shall argue in chapter 6 that the composite of prime matter 
and spatial relations, namely extension, is in fact the genus quantity. 
But because quantity is a highest kind, it does not belong to some 
other genus. A composite of extension and living capacities, on the 
other hand, namely some homemoerous stuff, is in some species. For 
instance, flesh is in the species flesh. Such a species, however, is not in~ 
dependent of the natural kind to which a living substance belongs. In 
fact, the definition of such a species would include the concept part of 
such and such an animal. And because a part of a substance is not itself 
an actual substance, flesh is not an actual substance. Similar comments 
apply to anhomeomerous parts. Finally, the composite of a body and 
soul has as a form~c the natural kind to which the composite belongs. 
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Alth h I have distinguished in One final comment is in order. oug th ~ 

the diagram the soul and the living capacdities thha~ eknfofrmth;s: ase~~~:~ 
shoul not t m o sion and homeomerous parts, one . . b the various 

Wh d th relanon ts etween pendent existents. at exac Y ~ th A · tode discusses 
h l · diffi ult tssue one at ns capacities and t e sou ts a c rh . ul in some sense 

at DA 41lb13~31. It would seem that .. e eWhnnre so the correct in~ 
f h . di 'd al pactnes atever permeates each o t e m VI u ca • th 1 distingw· sh 

d , . . . ne can none e ess 
terpretation of Aristo es posltlon ts, o u h the soul is itself in some 
such capacities conceptually, even tho g 

h . . 12 sense a unity of all sue capactttes. 

. lici • Homonymy in the Philoso· 
12 Cf. Christopher Shields Or~:~n p';~'i9J'), ch. 6, for the best recent 
phy of Aristotle (Oxford: Claren 
discussion of unity in Aristode. 



CHAPTER 5 

QUALITY 

W
~th substant.ive accounts of form and matter in place, it 
lS now poss1ble to tum to the categories so as to see the 

A . extent to which its various structures can be traced to 

h
nsultodtle's hylomorphic ontology. Aristotle recommends that inquiries 

b 
Wlt w at is better known to us and proceed to what is so start . h h 

etter kn b hi d . own Y nature. For the remainder of the book, I shall follow 
'ds a Vlce. I begin with what is better known to us, namely the ac· 

cr ental · f categones o quality and quantity and then move to the cat· 

egory of substance. 
I~ this chapter, I argue that the category of quality admits of a deri· 

vdan~n from the nature of form. In my view, the possibility of such a 

env · h anon as been obscured by two factors: (1) the lack of a dear 
account of the nature of form; and (2) Aristotle's presentation of the 

~ry of quality in the Categories. As .hould be dear, I have .J...ady 
~ dre,...t the first i,.ue; and. ., shall becom< app=nt by the end of 
£ ' chapter, the taxonomy of fOrm I prorid<d in chapter 3 is the bosU 
or a systematic derivation of the genera in the category of quality. But 
to pro 'd h · · 'th th Vl e sue a derivation first requires commg to gnps Wl e 

genus/ species structure in the category of quality· 
. I~ chapter eight of the Categories, Aristotle divides the genus, q~-
1~ mto four species: (1) habits and dispositions; (2) natural capabili· 
tles and incapabilities; (3) affective qualities and affections; and (4) 
s?ape. Because Aristotle does not explicitly subsume any of the~ spe· 
cres under further genera, it is natural to interpret them as the highest 
species under the genus quality. If so, the following diagram represents 

the genus/ species structure in the category· 
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Quality 
I. Habits and Dispositions 
II. Natural Capabilities and Incapabilities 
III. Affective Qualities and Affections 
lV:Shape 
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This interpretation of the category of quality is so naturally suggested 
by Aristotle's discussion that most commentators do not question it. 
Porphyry, for instance, in his commentaries on the Categories, simply 
asserts that there are four species in the category of quality and then 
goes on to discuss Aristotle's treatment of them.1 Likewise, Aquinas, 
though he tries to derive the four species in a reasonably systematic 
manner, does not seem to question that there are just these four main 
species. 

2 
And more recently, J.L. Ackrill's commentaries on the Catego

ries shows that he thinks there are these and only these four highest 
species in the category of quality. 3 Because such an interpretation is so 
naturally suggested by Aristotle's text, and because it is at least implic· 
itly presupposed by most discussions about the category of quality, I 
will call it the canonical interpretation. 

The canonical interpretation, though a natural reading, leaves the 
category of quality in a rather uneasy light. Why? Because it is not at 
all obvious what the justification or even the motivation is for divid· 
ing quality into just these species. Indeed, when the species are simply 
~sted, it is hard to deny that the list appears rather arbitrary. Why, for 
mstance, should natural capabilities and incapabilities be considered a 
highest species under the genus quality:' Or what reason is there for 
thinking that there are no other species under quality:' 

. The apparent lack of any systematic derivation of the list of species 
~~ ~e category of quality has not gone unnoticed by scholars. J.L. Ack
rillts representative: 

When Aristotle says that quality is 'spoken of in a number of ways' 
he does not mean that the word quality' is ambiguous but only that 

1 Porp?yry, On Aristotle's Categories, trans. Steven K. Strange, (Ithaca: Cor• 
nell Umversity Press, 1992), p.l39. 

2 ~qu~as, Treatise on the Virtues, trans. John A. Oesterle, (Notre Dame: 
Umverstty of Notre Dame Press, 1984.), PP· 4•5, 

3 Aristotle, Categories and De Interpretatione, trans. J.L. Ackrill, (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1963) 
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5NQuality . 

f al' H proceeds to list and diScuss 
there are different kinds 0 qu lty. e rinciple. 
four kinds. He does not 'deduce' them or connect them on any P 

... [emphasis mine]
4 

• krill's 

h d d ction that is behmd Ac And it is no doubt the lack of sue a e u . 
1. tl 1 · h' commentaries: criticisms of Aristotle a 1t e ater m IS 

. nt to show that [habits and 
He [Aristotle] gives no special argume . riterion for decid-
dispositions J are qualities. Nor does hheb~ve andiy. cposirion]· why, for 

al. . · t a [ a 1t-or· s ' ing that a given qu 1ty ts or lS no d lass quite distinct 
_ tr · al' · be create as a c example, should arrecttve qu tt1es 

from [habits and dispositions] ?5 
• • 

uality; at best unJUSO• 
Ackrill finds Aristotle's division of the genus, q A d Ackrill it would 
fi d h h goes further. n ' th e . Montgomery Furt , owever, far as to call e 

F rth has gone so 
seem, is being polite. Montgomery u dey horde: 'I shall 

f ali monstrous mo ) species in the category o qu ty a th . ale (if there be one 
. lik eranon d largely dispense with quesnons e • • · th trous motley hor e 
. gl ory e mons for comprehending into a sm e categ . d I think, that these at· 

yclept Quality ... '6 And it must be admtckrilltte .' 'ght to point out that 
. d A . lSrl . 

tttudes are to some extent warrante • d d . of the four speoes. 
1' 't e ucnon 

Aristotle does not provide an exp lCl 
25 6 

ggest that, lacking any 
ks t lOa • su h' li Indeed, Aristotle's own remar a nfident that IS st 

. he was not co th 
systematic deduction of the speoes, ded . questions about e 

. th I ck fa ucnon, . 
was exhaustive. And giVen e a 0 'de naturally anse. 
legitimacy of the divisions Aristotle d~es ~roV1 e not unreasonable, in 

Although Ackrill's criticisms of Ansto e ~ ;nterpretation to the 
. alternaove ... . 

this chapter, I argue that there IS ~ all the regimented interp_retatt~n, 
canonical interpretation, what I will c d Vl. ng the dissaosfacnon 

war remo . ted that can not only go some way to. indeed be mcorpora 
th h d 'th 1t but can fro hylomor· at he and others have a Wl ch · derivable m ·at s erne IS into the thesis that the categon 
phism. 

• 'and 4 Ibid p.104. Jl. d sux9Eat~ as states 
ds t#~ an · · ' to pro· 5 Ibid. p.104. Ackrill translates. the wo~ted 'habits' and 'dispostnons 

'conditions' respectively. I have mterpo 
vide continuity with my translations. h • An Aristotelian Metaphys-

fi and Psyc e. 
6 Montgomery Furth, Substance: 0~ J>ress, 1988) 14. 
. ( C b 'dge Umverstty ICS, Cambridge: am n 
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My main argument for the regimented interpretation proceeds in 
two stages. First, I examine the details of Aristotle's discussion of the 
first three canonical species and conclude not only that they are sub
sumed under the single genus of dispositions but also that the genus of 
dispositions admits of a more or less systematic and symmetrical dif
ferentiation. As a result, the category of quality should be understood 
as being primarily divided into two species: shape and dispositions. 
And because the genus of dispositions is systematically differentiated 
and Aristotle does not differentiate shape at all, any arbitrariness in 
the category of quality must be located in the division of the genus, 
quality, into the two species, shapes and dispositions. In the second 
stage of the argument, I propose a hypothesis about the way Aristotle 
understands the nature of quality itsel£ a hypothesis that leads to a 
very plausible division of quality into shape and dispositions. What is 
the hypothesis~ Not surprisingly, it is that quality as such is a principle 
of order. The connection to form, then, is obvious. If I am right, qual
ity as such simply is a type of form. 

In addition to this main argument, an implicit argument runs 
through the chapter. Given Aristotle's settled taxonomical method, one 
should expect the specification of differentiae in marking boundaries 
between the species in the category of quality. It is surely noteworthy, 
however, that Aristotle supplies no such differentiae for the canonical 
four highest species. Indeed, such a fact ultimately lurks behind philo
sophical dissatisfaction with the canonical interpretation. For without 
such differentiae, it is difficult indeed to see what Aristotle could say 
to a detractor who doubts that there are just the four canonical spe
cies in t~e category of quality. The regimented interpretation, however, 
do~s arn~ulate such differentiae and in so doing not only accords with 
Anst.otles general taxonomical method but also provides the philo
sophical resources to respond to those who are doubtful of the divi
sions Aristotle makes. 

SECTION I 

THE FIRST THREE CANONICAL SPECIES 

~tho~gh Aris~otle says that the first species in the category of quality 
Is habits and dispositions, it is dear from his remarks that he thinks 
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habits and dispositions are in fact two distinct species that fall un
der a common genus. Aristotle begins his discussion by providing a 
way to differentiate between habits and dispositions. He says that dis
positions are easily displaced while habits last longer and are more 
difficult to displace (Catg. 8b28). And he provides examples of items 
in both species: scientific knowledge and the virtues are habits ( Catg. 
8b29), while a hot condition, a chill, sickness and health are disposi
tions (Catg. 8b36-7). Aristotle's explicit differentiation of habits from 
dispositions, then, as well as his use of examples to illustrate the dif
ferentiation show that he thinks the first canonical species is a genus 
under which fall the two species habits and dispositions. 

What, then, is the genus under which habits and dispos~tions b~th 
fall:l Aristotle's concluding remarks about the first canomcal species 
strongly suggest that the answer is: dispositions. At9al0, after repeat
ing his differentiation of habits from dispositions, Aristotle says: 

But habits are also dispositions, though dispositions need not ~e 
h h b. · me way dis habits; for although those who ave a 1ts are m so -

posed according to them, those who are disposed need not have a 
habit ( Catg. 9al0-13 ). 

I b di · hat he has just n this passage, Aristotle seems to e contra cnng w 
said. If habits differ from dispositions in the way he says they do at 
8b28 . . tl d · t 9al0-13 that habits are , Anstotle cannot consisten y atm a . f 
di . . b di . . d t be habits But the threat o sposmons ut sposmons nee no • I 

. . . . "al ki d f mbigw"ty is noted. E se-contradictton disappears if a speo n o a 
h . . . tl th word to refer to a genus w ere tn his works, Ansto e uses e same . h . III 

1 
h 

d . th F ·nsrance tn P ystes ' e an a species falling under at genus. or 1 ' d . Ph · 
£ th of change an m ystes uses the word 1d Vll<H~ to re er to e genus ' . cl d 

V th · f hange that m u es ac-' 3 he uses Ki VllOt~ to refer to e spectes 0 c . . al 
"d al h Th" ort of ambigwty so occurs 

CI ental but not substanti c ange. IS s d 11 · al 
in English. The genus animal divides into humans an ' we ' ami m s. 

f b" ·ry can be seen. n one 
And in this passage, a similar sort 0 am Igut · fi rs to a 

, d in another sense It re e 
sense, ilisposition' refers to a genus, an . b" · faisposi-
species falling under the genus. I will mark this am Igutty 0 

• 7 
tion' by italicizing the name of the speoes. 

A · t tie's Categories and Prop-
7 Both Ackrill, ibid. p.104, andAposde, tranSS2, rrs 

0 
t the ambiguity of the 

05itions (Cornell· Peripatetic Press, 1980), P· ~ccepth. c·-
. A" d m IScon.-•. 

Word 'disposition: ~ui&at~ as used by wto e 

-
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Once such an ambiguity is accepted, Aristotle's remarks in this pas· 
sage make perfect sense. If habits and dispositions are species under the 
genus, dispositions, then all habits would be dispositions though not 
all dispositions would be habits. Moreover, Aristotle can be seen to 
be providing a justification for including habits under the genus dis
positions. Aristotle says that those with habits are disposed in some 
way according to them. So assuming that things are disposed in vir
tue of dispositions, habits must fall under the genus dispositions. On 
the most plausible (and only charitable) interpretation, then, Aristotle 
thinks that the first canonical species is a species of dispositions under 
which fall those dispositions that are easily displaced, i.e. dispositions, 
and those that are long lasting and difficult to displace, i.e. habits. 

Once the first canonical species is understood as dispositions, it is 
a small step to place the second canonical species under a common 
genus with the first. Aristotle contrasts the second canonical species 
from the first by saying that things with such qualities are not merely 
disposed in some way or other but rather have a natural capability or 
incapability (Catg. 9a16~9).8 He says, for instance, that some people 
are natural boxers or are by nature sickly (Catg. 9a19). This suggests 
that the ~econd canonical species consists of dispositions that are nat· 
ural, .while the first canonical species consists of dispositions that are 
acqwr~d. And .Aristotle's examples of items falling under the first two 
cano~cal species confirms such an interpretation. Science and virtue 
are his examples of habit; and in the Nicomachean Ethics Aristotle says 
that science and virtue are acquired (En • 1103a15). Fu~ermore, the 
examples of dispositions that Aristotle provides-a hot condition, a 
chill, a sickness and health-are also acquired. The items under the 
second canonical species, on the other hand, are all items that some~ 

8 I a taking the 1tfolf' in the s ' ' ' ~ ~ " 
~ . -., entence, ou yap tro BtaJCetcr9ai ye nro~ eJCaatov trov totot>trov notov Uye • ~ ~ _,_ ~ : ~ , .. , 

. ~ ~ . tat, ai\J\.U tcp Buvalltv exetv cjlOOtlCTJV T1 aov~ VOJ.Ltav tOt> 1t0tT]cra tt p' nB' " !:.!. , 

So take th 'C' tro~ TlJ.lT]ut:;V nacrxetv; as signalling a contrast. 
n, e sentence reads·'Each fth · · fb 

ing di ed b h . : 0 ese Is not sa~d merely in virtue o e· spos ut rat er In VJ.rtu f h · 
be affect d.' 1b . e 0 av10g a natural capacity to act or not to 
disposede in . e crufcialh ~ntrast, then, is berween being disposed and being 

VIrtue o av10g a natural · . . 
capaaty or IDcapacity. 
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al b b · runner being sickly thing has naturally.9 Being a natur o~er, ~~~g a ' 

or being healthy are all non-acquired dispos~n~ns.b A . de of any 
d . th miSSIOn y riStO It would seem, then, that esptte e 0 th · fact be 

fi . cal species, ey can m genus that subsumes the rst two canom . . A d this is done, 
di p sinon. n once subsumed under the same genus- s 0 th . nder that ge~ 

d,rr · · of e speaes u it is possible to provide a urerenttatlon . . ill 't elf have a 
h f dispositions w 1 s 

nus. (As will emerge later, t e genu~ 0 d al dispositions; and 
differentia). It divides first into acqwred an .nadtudir. st'tions that are 

di 'd · acqwre spo then acquired dispositions VI e mto th 1 g lasting and 
. . . d' . . d those at are on easily displaced, 1.e. tspostttons, an 

difficult to displace, i.e. habits. . al · s namely affec~ 
h th. d anoruc speae , 

Like the first two species, t e tr c d der the species 
. . . . · 1 'bly subsume un th ttve qualmes and affections, ts P aust ed directly under e 

dispositions. It should not, however, be su~suml h uld not, in other 
· al pectes t s 0 

same genus as the first two canomc s •. h' h I't along with 
. hi rchy m w lC , 

words, be placed in a genus/ species era h'gh st species under a 
th . · of three I e e first two canonical species, ts one d c llows. 

uld b resente as ro genus. Such a structure wo e rep 

Dispositions 
I. Acquired Dispositions 
II. Natural Dispositions . 
III. Affective qualities and Affections 

· under a f highest speaes . 
Rather, it should be considered as on~ 0 :.:,~d then be divided mto 
genus of dispositions. The other speaes would be represented 
th . S h a structUre e first two canonical spectes. uc 
as follows. 

Dispositions 'ned) 
I. Dispositions (of a sort to be spb~cl and Dispositions) 

di · · (Ha ItS A Acquired spostttons atural 
. d softness are n 

------ that hardness an . · his com· 
9 At Catg. 9a25, Aristode also says A . de there to be dir~J Hence. I 
capabilities and incapabilites. I take ~tohas that are not acqut_r . · lighdy 

ftn methmg ted 1t ts a s tnents at hardness and so ess so . d' So interpre ' 'ght 
. of'acqutre · A person nu • 
mterpret'naturally' as the co_n~ vin a quality by nature.uldn't have such a 
Weaker notion than somethmgs a .g though he wo 
for instance, have a non~acquired laztness, 
quality by nature. 
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B. Natural Dispositions (Natural capabilities and Incapabili
ties) 

II. Affective Qualities and Affections 
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The subsumption of affective qualities and affections under the ge
nus, dispositions, is recommended by the fact that Aristotle's examples 
of affective qualities and affections are objects of perception. In the 
Categories, he says that among the items falling under the third ca
nonical species are sweetness, bitterness, sourness, heat, cold, white
ness, and blackness (Catg. 9a29-31). And in the De Anima, Aristotle 
says that sweetness and bitterness are proper objects of taste (DA. 
422bl0-2); colors, proper objects of sight (DA. 418a26); and heat and 
cold, proper objects of touch (DA. 422b26). Hence, assuming that the 
Categories and the De Anima can be given a unified reading, affective 
qualities and affections are proper objects of sense. 

Such an interpretation is also supported by Aristotle's discussion 
of qualitative change in Physics VII, 3. He says there that qualitative 
change occurs only in the third species of quality and that such a spe
cies consists of those qualities that are sensible (Phys. 245b4-246a4). 
So affective qualities and affections are objects of sense. But Aristotle's 
discussion of the sensible objects in the De Anima makes it dear that 
they are dispositional in nature. It is the nature of color, for instance, to 
be able to set in motion a transparent medium as long as there is light 
(DA 418bl ). Color need not be setting in motion the transparent; but 
it is essentially capable of doing so. And so it is essentially a disposi
tion of some sort. Hence, because affective qualities and affections are 
proper objects of sense, and because proper objects of sense are dispo
sitions, affective qualities and affections are dispositions. It can thus be 
seen that consistency between the Categories and the De Anima entails 
the incorrectness of the canonical interpretation. De Anima 418bl-2 
treats the idia of sight as essentially dispositions, but the canonical in
terpretation treats the third canonical species as distinct from disposi
tions. Hence, some sort of regimentation of the category of quality is 
needed. 

By itself, the fact that affective qualities and affections are disposi
tions does not require the acceptance of the latter of the two possible 
~erentiations of the genus, disposition, represented above. But there 
Is a reason to prefer the latter differentiation, a reason that stems from 

--
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5 ~Quality b' ts of percep-
tion The proper o ~ec 

the nature of the objects of percep .' . produce a kind of mo-
. cl disposmons to . th tion, according to Arts to e, are . them in this way 10 e 

nl charactenzes . . the tion in perceivers. He not 0 Y th th' d canonical spectes 10 . di . of e Ir De Anima , but in his scussion . tion He says: 
. . h a characterJ.Za • 

Categories he provtdes JUSt sue . alities because 
ailed affecuve qu h 

Similarlv, heat and cold are n~:r.c d' someway,butrathert ey 
'' h b auecte m · dare those that have them ave een h f the ones menuone 

are called affective qualities because eac o nsation ( Catg. 9b5). 
. . h respect to se Productive of an affection wtt . which are 

d sensanons, 
_ a- · thus pro uce rrence Affective qualities and arrecnons h sensation is an occu . 

a kind of motion, in perceivers. But su: a th t has the proper obj~ct 
. h h the subject a nsanon in a subject that 1s ot er t an t: instance, causes a se d 

of honey, ror . . to pro uce of perception. The sweetness . 1£ B t disposmons .. 
h th honey ttse • u di s1non can in something other t an e th b' ct with the spo 'th 

h th e su ~e . th biectWl motions in subjects ot er an d motions m e su ;J di · 
h th t pro uce . f spost-be differentiated from t ose a . al species constst 0 d 

h fi two canontc . . pro uce a the disposition. And t e rst · a disposinon to And 
. £ instance, IS di 'cion. tions of such a sort. Sctence, or b' ct with the spos~ . the 

. · the su ~e . nons tn motion, namely intellection, 10 . . oduce boxmg mo 
. di posmon to pr being a natural boxer IS a s d nder 

. . b bsume u subject with the disposmon. . thus all e su. th dis-
. al pectes can . 'd d mto ose 1he first three canontc s can be divt e . · n and 

d this genus th disposino the genus dispositions. An . th biect with e . 'th the 
. s m e su ;J th subject Wl positions that cause monon b' ct other than e ·cai species, 

· · a su ~e thi d canont those that cause monons 10 cies is the r . divided into 
di . . 1h l f these spe th t: rmer IS d spostnon. e atter 0 

. while e ro . abilities, an 
. . ali . d affecnons, . . d mcap al 
I.e. affective qu ties an al capabiltnes an d as 1 have -
th al · e natur ·t· ns An ' · ose that are natur ' I. • b' and dispos• 10 • • ·rrue ofbemg 

. d · ha tts · · ns m VI those that are acqwre ' t.e. ed from dispos•t•o ' . . ns 
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become overly rococo, I will try to mark these differences with the 

following labels: Dispositions, Dispositions, Dispositions and Disposi
tions. Rather than describing each of these species, I will present the 
following diagram that should make clear which name refers to which 
species. 

Quality 
I. Dispositions 

A. Dispositions-Dispositions that cause motions in the sub
ject with the disposition 

1. Dispositions-Dispositions that are acquired 
a. Habits-Dispositions that are long lasting and 

difficult to displace 
b. Dispositions-Dispositions that are easily displaced 

2. Natural Capabilities and Incapabilities-Dispositions 
that are not acquired 

B. Affective qualities and affections-Dispositions that cause 

II. Shape 

motions in a subject other than the subject 
with the disposition 

This diagram already represents an improvement over the canonical 
interpretation. Where the canonical interpretation takes the four spe~ 
cies as basic and underived, the regimented interpretation has already 
located a considerable amount of interesting structure in the category. 

The differentiation of the genus, dispositions, though, is not complete: 
more structure can be gleaned from Aristode's discussion of affective 
qualities and affections. Furthermore, the structure might be inter~ 
preted in such a way that affective qualities and affections admits of 
a differentiation that is roughly symmetrical to the differentiation of 
dispositions. And once such an interpretation s accepted, the entire 
genus, dispositions, admits of a symmetrical differentiation. 

Aristode's name for the third species indicates that he thinks it is 
divided into two species. He calls the species, 'affective qualities and 
:urections'; ~d so it is natural to suppose that there is a genus divided 
Into one species called affective qualities' and another called atfections: 

And if the regimentation of the category of quality so far proposed is 
correct, the genus under which affective qualities and affections fall is 
the genus dispositions to produce motions in subjects other than the 

III 
5 ~ Quality di 

. . N . hould be clear from the agram 
subject with the disposttton. ow, It s I I the genus dispositions to 

. the same eve as th 
above that such a genus IS at . th e as the subject with e 

. b. t that IS e sam . d 
produce motions m a su ~ec h th" I tter genus is differenoate 

h uld a1 b clear t at IS a d · disposition. It s o so e , al' d that the natural tspo-
. • . d' and natur an , d 

by the differentiae acquire . d difficult to displace an 
d ,rr · d by 'long lasnng an . . f sitions are urerennate · a1 differenoaoon o 

• . , if th re is to be a symmetric . . d 
easily displaced. So, e d h" h affective qualines an 

. . . h genus un er w IC • 
the genus, dtspostttons, t e . d "th features analogous to ac~ 

. c 11 h uld b differentiate WI . di 1 d' affecoons rau s o e di 1 • and 'easily sp ace · 
. , 'difficult to sp ace, . d 

quired: 'natural: 'long lasting, A . tode does seem to proVl e 
And, indeed, in the following passage, ns 

just such a differentiation. , . · ac-
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For if paleness and darkness l~~T~::tive J qualities; for we are said 
cording to nature, they are cal h If. for instance, because of a 
to be qualified with respect to t h~m. h , ppened to become dark or 
long sickness or scorching somet_ mg . ~ al condition and perhaps 
pale and did not easily revert t~ lt~~r~~:se would be called'( affec~ 
remained that way throughout tts e, ily lost and quickly revert 

. . , B all those that are eas , d '[affec~ tive J qualtnes . . . ut all d 'affections ... an not 
. . · al clition are c e to thetr ortgm con 
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10 As can be seen, I . ave m "ch I will provide shortly. 
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sitions that either are natural or are acquired and difficult to displace 
and another species that corresponds to those dispositions that are ac
quired and easily displaced. Nonetheless, the similarity between the 
two differentiations is hard to deny. 

SECTION II 

THE THIRD CANONICAL SPECIES! 

SOME DIFFICULTIES 

The symmetry that results from the proposed differentiation does 
make the category of quality interestingly systematic. And insofar ~s 
charity recommends attributing to Aristotle interestingly systemanc 
differentiations rather than haphazard ones, charity recommends the 
proposed interpretation. Nonetheless, a careful examination of the 
text reveals that there are some difficulties with this interpretation of 
the third canonical species. And as a result, the interpretation I am 
proposing is not straightforwardly supported by the text. 

The difficulties emerge from the fact that the interpretation I have 
proposed can only be gleaned from the above passage if one in~erp~
lates the word 'affective' before the final occurrence of the word quali
ties: The original text actually reads as follows: 

those which arise from [causes J which disappear easily and which 
soon revert to the original conditions, on the other hand are called 
'affections' and not qualities ... 

Now, there are what I take to be compelling grounds for allowing the 
interpolation. Aristotle begins his discussion of affective qualities and 
affections at 9a28, several lines prior to the above passage. And there 
he says that affective qualities and affections are the third species of 
the genus quality. But affections could only be part of a species under 
the genus, quality, if affections are qualities. And so internal consis
tency demands allowing the interpolation. Nonetheless, some difficul
ties remain. 

Although allowing the interpretation avoids inconsistency, Aristo
tle's remarks after this passage are problematic. At 9b30-3, Aristotle 
seems to argue that affections are not qualities by appealing to one of 
the characteristic marks of qualities. According to Aristotle, things are 

II3 

5 et1 Quality . . b h argues that things 
. . f ualines; ut, e • 

called such and such m vt~e o. q f h ving affections. He says. 
h d h m virtue o a 

are not called sue an sue . . of them [affec-
h and such m virtue all d 

For we are not sai~ to be sue who blushes because of shame c ;.a 
tions ]. For neither IS the man rns ale because of fear calle . 
'a blusher; nor is the man w~o tuh ~aid to have been affecte~·m' 

' h f them ts rat er ' d t 'qualittes Pale man, but eac o all d 'affections an no 
h. h n are c e some way. Such t mgs, t e ' 

(Catg. 9b30-3). ak "milar argument about 
m east 

A · tle goes on to be more After this passage, nsto . · for instance, may 
certain states of the soul. A man m p:un~ult be called irascible ( Cfratg. 

il b uld not as a re f . cc . ons om irritable for a wh e ut wo . h · s exclusion o arrec~ , 
10a7 -9). Aristotle's justificanon for tlhat the lack of'affecttve b~fore 

. however, "gh n Ansto-the genus, qualtty, suggests, . ot merely an oversi t o . 
' ali . , . the previous passage ts n . t the interpolanon. 
qu ties m 0 count agams . f the 
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Despite these difficulnes, de . dicated, not allowmg t rthe m ore 
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. th person w · a person 
claim by saymg . at. a e of his blushing. Nor lS les do not provide 
called a blusher m virtual But these examp ' face is not a 

f c p e man. f th persons pale because o rear a th the state o e t be called a 
Pose at f h e may no 

a good reason to sup blushes because o s am called red-faced, even 
quality. A person who uld nonetheless be the state of a 
blusher; but such a person w~ttle while. Hence, because 
if he is only red-faced for a 

a 
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momentary blusher's face passes the test for being a quality, it should 
be considered a quality. 

From the perspective of the regimented interpretation, an even full
er diagnosis of the argument can be made. Because the momentary 
redness of a blusher's face is a disposition to produce sensations in 
perceivers, it is a quality that falls under the same species as the red
ness of an apple. Not only are both rednesses qualities but both are 
dispositions that produce motions in subjects other than the subject 
with the disposition. But, because it quickly reverts to its original con
dition, the momentary redness of a blusher's face, unlike the redness of 
an apple, is an affection, not an affective quality. Being a blusher, on the 
other hand, is a disposition to produce motions, namely reddenings 
of the face, in the subject with the disposition. If such a disposition is 
natural, it is in the second canonical species; and if acquired, it is in the 
first canonical species. So the fact that a person would not be called a 
blusher in virtue of the redness of his face would only go to show that 
such a redness is not a quality in one of the first two canonical species. 
And indeed, it is not. 

SECTION III 

THE THREE CANONICAL SPECIES 

RECONFIGURED 

The examination of the first three canonical species has thus revealed 
order where there first appeared chaos. The first two canonical species 
have the sort of differentiation proposed in section I. And with only 
some difficulty textually, they can best be understood as dispositions 
to produce motions in subjects other than the subject with the dispo
sition and as divided into such qualities that are either: (1) acquired 
and easily displaced; or (2) natural or acquired and difficult to dis
place. The first species consists of affections; and the second, affective 
qualities. The following diagram. captures the differentiation of the 
first three canonical species. 

5~ Quality 

Quality 

I. Dispositions . . . h cause motions in the sub-
A. Dispositions-Dtsposltlons t at .. 

. ct with the disposltlon 
Je . . . h acquired 

1 Dispositions-DispositlOnS t at are 1 . d 
. . . h long astmg an a Habits-Disposmons t at are 

. difficult to displace . dis laced 
. . . -Dispositions that are easily P . . 

b. D1spos1t1ons bT . -Dispos1t1ons 
2. Natural Capabilities and Incap~ I~tles 

that are not acqUire . . b'ect 
• • . . . . s that cause motions m a su .~. 

B. Dlsposinons-DISposltlon h b' t with the Disposition 
other than t e su ~ec . 1 

. . · s that are either ong 
1. Affective Qualities-DlspositlO~ d 

lasting or not-acqUire "1 displaced 
. · · that are easi Y 

2 A rc · Dlsposltlons . tuiecuons-
II. Shape 
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11 J. L.Ackrill, Op Cit, P·104· 
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from natural divisions that flow from the nature of the genus. And 
since three of the canonical species fall under dispositions, at least three 
of the species in the category of quality have in some sense been de
duced. So Ackrill's worry has been partly answered. 

It must be admitted, however, that the deduction so far provided is 
not a complete answer to Ackrill's worry. The genus dispositions itself 
as well as the species, shape, have yet to be deduced from any prin
ciple. As a result, there still seems to be an arbitrary division of quality 
into the species shape and dispositions. To provide a complete response 
to Ackrill, therefore, we must turn to a deduction of dispositions and 
shape from the genus quality itself 

SECTION IV 

DISPOSITIONS AND SHAPE 

The regimentation of the category of quality I have so far proposed is, 
I think, well supported by Aristotle's discussion in the Categories. The 
examples of items falling under the first three canonical species are all 
understood by Aristotle as dispositions. And once the subsumption of 
the first three canonical species under dispositions is accepted, a rather 
symmetrical differentiation of the genus that follows the contours of 
Aristotle's own differentiations can be provided. Unfortunately, it is 
not possible to glean from Aristotle's discussion in the Categories the 
constitutive differentiae of dispositions and shape. And in some sense 
this differentiation is the most troubling one. What, after all, could the 
justification be for dividing quality into shape and dispositions? And 
not only is the answer to this question not to be found in the Catego· 
ries, it is also not obviously found anywhere else in Aristotle's texts. 

Because of the difficulties in finding textual evidence for a division 
of quality into shape and dispositions, at this point my reading of Ar
istotle becomes much more speculative. I do not think that it is re· 
quired by Aristotle's texts. Nonetheless, I do think that there is a way 
to understand quality that can make sense of a division of quality into 
shape and dispositions. And so the speculation can at the very least be 
seen as a fruitful one: if accepted, it would provide the resources for 
a complete and systematic deduction of the species in the category of 
quality. 
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differentiae can be seen as a principle that orders material substances 
toward their respective species. 

This way of understanding order towards a species finds support 
in Aristotle's discussion of quality in the Metaphysics. At 1020bl-3, 
Aristotle says: 

II8 

One meaning of quality, then, is the differentia of substances, while 
another concerns immovable mathematical objects as in the case of 
numbers which are said to be of a certain quality (Meta. 1020b2-3 ). 

In this passage, Aristotle divides quality into the differentiae of substances 
and features of mathematical objects, a division that mirrors the division 
I have made within orders toward species. And interestingly, just after 
this passage, Aristotle illustrates what he means by the quality of math
ematical objects in such a way that the origin of shape begins to emerge. 

At 1020b3-7, Aristotle says: 

For example, the numbers which are composite and not one-dimen
sional, of which the plane and solid are imitation (these are numbers 
which have two and three factors, respectively), and in general, that 
which belongs to the substance of a quantity (Meta. l020b4-7). 

Aristotle here illustrates the qualities of quantities with the examples 
of plane and solid numbers. A plane number is a number with two 
factors; a solid number, a number with three. This example is illumi
nating, for in it Aristotle applies to numbers a description that has a 
geometrical origin. He describes a number with two factors as a plane 
number. This dearly reflects the fact that to the extent that mathema
tician, in AriotorJe', time had <kv.Jop<d anything re•embling a g<n· 
eral theory of numbers, such a theory was geometricized. That is, one 
can find in mathematical works of the time theorems about various 
numerical relations; but such theorems are always part of a general 
theo'Y of &<ome"Y and were proven by &<ometrictf method.. Hence, 
it .is not surp?sing to find Aristotle ascribing properties to numbers With geometncal terminology. 

Now, if n=be,, have difii,rentia< with a geometrictl origin, and 
g«>metncai obje"' have 8eometrictf dilrerentiae, then, .,,uming that ~=ben and l!<=etricaJ objec., are the fUndamental kind. of quanti
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o quality. But this is not over! troubli A d . 
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• o It seems that on fi al ..J,a-
genus, order of that which h . e . n wrrerentiation of the 
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B. Extrinsic Order-position 

It is now possible to see how an identification of quality with order
ing principles allows for a complete differentiation of the genus qual
ity. Suppose that qualities are intrinsic orders (or principles of order). 
Such orders will divide into three kinds: dispositions for motions, 
differentiae of material substances, and shape.

16 
Now, at Metaphys

ics1020bl5, Aristotle says that differentiae of substances are qualities; 
and so it is a virtue of this division that they are contained in it. But, 
because differentiae are essential features of material substances, they 
do not fall in the category of quality and so would not appear in a 
list of species in the category of quality. The other two species, on the 
other hand, would be in the category of quality. And it should be clear 
by now that they are the first two regimented species in the category 

of quality. 
By identifying qualities with orders (or principles of order), it is thus 

possible to provide a complete deduction of the species in the category 
of quality. The first two species are deduced from the genus, order of 
that which has parts. And the species under the genus, dispositions, 
are deduced in the way illustrated in the previous section. And not 
only can a complete differentiation be given but the differentiation has 
two additional merits. First, the differentiation of each genus in ques
tion flows from the nature of that genus itsel£ The division between 
dispositions and shape flows from the nature of orders: they can be 
with respect to a potency or with respect to a species. And ~e P~~ary 
division of dispositions flows from a categorial fact a~out ~sposmo~s: 
they can cause motions either in objects with the disposmo_n ca~s~ng 
the motion or in objects other than the object with the ~sposm~n 
causing the motion. Second, and equally as important, the differen~ae 
involved in the divisions satisfy the requirement that they fall ~utstde 
the genus being divided. Being directed toward a potency or directed 

and so that shape cannot be the order of the parts of som~ing. It is ~ror
tant to note however, that Aristotle here uses the word 9EOW and not E~tc;. 
'order: which is the word Aristotle uses in his definition of ou19E<n~. 
16 I am ignoring for the moment the quasi-arithmetical features derived 

&om geometry. 

----•' ~ 
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toward a species are not qualities. Nor is the location of a motion be
ing caused by a disposition a quality.17 

Now, although I have been speaking of identifying quality as such 
with principle of order, it should be obvious enough by now that I 

think quality should in fact be identified with form as such. For, as I 

have already argued, in its fundamental sense, form is a principle of 
order. So, the conceptual clarification of the nature of form and the 

regimenting of the category of quality have coalesced so as to support 
the thesis that at least part of Aristotle's categorial scheme bears such 
an intimate tie to hylomorphism that the former can be derived from 
the latter. 

I shall end this chapter with the following thought. I have noted 
Kant's criticisms of Aristotle's highest kinds. Of course, one can direct 

17 It is noteworthy that my derivation of the species under the genus, qual
ity. is not the first such attempt in the history of Aristotelian scholarship. T ~0 
other attempts, both of which can be found in Aquinas, Treatise on the Vtr
tues, trans. John A. Oesterle, (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1984.), pp. 4-5, are worth noting. Simplicius provides the following deriva· 
tion. "Some qualities are natural-those that are in their subject by nature 
and always; others come from without-those that are caused extrinsically 
and can be lost. Now the latter are habits and dispositions, and they dif
fer insofar as they can be lost easily or with difficulty. Regarding the natural 
qualities, some belong to a thing insofar as it is in potentiality to something, 
and thus we have the second species of quality. Others belong to a thing in
sofar as it is in act, and these are either deep-rooted or only on the surface. If 
deep-rooted, we have the third species of quality. If on the surface, we have 
the fourth species of quality, such as figure, and form, which is the shape of 
the living being:' Aquinas, afrer criticizing Simplicius' derivation, provides the 
following derivation. "Now quality, properly speaking, implies some mode of 
a substance ... Now the mode or determination of the subject by way of ac· 
cidental being can be taken in relation to the very nature of the subject, or 
according to the action and passion which follow upon its natural principles, 
which are matter and form, or according to quantity. If we take the mode or 
determination of the subject in regard of quantity. we have the fourth species 
of quality ... But in the second and third species of quality we are concerned 
with the mode or determination of the subject in regard to action and pas· 
sion. Hence in both species we take into account whether something is done 
easily or with difficulty, whether it is transitory or lasting ••• The mode or de
termination of the subject in view of the nature of the thing, however, belongs 
to the first species of quality, which is habit and disposition.n 
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CHAPTBR6 

QUANTITY 

I
n the last ~hapter, I argued that the category of quality admits of 
a systemattc derivation from the nature of form. In this chapter I 

. show that the category of quantity admits of a systematic deriva, 
~Ion from matter, though as shall become apparent, form is implicated 

1~ the derivation in a way that matter is not implicated in the deriva, 

tton of quality. 
Interpreting Aristotle on the nature of quantity is complicated by 

the fact that he provides two different treatments of that category: 
one in Categories V and one in Metaphysics V 7. Interestingly (and 
perhaps not surprisingly) the treatments differ in important respects. 
In the Categories, Aristotle provides two different differentiations of 
q?"'tity. Acronling to the 6rst, quantity dividos into ronrinuous and 
discrete quantity; the former then divides into line, surface, body and 
time, and the latter into number and speech. According to the second, 
quantity divides into quantities whose parts have a relative position 
with respect to one another and quantities whose partS do not (Catg. 
4b20,2). Although the differences between these twO differentiations 
are interesting, for the purposes of this paper I shall focus on the first. 
For, in the first instance, the differentiations appear to be compatible; 
and second, by presenting the division into continuous and discrete 
quantities before the other division, Aristotle, it would seem, gives pri, 
ority to the former. In this chapter, therefore, not only will I assume 
that the two differentiations do not need philosophical correction to 
make them compatible but I will also follow Aristotle's lead and take 
the division into continuous and discrete quantities to be the more 

fundamental. 
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A much more trenchant difficulty emerges, however, when one looks 
at the differentiation of quantity Aristotle provides in the Metaphysics. 
There, Aristotle divides quantity primarily into numerable quantities, 
which are pluralities, and measurable quantities, which are magni
tudes (Meta. 1020a9). Hence, unlike the Categories differentiation in 
which Aristotle first divides quantity with the differentiae continuous' 
and ruscreti, in the Metaphysics Aristotle first divides quantity with 
the differentiae 'measurable' and 'numerable: Furthermore, the divisive 
differentiae of measurable and numerable quantities in the Metaphys
ics include the notion of a limit. For instance, a body, according to Ar
istotle, is a limited magnitude in three dimensions; and a number is a 
limited plurality (Meta.l020a14). In the Categories, however, no corre
sponding concept occurs. The Metaphysics differentiation thus appears 
to be richer and subtler than the one in the Categories. 

For what is to come, it will be useful to present both the differentia
tions of quantity in their full form. The differentiation in the Catego
ries is as follows. 

quantity 
continuous 

line 
surface 
body 
time 
place 

discrete 
number 
speech 

And in the Metaphysics, it is as follows. 

quantity 

measurable - magnitude (~y£9oc;) 
limited ( 1tE7tEpaa~vov) 

in one dimension-line 
in two dimensions-surface 
in three dimensions-body 

unlimited ( a7ttpav'tov )- ~ 
numerable - plurality 

limited ( 1tE7tEpaaJ.Ltvov )-number 
unlimited ( a7ttpav'tov )-~ 

6~ Quantity I27 
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SECTION I 

SOME PRELIMINARIES 

In order to discuss adequately the relationship between the Metaphys
ics and Categories differentiations, some preliminary comments about 
Aristotle's treatment of quantity in the Categories are needed. One im
portant aspect of the Categories differentiation concerns the fact that 
time and place need not be considered basic quantities but can instead 
be understood in terms of other quantities, namely number and sur
face respectively. In the Physics, Aristotle defines time as the number 
of motion with respect to the before and after2 (Phys. 219b2). Hence, 
time is at least conceptually posterior to number-it is the number 
of some definite thing, namely motion. Hence, an account of Aristo· 
tle's conception of number in general should account for the nature of 
time. 

Despite the fact that time's definitional posteriority to number al
lows one to focus attention on number itself, one complication does 
at this point emerge. In the Categories, time and number occur in dis
tinct non-subordinate genera. Time, according to Aristotle, is continu
ous, but number is discrete-so the definition from the Physics, which 
would make time a kind of number and hence a discrete quantity; does 
not seem to fit with the Categories differentiation. 

A remedy for this difficulty exists, however, that uses distinctions 
Aristotle makes in his Metaphysics discussion of quantity. According 
to Aristotle, time is continuous because motion is; and motion is con· 
tinuous because the underlying continuum in which it occurs is. 

potentiality is clearly in the Organon though it seems restricted to contexts 
in which Aristotle discusses necessity and contingency; C£, for example, De 
Intepretatione ( 19a30-19b4, 22b30-23a25) and Prior Analytics (25a37). 

2 Although ri Vll<n.c; is often used by Aristotle to cover the notion of change 
in general,! have chosen to translate it as 'motion' rather than 'change' for 
the following. re~on. According to Aristotle, the change that is the primary 
measure of time ts the local motion of the primary heavenly sphere (Phys. 
2~3b20, Phys. 260b29): The time of other changes, then, is derivative upon 
thts type of change, whtch, according to Aristotle, is the only type of change 
t~at can .be ~ontinuous ~d eternal (Phys. 24lb20, 265a9). Translating 
K~VIl<:Jtc; m thts context as motioO: then, highlights this aspect of Aristotle's 
vtew. 
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distinguishes between (a) those that can move in themselves, things 
like the parts of a body and a nail in a ship and (b) those that cannot 
move in themselves but do so always as attributes, things like whiteness 
and knowledge (Phys. 211a19~23). Now, a surface is in the category of 
quantity and so, as an attribute, falls into class 2b. In other words, qua 
what it is, that is qua attribute, a surface is motionless - insofar as it 
moves, it does so only accidentally, that is only in relation to the sub~ 
stance it is present in. Hence, in the sense that place is motionless, so 
too is a surface; and so place can be understood as a kind of surface. 

Because place and time are derivative quantities, focus can be di~ 
rected at the other more fundamental species in the category. There 
is, however, one final oddity in the Categories list of quantities. For, 
removing place and time does leave species, namely body, surface, line 
and number, that seem to fall naturally enough into the category; but 
it also leaves a species that does not so obviously belong, namely A.Oyo~ 
(speech). It is not clear why Aristotle considers A.Oyo~ a quantity in 
the Categories, and interestingly he omits it from his discussion in the 
Metaphysics. Aristotle explicitly says in the Categories that A.oyo~ is 
sp~ken speech ( Catg. 4b32). So understood, A.Oyo~ is something like a 
s~nes of sounds, which, as a result of conventions, is semantically sig~ 
ruficant (De Int.16al~20). As such, however, A.oyoc; consists in proper 
obje~s of sense, which belong in the third species in the category of 
quality: affective qualities and affections. And so it is difficult to see 
how i~ can be a b~ic spe?es in the category of quantity. 

In h~t of th.e difficulties concerning the placement of A.Oyoc; in the 
categ~n~s, I will leave it as something of a puzzle and not try to in~ 
~lude It In the derivation of quantity. Hence, I will focus on the species: 

ody, s~rf~e, line and number, and in particular on the way in which 
the dert~tion of ~ese species can be informed by the differentiation 
of quantity that Anstotle gives in the Metaphysics. 
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SECTION III 

A DERIVATION 

With a general picture of the category of quantity in place as well as 
substantive accounts of form and matter, it is possible to tum to tum ~0 
a more precise articulation of the connection between the Metaphystcs 
and Categories differentiations of quantity. One initial set of conceptual 
connections that serves to link the differentiations are those between 
measurability and continuity on the one hand and numerability _and 
discreteness on the other. Aristotle explicitly notes these connecnons 
in his discussion of quantity in the Metaphysics: 'A quantity is c~ed 
a 'plurality' if it is divisible potentially into parts that are not c~ntmu
ous and a 'magnitude' if it is divisible potentially into parts which are 
continuous' (Meta.l020a10-2). Aristotle does not explain why ~e~e 
connections hold; but given certain every day conceptions of what It IS 
to measure and count, the connections are plausible enough. 

When we measure, we usually measure some continuous whole and 
what we use to measure is also usually continuous. For instance, were 
we to measure a table, which is something continuous, we would place 
some continuous unit of measurement, for instance a meter stick, next 
to the table so that one end of the table is square against one end of the 
meter stick, and we would mark off where the other end of the table 
lined up against the meter stick. Of course, one might measure dis
crete entities, for instance the combined lengths of two cars, but to do 
so one would measure the cars independently and add their lengths. 
Such an account of measuring is, of course, focused on spatial mea
surements. And indeed, one might object that non-spatial measure
ments need not be of continuous entities. The weight of a pile of sand, 
for instance, can be measured by a scale even though the pile of sand is 
not a genuine continuous unity. For this reason, it is best to interpret 
Aristotle as dividing quantity with spatiality primarily in mind. 

Aristotle's views about numbers likewise reflect some fairly quotid
ian facts about human practices, though, his account of numbers, as 
will become apparent shortly, is in some tension with other aspects of 
his metaphysics. 

3 
His linking of numbers with discreteness reflects the 

3 C.f. Julia Annas, Aristotle$ Metaphysics: Books M and N (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press 1976), for a helpful discussion of Aristotle's treatment of numbers. 
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of language, one can interpret Aristotle as articula~ng. the vi.ew ~at 
numerable pluralities arise from the existence of cntena for I~ennty. 
Because there is a criterion for being one consonant, it is possible to 

mark off a plurality of such ones thereby assigning them a number.4 

Aristotle's account of number thus places two requirements on ~y 
numerical plurality. First, there must be some unit in the plurality. 

This requires there to be some criterion by which something can ~e 
said to numerically one. Second, each of the members of the pl~~ty 
must fall under some single universal F. With both these condinons 
satisfied, it is possible for each single member to be numeric~y one

this is made possible by the existence of a criterion for numencal ~n~
ness-for each member to fall under the single universal F-this IS 

made possible by the fact that F is a universal-and hence for there to 
be some number n ofF's in the plurality. . 

Aristotle's theory of number is dear enough; but at this point a ~
ficulty arises in virtue of (1) Aristotle's explicit criterion of numencal 
identity in the Metaphysics and (2) his recognition that numbers num
ber entities that are not obviously capable of satisfying such a criterion. 
At Metaphysics 1016h33, Aristotle says: '[Things J are numerically one 

if their matter is one
5 

In saying this, Aristotle seems to be appealing 

4 Aristotle's discussion in Metaphysics X, 1-2 corroborates such an 
interpretation. For instance, he says: 'Therefore, all things are measured by 
unity': (Meta. 1053a18) and 'Then, too, a measure is always homogenous 
with what is measured ... ' (Meta. 1053a25). 

5 There are other passages in which Aristotle links numerical diversity with 
the having of distinct matter: 1018a8-12, 1025b27-31, 107 4a33-3 5, and most 
importantly 1034a5-8: "When the whole has been generated, such a form in 
this flesh and in these bones, this is Callias or Socrates; and they are different 
on account of their matter (for it is different) ... " A rather extensive debate 
has occurred concerning the question as to whether matter in Aristotle is a 
principle of individuation. A.C. Loyd, "Aristotle's Principle of Individuation;' 
Mind 79 (1970): 519-29; and G.E.M. Anscombe, "The Principle of 
Individuation," SPAS 27 (1963): 83-96 accept such an interpretation. H.F. 
Chemiss, Aristotle's Criticism of Plato and the Academy (Baltimore, 1944); 
and W.S. Sellars, "Substance and Form in Aristotle;' journal of Philosophy 
54 (1957): 688-99, on the other hand, argue that what makes Socrates and 
Plato numerically distinct are two numerically distinct instances of the same 
form. E. Regis, "Aristotle's Principle of Individuation," Phronesis 21 (1976): 
157-66, argues that neither interpretation is correct. I do not need to take a 
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various ways to entities that are not material substances. The exten
sion would be most appropriately Aristotelian if it were effected by 
homonymy relations. Aristode, for instance, provides criteria for the 

oneness of motion, one of which is the oneness of the subject of the 
motion (Phys. 227b30). If the oneness of the subject of the motion 
can then be understood in terms of oneness of matter (or enformed 
matter), then at least with respect to motion, numerical oneness can 
be homonymously related to Aristotle's explicit criterion of numerical 
oneness. The complete effecting of such relations for all the sorts of 

entities that Aristotle thinks can be counted would, of course, be a 
rather monumental task; and it is not one that I will undertake. None
th_eless, so as to alleviate the tension in Aristode's theory of number I 

will_supp~se that numerical oneness and hence numerical plurality ap
ply m their fundamental sense to substances and in a derivative sense 
to any entity for which an appropriate criterion of numerical identity 
exists. 

The_ vie'; of measurable and numerable quantities that emerges, 
then, Is this. A measurable quantity is a continuous chunk of mat
ter, and a numerable quantity is a plurality of such chunks of mat
ter that all fall under the same count noun. Notice that the similarity 
be~een measurable and numerable quantities consists in their both 
~em~ chunks of matter with their dissimilarity arising from their be
Ing either one such chunk or many such discrete chunks falling under 
a single universal count noun Such a simil . b . ak . 
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Tho diffi sura~l: cu~~ howev~r, is not intractable. In the first instance, mea-
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Aristotle guarantees that quantity cannot exist as such without being 

determined by a differentia. 
The identification of quantity with unlimited extension thus allows 

for a derivation of the species in quantity. The main divisions in the 
category of quantity have already been derived. Continuous quantity 
and measurable quantity are convertible-and they arise from the 
limiting of extension by form-m. Discrete quantity and numerable 
quantity are likewise convertible-and they arise from the limiting of 
form matter composites by forms-c. And because number, owing to 
the elimination of A.6yo~ is the only species under numerable quan
tity, we can suppose that numbers (ofF's) just are limited pluralities of 
a certain sort. The divisions among the types of continuous quantity, 
then, flow from the dimensionality of extension itsel£ Body is limited 
measurable quantity in three dimensions; surface, limited measurable 
quantity in two dimensions; and line, limited measurable quantity in 

one dimension.9 

The virtues of the present account should be evident. There are, 
however, two remaining difficulties that must be addressed before it 
can stand firm as an interpretation of Aristotle. The first difficulty 
concerns the fact that the constitutive differentia of plurality contains 
plurals, namely 'forms-m' and 'compositeS. Were this structure intend
ed as an analysis of number, which it is not, it would be charged with 
a blatant circularity. But even though it is not an analysis of number, 
the following question does arise: how can the differentia of plurality 
make appeal to what appears to be not just a quantitative notion but 
a notion involving plurality itsel£ namely forms-m and composites~ 
And once this question has been raised, does it not equally apply to 
the other differentia, for that differentia contains a singular, namely 
'form-m: But is not a singular likewise a quantitative notion? 

In order to answer this question, one must remember that according 
to the interpretation in this paper number in the species of quantity is 
the number of composite material substances. The appeal to numeral
ity in the differentiae is an appeal to a unity and plurality of forms-m, 
which are principles of material substances. (The plurality of compos
ites of form-m and matter reduces to the plurality of form-m-for 

9 Aristotle seems to think that the tri-dimensionality of extension can be 

known a priori (De Caelo I, 1). 
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many composites are many forms~m informing extension.) Now, that 
Aristode allows types of entities other than material composites to 
be numbered has already been shown. As long as there are criteria of 
identity for such entities, they can be numbered. Hence, it is legitimate 
to appeal to a number of forms~m. ' 

That the plurality of forms~m is presupposed by the derivation does, 
however, require some categorial facts concerning form and matter to 
be underived. These facts, though, are facts about hylomorphic enti~ 
ties; and so such a requirement coheres with an interpretation accord~ 
ing to which hylomorphism is a prior and more fundamental theory 
than categorialism. According to the interpretation in question, the 
categorial scheme is intended to represent the basic structures of ma~ 
terial composites. That some aspect of the scheme, in this instance the 
notion of a plurality, must be applied to hylomorphic entities does not 
vitiate the contention that, as a representation of the categorial struc~ 
tures inherent in material composites, the scheme can be derived from 
hylomorphism. 

One final issue must be addressed. It may seem that according to the 
interpretation I am offering substances are in the category of quantity. 
For, a composite of form and prime matter would be a substance - and 
I am claiming that the species in the category of quantity unfold from 
such composites. As I have derived quantity, however, I have appealed 
to form~m informing extension so as to create bodies. Here, however, 
the results from earlier chapters resolve the difficulty. The derivation I 
have provided does depend on principles of substance-but once the 
principles have been allowed to structure a world containing mobile 
material substances, one significant feature of such substances must 
be abstracted in order to arrive at species in the category of quantity, 
namely motion. As I argued in chapter 2, the abstraction of motion 
requires t~e abstractio~ of ~orm. As I argued in chapter 3, the type of 
form reqwred for monon Is form~m; and such a form is responsible 
for the substantiality of a material composite. Hence, its abstraction 
results in the category of quantity, which is not subordinate to the 
category of substance and which can ultimately be identified the most 
indeterminate type of matter that has enough struCture to be a genus. 
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these two topics, I instead focus on a topic that is in some ways one ~f 
the fundamental issues in the interpretation of Aristotle, namely hts 
attitude toward the plenitude of being. In addition to being an int_er
esting issue in its own right, I shall eventually argue t~at interpren~g 
Aristotle in a certain way regarding this issue results m a systemanc 
and arguably a priori treatment of his category of substance as well as 
his introduction of form and matter in to his philosophical system. 

SECTION I 

LOVEJOY, HINTIKKA AND 

THE PLENITUDE OF BEING 

More than any other scholars Arthur Lovejoy and Jaako Hintikka 
have discussed whether Aristode accepted a doctrine of the plenitude 
of being. In his classic work, The Great Chain of Being: Lovejoy ar
ticulates the doctrine as follows: 

no genuine potentiality of being can remain unfulfilled, that the ex
tent and abundance of the creation must be as great as the possibil
ity of existence and commensurate with the productive capacity of 
a 'perfect' and inexhaustible Source, and that the world is better, the 
more things it contains. 1 

As this passage indicates, Lovejoy links a philosopher's acceptance of 
plenitude with his belief in the existence of a fundamental source of 
the world, which, because of its overflowing nature, guarantees that 
every potentiality of being is fulfilled. As a result, Lovejoy does not 
attribute plenitude to Aristode. Because Aristode's unmoved mover 
is eternally contemplating itself, it is entirely self-contained - unlike 
Plato's One, it does not overflow itself into other realms of being. 

Hinitkka, on the other hand, attributes plenitude to Aristotle.2 Not 
surprisingly, he does not trace Aristotle's acceptance of plenitude to 
an overflowing source of being. Rather, he argues that Aristode was 
committed to plenitude because he accepted a modal thesis according 
to which to be possible is to be true at some time or other. In defense 

1 Arthur Lovejoy, The Great Chain of Being: A Study in the History of an Idea, 
(Cambridge, Mass: Harvard university press 1936), p. 52. 

2 Jaako Hintikka, Time & necessity: Studies in Aristotle's Theory of Modality 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1973), p.95. 
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have n:o right angles does have an explanation, namely that they have 
three s1des. And in general, Aristotle thought that the essence of a ge
nus explains why it has the proper characteristics that it has as a mat
ter of necessity (PA I, 4-6). Once it is admitted that some necessities 
have an explanation while others do not, however, we can tum to the 
~u~stion of mobile being's existence and ask: which sort of necessity 
Is It, brute or explainabld If the interpretation that I said would be 
agreeable to Hintikka is correct, we are forced to conclude that the 
necessity is brute, or at least a trivial consequence of Aristotle's views 
about modality. But perhaps, it is not. Perhaps Aristotle thought that 
~here is some sort of deep explanation for the existence of mobile be-

mg. 
In thinking about this issue, it is interesting to note that Aristo-

tle touches on but never settles in any explicit way the question as to 
whether there is some explanation for the existence of mobile being. 
In Physics I, 2 and 3, Aristotle addresses those philosophers who deny 
that motion exists. At 185al-5, he says that someone investigating 
nature need not determine whether what exists is, as Melissus and 

Parmenides hold, one and motionless. 
Now to investigate whether what exists is one and motionless is not 

a contribution to the science of nature. For just as the geometer has 
nothing more to say to one who denies the principles of his science 
- this being the question for a different science or for one common 
to all - so a man investigating principles cannot argue with one who 
denies their existence. For if what exists is just one, and one in the way 
mentioned, there is a principle no longer, since a principle must be the 

principle of some thing or things (Phys. 185al-5). 
Aristotle's contention here is in some ways easy to discern- he is 

simply denying that a physicist must argue against those who deny the 
existence of motion. In another respect, however, the precise nature 
of the view Aristotle is advocating resists easy determination. The dif
ficulty arises from what might seem an innocuous aside but what is 
in the end a comment that has considerable interpretive significance. 
Aristotle illustrates his claim about physics by drawing an analogy to 
geometry-he says that a physicist confronting someone who denies 
the existence of motion is like a geometer confronting someone who 
denies the principles of geometry. Such a geometer, Aristotle says, need 
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not argue against his skeptical opponent. So far so good. But Aristotle 
goes on to add that the concern over the principles of geometry cannot 
be dismissed altogether. Rather it belongs to some different science or 
to a science that is in some ways common to all sciences. By analogy, 
then, a physicist need not address someone who denies the principles 
of physics; nonetheless, questions about such principles could not be 
dismissed. Rather, some other science or some science common to all 
sciences must address them. 

As it turns out, Aristotle reiterates a similar point in very similar 
language at Physics at 252a32. He says: 

To maintain that all things are at rest, and to disregard sense-per
ception and attempt to show the theory reasonable, would be an 
instance of intellectual weakness ... Further, just as in arguments 
about mathematics objections that involve first principles do not 
affect the mathematician - and the other sciences are similar - so, 
too, objections involving the point that we have just raised do not 
affect the physicist; for it is a hypothesis that nature is a principle of 
motion (Phys. 253a32-253b6). 

Aristotle here again denies that a physicist must contend with objec
tions to his principles, and he again draws an analogy to mathematics. 

And though he takes care to point out that a scientist inquiring into 
some particular genus need not investigate the principles of that sci
ence, the passage implies that the scientist in question need not dem
onstrate the principles of his science qua that scientist. A mathemati
cian, for instance, need not demonstrate the principles of mathematics. 
But by a further implication, some other science does investigate such 
principles. Analogously, then, a physicist qua physicist need not deter
mine whether mobile being exists; but, by implication, it would seem 
that, qua some other type of scientist, a physicist does. 3 

3 Although the Metaphysics passages only imply that scientists must be 
conce~ed abo~t the natu_r~ of their princ~ples.qua some higher more gen
eral science, Anstotle explicitly states such Implications at Posterior Analytics 
77b3-9: An~ for those one should supply ~ ~rgument from the principles 
and conclusiOns of geometry; but for the p_n~oples, the geometer qua geom
eter should not supply an argument; and Simrlarly for the other sciences too. 
We should not, therefore, ask each scientist every question, nor should he 
answer everything he is asked about anything, but only those determined by 
the scope of this science (PA 77b3-9). 
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the unity of Aristotelian sciences. I shall argue that PP provides an 
ontological principle of unity for the various epistemic projects that 
together constitute Aristotle's system of sciences. PP thus serves as 
something of a paradigm for Aristotle - it is a principle around which 
some very basic structures in his metaphysical system turn. Of course, 
it is one thing for PP to be a paradigm for Aristotle and another for 
it to play a role in the larger philosophical context in which Aristotle 
was operating. I shall argue, however, that PP did play such a role. 
If I am correct, not only can PP be seen as a principle that gives to 
Aristotle's philosophical system a remarkable internal coherence but 
it also connects Aristotle to a tradition of metaphysical speculation 
started by philosophers before him. If I am correct, by giving a dis~ 
tinctively Aristotelian flavor to some very general metaphysical theses 
present most noticeably in Plato's middle dialogues, Aristotle supports 
his scientific theories with a metaphysical apparatus concerning the 
nature of being. 

It may seem that the considerations I shall present are the basis 
for an argument that Aristotle accepted PP. And in some sense they 
are-I do think that viewing Aristotle's system as if he accepted PP 
does have a number of interesting and attractive interpretive results. 
But I in fact think that the correct interpretation is more complicated 
than this. Although for much of the paper I shall proceed as if Aris~ 
totle accepted PP in the same way that he accepted any number of 
other philosophical theses that occur explicitly in his works, several 
reasons suggest that it is more plausible to view PP as something of 
an unarticulated regulative principle that guided Aristotle rather than 
an explicitly formulated principle that he accepted. This is not, how~ 
ever, to denigrate the role that PP had in Aristotle's thought. Indeed, 
such principles are often of extreme interest to the historian of phi~ 
losophy. For they provide a due to the philosophical gestalt in which 
philosophers from different eras were operating. They are, so to speak, 
a kind of unarticulated form of thought which have as matter the vari~ 
ous philosophical theses that occur explicitly in a philosopher's texts. 
And such, I shall argue, is precisely the case with PP. I shall argue that 
in addition to unifying a number of themes both within Aristotle's 
own system and within ancient Greek metaphysics, it also illuminates 
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them, it surely applies to substance. Hence, 'being' in PP can be re
placed by'substance' so as to yield PPS. 

PPS: Every degree of the perfection of substance must be instanti
ated. 

What, then, about the second question~ What counts as a degree of 
the perfection of substance~ One passage that provides some insight 
into this question occurs in the Parts of Animals. At PAn 644b21-
645al, Aristotle argues that the heavenly spheres are more divine than 
destructible substances (PAn 644b21-645al). The source of such di
vinity stems from the fact that the heavenly spheres, though capable of 
accidental change, are not capable of essential change. They cannot, in 
other words, come into or go out of existence. Destructible substances 
can fail to be what they are both accidentally and essentially-they can 
acquire and lose accidental features, and they can come into and go out 
of existence. The heavenly spheres, on the other hand, though they can 
change accidentally as a result of their local motion, cannot go out of 
existence. 

Aristotle's view about the source of the divinity of the heavenly 
spheres can be augmented by his view about the unmoved mover. His 
argumentation in Metaphysics XII, 9 shows that he thinks that the 
unmoved mover is a perfect substance. According to Aristotle, the un
moved mover must have himself as an object of his thought. Why~ Be
cause the unmoved mover, being the best of all possible beings, must 
think about the best of all possible objects; and the unmoved mover 
is the best of all possible objects (Meta. 1074b30-5). The unmoved 
mover, however, is pure actuality- it does not admit of any potential
ity at all (Meta. 1072bl-15). So, just as in the case with the heavenly 
spheres, there is a connection in Aristotle's thought between the de
gree to which something admits of the potential for non-being and the 
perfection of that thing. 

These textual clues can be augmented by considering in the abstract 
what it would mean for something's being to be perfected. One plau
sible answer to such a question that springs to mind is: a being's being 
is perfected to the extent that it excludes non-being. So, for instance, 
a being whose being is perfect would altog~ther exclude non-being. A 
being that is less perfect than a perfect bemg would admit accidental 
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A level 0 being would thus be perfectly actual. A levell being would be 
capable of accidental and not essential change. Finally, a level 3 being 
would be capable of both accidental change and essential change. 

If I am right that Aristotle accepted PPS, then he should have ac
cepted the existence of beings at all three levels. And of course he does. 
The unmoved movers are level 0 beings; the heavenly spheres, level 1 
beings; and the destructible substances, level 2 beings. PPS, then, in 
conjunction with plausible theses about how to differentiate among 
the degrees of perfection of being allows for a principled division of 
the genus, substance, a division that accords well with the divisions 
Aristotle made. 

Now, Tl-T3 account for the existence of at least three types of sub
stances; but further discriminations among level2 beings can be made 
in accordance with a principle that appears implicitly in claims Aristo
tle makes concerning particular species. 

According to Aristotle, the being of a mobile substance is perfected 
to the extent that it imitates, as much as its nature permits, the divine 
perfect being. Mobile substances, in other words, are ordered with 
respect to the perfection of being in accordance with their degree of 
imitation of the unmoved mover. 

The most explicit allusion to such an ordering in Aristotle's works 
occurs in De Anima II, 4. In his discussion of nutrition and reproduc
tion, Aristotle says: 

The acts in which it manifests itself are reproduction and the use of 
food, because for any living thing that has reached its normal devel
opment and which is unmutilated, and whose mode of generation is 
not spontaneous, the most natural act is the production of another 
like itself, an animal producing an animal, a plant a plant, in order 
that, as far as its nature allows, it may partake in the eternal and 
divine. Th~t is the goal towards which all things strive, that for the 
sake of whtch they do whatsoever their nature renders p ·bl 

OSSI e ••• Since then no living thing is able to partake in what is eternal and 
divine by u~interrupted continuance (for nothing perishable can 
forever rematn one and the same), it tries to achieve that end in the 
?nly w~y possi~le to it, and success is possible in varying degrees; so 
tt rernatns not mdeed as the self-same individual but continues its 
existence in something like itself- not numerically but specifically 
one (DA 415a26-415b8). 
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their natures order them. Living substances, on the other hand, areca
pable of nutrition and reproduction, which capacities allow them to be 
self-sustaining for a period of time and, as Aristotle says in the above 
passage, to imitate the divine insofar as they propagate. The activity of 
the divine mind, however, is a kind of knowing. And so, in order for 
the world to exhibit all the degrees of perfection, there must be im
perfect substances that can know. Knowledge, however, comes in two 
varieties - knowledge of particulars and knowledge of universals. The 
former requires sense perception; and the latter, rationality.5 Hence, 
PPS requires the existence of imperfect substances capable of percep
tion and rationality. And so, the principle of plenitude, along with a 
thesis about the ways in which being can be perfected, entails the ex
istence of the subject matter for all the main Aristotelian sciences that 
fall under the genus body.6 

The only remaining science whose subject matter requires explana
tion is mathematics. It is here that the results from earlier chapters 
become relevant. As I argued earlier, the subject matter of mathemat
ics results when motion is abstracted from body. Hence, insofar as Ar
istotle can explain the existence of bodies by appeal to the principle of 
plenitude, he can explain the existence of the subject matter of math
ematics. 

5 Aristotle~ compl~te account of the relation between sense, reason, particu
lar~ and umversals ts of course complicated. In some sense, one can perceive 
umversals (PA ~00a15: Phys 1~410-20).And in some sense, reason must ap
prehend the umversal m a parttcular image (DA 43lb2). Nonetheless, some 
sort of connection between sense and particulars and reason and universals is 
certainly an aspect of Aristotle's thought. 

~ Not~ce th~t this interpretation goes some considerable way toward explain
mg Artstotles acceptance of the etemality of the species. C£ J M Cooper, '1\.r
istotle on natural teleology'; in Language and Logos, ed. M. Nussbaum and M. 
Schofield, ~C~bridg~: Camb~dge ~niversity Press 1982) pp.197-222, for 
an altemanve discusston of Anstotles views about the etemality f · 

d I I o spectes an te eo ogy. 
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the many sciences study~ To what extent, in other words, does the one 
hold sway over the many~ 

It should be clear by now that I am advocating the latter interpreta
tion. Viewed in the light of PP, Aristotle's system not only displays a 
remarkable degree of internal coherence but is also an attempt to de
scribe the world as a remarkably coherent unity. To this extent, he was 
much more of a rationalist than an empiricist. There is, of course, con
siderable debate about the extent to which Aristotle was influenced by 
Plato. But, ifi am correct, Aristotle did at least inherit Plato's rational
ist impulse as regards the existence of the subject matter of rational 
inquiry. Moreover, I am inclined to think that the connection between 
Plato and Aristotle on these matters amounts to more than just shared 
cognitive tendencies. Indeed, I think that the connection between the 
two is deeply conceptual, though I also think that the only way to ap
preciate the conceptual connections is to view both their metaphysical 
systems through the lens of PP. With PP in mind, one can see that 
Aristotle, while retaining a Platonic commitment to PP, nonetheless 
modifies in a distinctive way several Platonic views. 

In the doctrines I have attributed to Aristotle it is certainly possible 
to hear at least the echoes of Plato. Form, being and perfection con
stitute a Platonic triad; matter, becoming and imperfection constitute 
a second. And the two triads stand to each other as master to slave, 
as original to copy, as original source of formative power to material 
being formed. In fact, the idea that pure being excludes non-being is 
a dominant theme of Plato's middle dialogues. According to Plato, 
the world of form is the domain of pure being; and the world of flux, 
which is teleologically ordered in virtue of its imitation of the forms, 
is a mixture of being and non-being. So, for instance, he says in the 
Republic: 

It would remain, then, as it seems, for us to discover that which par
tak~s of bot~, of t.o ~e and not to be, and that could not be rightly 
designated either m Its exclusive purity, so that, if it shall be discov
~red, we may justly pronounce it to be the opinable, thus assign
mg extremes to extremes and the intermediate to the intermedi t 
(478e) a e. 

As is known, Plato abandons, {or at least modifies) this view in the 
Sophist, where he allows the forms to intermingle with non-being. 
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SECTION V 

THE PRINCIPLE OF PLENITUDE AND 

HYLOMORPHISM 

The focus on plenitude and its relation both to Aristotle's system of 
sciences and his hylomorphism is, to be sure, idiosyncratic. The last 
section should make it dear, however, that considerable light is cast 
on Aristotle's system of sciences when one views it through the lens of 
plenitude. Likewise, an interesting perspective concerning Aristotle's 
hylomorphism emerges as a result of plenitude. Although commenta~ 
tors generally think that Aristotle introduces form and matter as a 
result of considerations about motion, there is another route to their 
introduction. I have argued that mobile substances are inherently 
striving to be as much like the unmoved mover as their natures permit, 
thereby perfecting their being as much as possible. But, one might ask: 
what, according to Aristotle, keeps mobile substances from completely 
imitating the unmoved mover:' 

The obvious answer to this question is: matter. That matter keeps 
substances from perfect divine imitation crops up in various places 
in Aristotle's works. Perhaps the most interesting instances of such a 
doctrine occur in Aristotle's metaphorical descriptions of the fatigue 
caused by the presence of matter and potentiality. In Metaphysics XII, 
9 Aristotle argues against the presence of potentiality in the unmoved 
mover precisely on the grounds that such potentiality would wear him 
out: 'First, then, if he were not thinking but a potency, it is reason~ 
able that the continuity of his thinking would be fatiguing him' (Meta. 
1074b28~9). And in his discussion of actuality in Metaphysics IX, 8, 
Aristotle says: 'Nor are they worn out by this activity, for their mo~ 
tion does not come from a potentiality of two contradictories, as in 
destructible things, so as to make the continuity of such motion tire~ 
some; for the cause of this is substance in the sense of matter or po~ 
tency, and not in the sense of actuality' (Meta. 1050b24~8). Aristotle 
also argues that deformities in nature are the result of form's not being 
able to master matter (GA 768b15~768b35). And he argues that the 
divine contemplation that humans are capable of is subject to the limi~ 
tation imposed by the presence of the body (NE 1178b35). 
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time, the cause of a material substance's being a member of a kind, 
and hence of that material substance's existing, as well as the cause 
of a material substance's imitating the unmoved mover, and hence of 

that material substance's instantiating the degree of perfection of be
ing that its nature allows. 

Additionally, if one progresses along the conceptual path introduced 
by the idea of form-m, one will arrive at the concept of the unmoved 
mover. A form-m is a principle of dynamical activities. Now, in the ma
terial world, a gap exists between the principle and the activity-the 
actualizing of the activity need not always occur. Various reasons for 
this gap might be proposed; but the most Aristotelian reason would 
be the fact that a principle of dynamical activities must exist in matter. 
Matter, so to speak, holds form back. Its presence must be overcome. 
A principle of activity enmeshed in matter must expend an effort to 
realize the activity for which it is a principle. And without an eternal 
source of power for such an effort, the effort will not always be forth
coming. 

To speak of an effort required to overcome matter is of course to 
speak metaphorically; but I have already noted that Aristode such 
language in his discussion of the unmoved mover and actuality in the 
Metaphysics. So, to continue with this metaphorical language, if there 
were any gap between the unmoved mover's actuality and his potenti
ality for that actuality, an effort would be required in order to actual
ize the potentiality. But, because the unmoved mover has no share in 
potentiality and hence no share in matter, the gap between the potency 
for an activity and the activity itself vanishes leaving in its wake an 
effordess, seamless eternal activity. Of course, the activity cannot be 
dynamical-it cannot involve the spatial world. For such an activity 
would require matter. Rather, the activity is pure thought thinking 
itself. And so, the idea of form-m, when carried to its conceptual ex
treme, leads direcdy to the idea of the unmoved over. 7 

7 According to the interpretation I am offering, Aristotle's hylomorphism 
and the principle of plenitude intertwine so as both to explain the existence 
of the main genera of the Aristotelian sciences and to generate several of the 
main contours of Aristotle's categorial scheme. Yet, a large question, namely 
what is substance. Now, anyone familiar with the literature on this topic 
knows what a thorny question this is; so thorny, in fact, that I certainly can
not hope to provide an adequate treatment of it in this book. I will, however, 
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SECTION III 

SOME META~INTERPRETIVE ISSUES 

Attributing PP to Aristotle results in a deeply unified interpretation 
of some of the basic structures in his metaphysical system. And this, 
it seems to me at any rate, counts considerably in its favor. There are, 
however, four questions that are very pertinent to these issues and 

whose force may very well disincline someone from accepting the in
terpretation I am offering. First, why would Aristotle have accepted 
such a principle? Second, why did he not explicitly profess allegiance 
to the principle? Third, if Aristotle did intend to explain the existence 
of motion from theses concerning being, is he not committed to a kind 
of Platonic doctrine according to which physics is part of metaphys
ics. Finally, is there not something a bit suspect about thinking that 

Aristotle would have deduced the various genera that are the subject 
of his sciences? After all, a priori, there seems to be no obvious reason 
why there could not have been more species that exhibit more degrees 

of perfection than the ones that Aristotle focuses on. I conclude this 
paper with some possible answers to these questions. 

erly substance, namely a material composite. Furthermore, form-m, because 
it is prior to matter in the sense that what matter is depends on form, is, of 
those entities derivatively named substance, primary. This is the conclusion 
Aristotle reaches at the end of Metaphysics VII. 

Despite the fact that form-m is in one sense primary substance, however, 
there is the question as to what the primary instance of substantiality is among 
complete beings. And indeed, one might think that this is the most important 
question concerning substance, for it is only complete beings that have what 
it takes to be non-derivatively called substance. Only a complete being can 
be self-sufficient, for to be complete is to contain within oneself what one is. 
And being self-sufficient is, so to speak, what being a substance is all about. 
So, to d~ter~ine what rry>e of enti,ty is substance in the most important, i.e. 
non-denvan.ve, sen~e of substance, ~n~ must find that type that is, among 
c~mpl~te ~emgs, pnmary. An~ here, It Is clear that Aristotle thinks that par
~IC~lan~ I~ ne~essary to be pnmary subs~ance among complete beings. This 
IS Implicit I~ hi~ treatment ~f substance m the Categories and explicit in his 
argumentation m MetaphysiCs VII 13. Hence, among complete beings, those 
entities that are particulars are primary substances. As a result, both material 
composites and the unmoved movers are primary substances-both types are 
particulars; and both types are complete. 
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that Aristotle would have believed in the ontological perfection of the 
world as such. 

These reasons for thinking that Aristotle accepted plenitude pro
vide the beginning of an answer to the second question, namely why 
did Aristotle not explicitly state and accept PP. Although I have been 
talking as if the acceptance of plenitude was somehow at the forefront 
of Aristotle's mind in his metaphysical speculation, I do not in fact 
think this to be the case. If Aristotle's acceptance of plenitude resulted 
from his metaphysical and epistemological optimism, we should not 
necessarily expect to find him explicitly stating the principle. Such op
timism, it seems to me, would most likely have been hidden from him 
simply because he lived at a time during which it would have been 
entirely natural to be optimistic. Indeed, his own intellectual successes 
would surely have added fuel to his optimistic outlook. And it is com
monplace that the optimism of the young is often only visible to the 
old. 

Indeed, I am inclined to view plenitude as something like an unar
ticulated regulative principle for Aristotle. Alternatively, one might say 
that such a principle was part of the formal element of his world view, 
the matter being the world itself In other words, I wish to suggest that 
the idea that being comes in degrees of perfection was a pervasive lens 
through which Aristotle as well as at least some of his philosophical 
predecessors viewed the world and that such a lens served to struc
ture their theorizing. As a result, Aristotle would not have articulated 
the principle explicitly; nonetheless, its presence as a structuring force 
would have permeated his entire system. 

Viewing plenitude in this way allows one to answer the third and 
f~urt~ questions I have raised. Because plenitude is a regulative prin
ciple, It would not figure into the kind of deductions that constitute 
the Aristotel.ia~ science~. As a result, plenitude, like the principle of 
non-contradiction, provxdes a general parameter within which Aristo
telian scien~e p~oce~ds. So, even though I earlier recreated a syllogism 
that looks hke xt mxght allow one to deduce the existence of motion 
from doctrines concerning the nature of being, such a recreation was 
really fo~ heuristic purpo~es - it makes very dear that there is a strong 
connectiOn between plemtude and motion. Hence, physics is not liter
ally part of metaphysics, for Aristotle. Nonetheless, one can see very 
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could beacoatthatcould be cutup but never is (De Int.l9a12,14). To 
be sure, Hintikka goes to considerable length to explain why Aristode 
would have accepted a modal form of plenitude that allows for the sort 
of exception Aristode alludes to. And he is joined in this pursuit by 
Sarah Waterlow.10 Both Hintikka and Waterlow try to find some form 
of the modal principle which is not so obviously counterintuitive and 
which an be seen as arising from Aristode's logical concerns. 

In my view, Hinitkka and Waterlow are misguided precisely because 
they do not see that plenitude is a regulative principle for Aristode. 
Given that the world is ordered via degrees of perfection, one might 
very well expect to find that as a general rule of thumb possibilities 
end up being instantiated at some time or other, especially if those 
possibilities are relativized to types. It would be odd in an ontological, 
ly perfect world were some type to have a potentiality that was never 
actualized. And indeed, when the possibility in question seems very 
deeply embedded in the structure of the world, one might think that 
plenitude begins to shift from the mere regulative to the contentful. 
So, for instance, given the centrality of the motions of the heavenly 
planets in the structure of the world, we should expect that if it is 
possible that they cease moving, they will. And Aristode does appeal 
to such principles in his demonstrations of the existence of the un, 
moved mover in Physics VIII. One should not expect, however, to find 
in Aristode some set of theses, metaphysical or otherwise, that would 
entail what is at any rate a highly suspect modal principle, just as one 
should not expect to find an a priori deduction of the genera that the 
sciences study. 

If I am right, therefore, an appreciation of the way plenitude influ, 
enced Aristode's thought is crucial in understanding his approach to 
various inquiries. Aristode would not have explicidy stated plenitude 
but his allegiance to it would nonetheless be visible. And indeed, I 
think one can see it in his works, not on the surface, but below it act, 
ing as an anchor to his theorizing. To use Aristotelian terminology 
at this point, according to the interpretation I am advocating Aristo, 

10 Sarah Waterlow, Passage and Possibility (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1982). 
I should note that Waterlow disagrees with Hintikka on several important 
interpretive and philosophical issues. But her general approach to plenitude 
in Aristode is similar to Hinitkka's.ln particular, she overlooks the possibility 
that plenitude is not doctrinal for Aristode but rather regulative. 
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gree of the perfection of being instantiated. Between prime matter and 
the unmoved mover, then, are the varying types of substances whose 
degrees of perfection depend on the extent to which they imitate the 
unmoved mover. Such imitation, however, essentially involves some 
sort of activity and so requires a principle of such activity, namely 
form-m. 

In this way both form-m and matter are introduced into the world. 
And with these hylomorphic principles, it is possible to see the way 
in which the categorial scheme unfolds. Substance is the fundamen
tal type of being and is divided into its main species in the way I de
scribed above. In general, the connection between form-m and species 
membership is guaranteed by Aristotle's acceptance of a functional 
determination thesis and the fact that form-m is a principle of activity. 
Form-m, however, not only is the underlying principle that places sub
stances into their respective species but also is responsible for the acci
dental activities of substances. Such accidental forms provide the basis 
for the category of quality and can be divided in the way I suggest in 
chapter 5. And, when form-m is abstracted from material substances, 
one arrives at the category of quantity. And the divisions in quantity 
can be explicated in the way I suggest in chapter 6. 

It would seem, then, that the main contours of both Aristotle's hy
lomorphism and his categorial scheme can be seen as unfolding in a 
more or less systematic way from considerations concerning the per
fectibility of being qua being. If one grants the principle of plenitude, 
then a rather stunning metaphysical system emerges that is in its a 
priority almost Spinozistic. With the principle of plenitude in hand, 
Aristotle has the resources to argue for (1) the existence of the un
moved mover (or at least some being whose being is perfect); (2) the 
existence of motion and hence the existence of form and matter; (3) 
the existence of the main branches of his science; ( 4) the existence of 
t?e s~bject matter ~f mathema~cs; and (5) the intra-categorial divi
stons m the categones of quannty and quality. Furthermore, with the 
appropriate conception of substance, Aristotle has the resources to 
avoid Spinozistic monism. Finally, Aristotle's categorial scheme _ or at 

least pa~ of ~t- can. esc~pe J_<ant's c?arge.,Rather than being a hodge
podge hst wtth no JUSttficanon, Anstotles categorial scheme reflects 
very deep facts about the nature of being. 
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